
I have no idea how to best present this rebuttal.  Someone gave me a response (in letter 
form) from Mila Thompson to someone in Ukraine attempting to debunk the Lunar Sabbath.  
My name was used, so I wrote a correction to Mrs. Thompson.  At the bottom of this article 
(amended letter) is her response to my original letter to her.  I'm not sure whether to 
respond to my letter of correction first or not.  Her copyright notice says I can duplicate this 
without permission as long as the contents are not altered, so I guess I have my answer. 
 
Even though this will seem backward, I will respond to this as it is posted online. 
 
Her first letter was VERY misguided, and she is VERY uneducated about not only the Lunar 
Sabbath, but the history of her own (satyrday) Sabbath.  I always find it amusing when 
people ignorant of Scripture and the historical record consider themselves qualified to offer 
spiritual advice.  Please do not misunderstand.  I am not a misogynist; I am usually very 
careful with how I treat and speak to females out of respect.  But Mila Thompson has put 
herself in the role of an authority, when she is not, so I will treat her accordingly.   
 
Ignorant does not mean stupid.  It means that someone lacks or does not have access to 
the facts or the evidence.  Since knowledge fixes ignorance, I am about to make Mrs. 
Thompson one of the wisest women on earth regarding the Sabbath of Scripture.  I rather 
doubt she will be grateful, and I actually understand.  Ignorance may be given a pass on 
judgment day, but willful ignorance will be tendered no mercy.  With knowledge comes the 
burden of responsibility, thus, many treat this responsibility with disdain. 
 
Mrs. Thompson writes primarily in black with a bit of burnt red, teal, and green highlights.  
I will respond in green, [bracketed in green] in mid paragraph, with a little blue, red, purple 
and perhaps a bit of orange.  Dated 5-31-2018 
 

About 'Lunar Sabbath' (sic) 
By Mila Thompson, Midnight In America 
Copyright © Midnight In America 
Copyright of Midnight In America may be waived and this publication duplicated without asking  
permission, if full credit is given to the source (with the address) and if the contents are not altered.  
Likewise, publications of Midnight In America may be translated into any other language  
without asking permission, provided that the translation is as accurate as possible to the  
meaning of the original text, and full credit is given to the source (with the address).  
The distribution of God's truth should not be restricted by copyright.. 
Scripture references are from the New King James Version. 
 
Mrs. Thompson does not put a space between paragraphs.  I will change neither jot nor 
tittle other than to put a space between paragraphs which is much more visually appealing. 
 
This article was initially written as a letter of reply to one Adventist believer  
in Kiev (Ukraine) who had translated and sent me a book by Troy Miller  
When The Day Begins. Troy Miller  promotes a so-called  
'lunar Sabbath' concept. According to this theory, God's Sabbath should be kept 
 not on the seventh day of each week, but by the phases of the moon. 
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I have recently received a letter from Troy Miller [which I mentioned above], in which he 
pointed out a couple of valid mistakes I had made in the previous version. For instance, I had 
assumed him to be an Adventist. I am thankful, and I have corrected these mistakes. At the same 
time, he sent me a few tracts (his own and another's) which I have read and tested with the 
Scripture. They added some new arguments which I had to address in this article as well. 
Therefore, this is a revised version. 
 
Which as of this moment, I have not read.  So, ladies and gentlemen of the jury, we are 
going to step into the unknown together.  No one has ever brought a successful argument 
against the Lunar Sabbath, and Mrs. Thompson will not be the first.  That said, I am 
perfectly willing for you to come to this conclusion based on the forthcoming evidence not 
on my word alone.  (I cannot find Mrs. Thompson's article she speaks of on her website.) 
  
Dear A! 
 
I have finally found the time to read one of the books you sent me, written by Troy Miller, where 
he lays out his theory about when God's day begins. Besides, I browsed his website and read the 
materials posted there about how and why he celebrates God's Sabbath. 
 
I do not have any books.  I guess my "studies" may be long enough that some consider 
them books.  LOL 
 
Before I began reading and testing his theory I asked Jesus to guide me into His truth, as I always 
do when I face controversial issues or opinions that disagree with a doctrine I have accepted 
earlier. Because it is not so important for me on which day to celebrate the Sabbath or when to 
count the beginning of a new day, as long as it is in accordance with His will.  I opened my mind 
and spirit to His guidance and put all my formerly accepted beliefs in this regard to a serious 
test.  
 
So she says.  Let's see if there is any evidence that this is the case.  I immediately spotted 
a problem when she said what she put in italics above.  The Father's WILL is not on trial 
here, rather it is the Father's WORD.  Scripture has already revealed to mankind the nature 
of the Sabbath given in the Garden of Eden and practiced by Israel throughout history as 
well as reveal when the day begins.  So, His WILL has already been made known through 
His Word.  At issue here is Mila Thompson's will.  She admits that she has already made up 
her mind, having accepted certain doctrines earlier.  So, she has an issue because what I 
have presented goes against her previously accepted doctrine. 
 
At issue here is Mila Thompson's WILL to obey, and her ability to recognize what is truth.  
Mrs. Thompson will present her tradition and/or the tradition of the church as evidence, 
nothing more.  Ultimately, this debate is going to be about who has the ability to present 
evidence that lines up with Scripture.  Mila Thompson's opinion is about as valuable as 
mine; both are worth nothing.  And it is not my opinion that I am presenting.  I will present 
evidence, cold, hard facts which you ladies and gentlemen of the jury will immediately be 
able to recognize. 
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So, if Mila Thompson opened hear mind and spirit to the proper Authority, she SHOULD 
come to a correct conclusion and present what is truth.  If she cannot or does not present a 
truthful conclusion, then she has done nothing more than lean on the arm of flesh.  In this 
case, her own, via her previously derived conclusions. 
 
So I began to study chapter 1 of Genesis together with Troy Miller. I am not saying that 
everything Troy writes is wrong. That would be too simple and naÏve. (sic)  When the devil 
wants to deceive a person, he uses the biblical truth, mixing in just a little lie. But this 'a little' 
changes and distorts the whole meaning of God's word and can mislead the person who believes 
it. (As the proverbial spoonful of tar makes a barrel of honey inedible, so 'a drop' of lie mixed 
with God's word can lead to a serious spiritual poisoning.) It is the tactics Satan used with Eve in 
Eden, to sow doubt in what God had said and why. And this same tactics brings him a rich 
harvest of deceived souls today. 
  
What Mrs. Thompson says here is true.  Though she has NO IDEA how much she is going 
to regret having said it.  Since this is her standard of how to identify what is false or what is 
a lie, I am going to shine this standard as a light of scrutiny against every conclusion she 
tries here to present against the Lunar Sabbath or against me personally. 
 
Right now, these are only her opening statements, having offered no evidence yet.  So I'm 
just saying that if this is going to be the "law" by which she recognizes a lie, then that law 
must be universal and apply to her conclusions also.  So, let's see who's evidence is ready 
and capable to stand up to close scrutiny. 
 
I could simply tell you that I do not accept this theory, without any further deliberations, couldn't 
I?  [After facing the glare of your own standard of a lie, you may ultimately wish you had.]  
Many do just that. But my goal is to help you and others (who are willing to heed) to see the 
falsity of this theory. That is why I am going to expose errors in the 'facts' Troy Miller offers as 
proofs from the Bible.  
 
And I am SO ready to defend the Scriptures and hold the mirror of truth up before her. 
  
First of all, Troy's statement that the first day of Creation was the day of the moon conjunction 
(the invisible phase of the new moon) is wrong, because the luminaries were not made (at least 
not made luminous) until day 4! Consequently, the moon could not be in its invisible phase.  
 
It appears that Mrs. Thompson has either not passed the bar to practice law yet, or she 
just plain is not very good at defending what she believes.  Her second parenthetical 
statement above (at least not made luminous) is actually a sideways admission that I MIGHT 
be right.  I don't know whether she is covering her bases or just not up for this debate.   
 
The months in Scripture are lunar.  I don't know if that is a newsflash to Mrs. Thompson, 
but this is easily verified.  The second month of earth's history began with a New Moon, last 
month began with a New Moon.  What do you suppose the very FIRST month of earth's 
history began with?  New Moon.  And for some reason, Mrs. Thompson disagrees with that. 
 
I maybe should jump in here but it is possible that Mrs. Thompson is going to say what I'm 
about to say, so I'm gonna let her carry on... 
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Troy Miller explains in his tract The Moon Regulates the Weekly Sabbath that God created all 
celestial bodies in the beginning, when He created the heavens and the earth (Gen.1:1), but didn't 
start the thermonuclear processes within, which made them luminous.  [True statement.  Click 
here: http://www.creationcalendar.com/CalendarIssue/07-MoonRegulatesTheSabbath.pdf.]  
Troy Miller believes God made them luminous on the first day of creation and thus created light 
and separated it from darkness. But only on day 4 God 'appointed' them for their jobs "to divide 
the day from the night and be for signs and seasons, and for days and years" (Gen.1:14).  
[Only because that is what the Hebrew says.]  He believes the fact that there were three days, 
with three evenings and mornings before Genesis 1:14, proves the existence of the luminaries in 
the sky at that time. However, the above verse from Genesis 1:14 clearly shows that there could 
be no natural means of separation between day and night till day 4, since God had not yet 
'appointed' these jobs to those great lights in the sky. God's Word must take preference. 
 
To us, who believe in the Almighty Creator of the infinite Universe and everything that exists, it 
should not seem impossible that He could not only literally become the light of the world 
(Jn.1:4) for three days, but also - turn the switch 'on' for the day, and 'off' for the night. Why 
would God do that?  [Good question.  And where is the evidence that He did?]  To teach us 
one of His eternal lessons, that there is a greater Light than the created luminaries.  [How poetic.  
Where do the prophets say this, Amos 3:7?]  By this, He only did what He has been doing all 
the time - teaching us His spiritual truths through the physical parallels in this world. 
 
Please show me where the light from YHWH divides day from night on earth?  Last I knew 
where the Father is, there IS NO night.  This is an unforced error and Mrs. Thompson 
shows no sign of going out of her way to accurately present any evidence.  This is her 
understanding based on an English translation that does not even say what she is saying 
here.  There is NOTHING in Scripture that says or implies that the light lit on the first day of 
Creation week came from YHWH.  Since He IS a being of light, how is it that HE lit himself 
on day one just for the purpose of creating day and night upon the earth (only for three 
days)?  Mrs. Thompson is adding to Torah here (Deuteronomy 4:2).  I know it and she 
knows it; she's just hoping that her readers don't know it. 
 
Genesis 1:5  And ElohimH430 calledH7121 the lightH216 Day,H3117 and the darknessH2822 He 
calledH7121 Night.H3915  And the eveningH6153 and the morningH1242 wereH1961 the firstH259 
day.H3117  
 
Genesis 1:14  And ElohimH430 said,H559 Let there beH1961 lightsH3974 in the 
firmamentH7549 of the heavenH8064 to divideH914 H996 the dayH3117 fromH996 the night;H3915 
and let them beH1961 for signs,H226 and for seasons,H4150 and for days,H3117 and 
years:H8141  
 
Right from the first work day of the week in earth's history, the Father lit a light that 
divided day from night and the light was called DAY (Hebrew word Yom).  Later on the 4th 
day of Creation week, the Father adds the job description that He had established for the 
two great lights in the heavens.  One of the things that the greater light (the sun) was 
going to do was rule the day (Hebrew word Yom).  Please explain how the Hebrew word 
Yom is regulated by the sun in Genesis 1:14, but is not ruled by the sun in Genesis 1:4.  
Please read the definition of Yom... 
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Strong's Concordance: H3117, יֹום, yôm, yome.  From an unused root meaning to be 
hot; a day (as the warm hours), whether literally (from sunrise to sunset, or from one 
sunset to the next), or figuratively (a space of time defined by an associated term), (often 
used adverbially): - age, + always, + chronicles, continually (-ance), daily, ([birth-], each, to) 
day, (now a, two) days (agone), + elder, X end, + evening, + (for) ever (-lasting, -more), X 
full, life, as (so) long as (. . . live), (even) now, + old, + outlived, + perpetually, presently, + 
remaineth, X required, season, X since, space, then, (process of) time, + as at other times, + 
in trouble, weather, (as) when, (a, the, within a) while (that), X whole (+ age), (full) year (-
ly), + younger. 
 
A thermonuclear process (Mrs. Thompson's words) is hot, is it not?  Please note that there 
is not a single reference above in any of the ways yom can be translated that indicates this 
light came from YHWH. 
 
Now let's examine the evidence.... 
 
Genesis 1:5  And Elohim called the light Day (Yom)., and the darkness He called Night. 
And the evening and the morning were the first day (Yom). 
 
Genesis 1:8  And God called the firmament Heaven. And the evening and the morning 
were only the second day (Yom).  
 
Genesis 1:13  And the evening and the morning were the third day (Yom). 
 
Anyone buying any of this?  Mrs. Thompson, the light that was lit on the first day (yom) of 
the week divided Day from Night.  There is only ONE light that divides day from night as 
seen from earth.  That light is the sun. 
 
The word "yom" means heat (as in from the sun).  The sequence of day and night is widely 
recognized as a Day/Night cycle, otherwise known as a "day", and has been so since the 
FIRST day of creation week, not the 4th.  From Genesis 1:3 onward, there has never been 
a day that was NOT regulated by the sun because no other light as seen from earth divides 
Day from Night OTHER than the sun. 
 
Mrs. Thompson insists that the sun and moon were created on the 4th day.  This is also not 
true, and had she examined the underlying Hebrew, she would have known this.  Again, 
how convenient for Mrs. Thompson's previously held conclusions that she failed to examine 
the underlying Hebrew of a passage that would have proved her premise false. 
 
Troy Miller finds it impossible for God to show and then hide His light in this physical world at 
will, because God is the Being of light. But I say: Is anything too difficult for God? Cannot God 
manifest Himself as He finds needed? 
 
Nothing is impossible with Yah.  But if the definition of Yom, which Moses was inspired by 
YHWH to use, means light from the sun (and that is EXACTLY how it is understood 
throughout Scripture) then that is the definition of the word.  YHWH can make any 
exception He wishes, but when He does so, He inspires the use of a different Hebrew word.  
The evidence for this is forthcoming. 
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Troy Miller also bases his proposition that the celestial bodies were not made, but 'appointed for 
the jobs' on day 4 on the meaning of two Hebrew words, used in the book of Genesis. He says 
that the word 'created' in the first chapter [verse actually, not chapter] of Genesis meant being 
created from scratch, while the word 'made' in Genesis 1:16, which was translated from a 
different Hebrew word, should be more appropriately translated as 'appointed for'. It is true that 
two different words are used. The first one has a narrower meaning, while the second one has a 
wider range of meanings, including the one mentioned by Troy. 
 
The sun is earth's major source of light.  It is also rightly said that the sun is the only light 
source that could possibly separate day from night on this earth.  So as strange as it 
sounds, it appears that the other heavenly bodies were created at the same moment that 
this blob of earth was initially created (Genesis 1:1).  This is made evident by the phrase: 
In the beginning, Elohim made the heaven and the earth.  So YHWH lit the sun on the first 
week day of creation therefore creating light (and Day and Night as a result).  The proof for 
such an odd statement is found in the language used in the fourth day creation account:   
 
And Elohim said, Let there be lights in the firmament of the heaven to divide the day from 
the night; and let them be for signs, and for seasons, and for days, and years:  
And let them be for lights in the firmament of the heaven to give light upon the earth: and 
it was so.  
And Elohim made two great lights; the greater light to rule the day, and the lesser light to 
rule the night: he made the stars also.  
And Elohim set them in the firmament of the heaven to give light upon the earth,  
And to rule over the day and over the night, and to divide the light from the darkness: and 
Elohim saw that it was good.  
And the evening and the morning were the fourth day.  Genesis 1:14-19 
 
This word “made” (Strong’s H# 6213) is used several times in Genesis 1.  This is the 
Hebrew word asah, (ah-saw).  It does not mean created from nothing.  The Hebrew word 
bara, which is used in Genesis 1:1 when Elohim created heaven and earth, means 
something was created from scratch.  Asah means advanced upon or appointed, made, like 
making a bed in the morning; the bed was “made" or advanced upon, not created from 
scratch.  For example: He appointed (asah) the moon for seasons…  Psalm 104:19.  Here 
David very nearly quotes Genesis 1:14, only he’s very specific about the role of the moon.  
Seasons here in Psalm 104:19 is the same Hebrew word found in Genesis 1:14; 
mo’edim, appointed times or set feasts.   
 
If the sun and moon had been created from scratch in Genesis 1:14, Moses would have 
used the Hebrew word bara, rather than asah. 
 
The Most High created the earth and other celestial bodies at a certain point in time.  He 
doesn’t call this time segment a day because the time piece that regulates the day had not 
yet been ordained as such.  Then on day one, YHWH lit the sun creating light and, of 
course, day and night as a result.  Since the earth and sun were created during the initial 
Genesis 1:1 creation event, it is plausible that the moon was created at the same time as 
well.  We are not wresting Scripture when we make this statement because the underlying 
Hebrew could have been (and we are suggesting—should have been) translated this way. 
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So on day 4, YHWH advanced upon the luminaries that He had created earlier [when He 
created the heavens and the earth and then illuminated on day one], and ordained them, 
appointed them as time keepers.  Once the sun was lit in Genesis 1:3-5, the moon was 
illuminated as well, and has been announcing the days ever since.  The moon rules the 
week/Sabbath and the month. The sun announces that a new day has begun, the moon 
announces what day is it.  The moon is listed as having a roll in the Creation Calendar as 
well as the sun, so the Creation calendar is lunar/solar, NOT solar only.   
 
It ain't rocket science. 
 
Well, I asked Jesus to guide me and show me His truth, and He was faithful, as always. He 
prompted me to compare other instances of the usage of these two words in Genesis 1.  [Jesus 
(his name was Yehushua actually) was a Lunar Sabbath keeper.  This study proves that 
every weekly Sabbath that can be date identified in both the OT and the NT occurred on 
the 8th, 15th, 22nd and 29th days of the lunar month, without a single exception.  
http://www.creationcalendar.com/CalendarIssue/28-8-15-22-29_Proof.pdf.]  Specifically, He 
prompted me to look into the account of the creation of man. And I did. I present to you what I 
have found: 
 
Gen 1:26 And God430 said,559 Let us make6213 man120 in our image,6754 after our likeness. 
Gen 1:27 So God430 created1254 (853) man120 in his own image,6754 in the image6754 of God430 
created1254 he him; male2145 and female5347 created1254 he them.  
  
Whatever Troy Miller may say or think about the difference in the meanings of these two words, 
this example clearly proves that they are used in Genesis 1 interchangeably, as synonyms, 
because they both are used to describe the same event of creating mankind! So much for his 
'proof' of the luminaries being created (or lit up) on day 1. 
 
Let us "make" man: 
 
H6213, ׂה ָ ש  'âśâh, aw-saw‛ ,עָ
A primitive root; to do or make, in the broadest sense and widest application: - accomplish, 
advance, appoint, apt, be at, become, bear, bestow, bring forth, bruise, be busy, X 
certainly, have the charge of, commit, deal (with), deck, + displease, do, (ready) dress (-
ed), (put in) execute (-ion), exercise, fashion, + feast, [fight-] ing man, + finish, fit, fly, 
follow, fulfil, furnish, gather, get, go about, govern, grant, great, + hinder, hold ([a feast]), 
X indeed, + be industrious, + journey, keep, labour, maintain, make, be meet, observe, be 
occupied, offer, + officer, pare, bring (come) to pass, perform, practise, prepare, procure, 
provide, put, requite, X sacrifice, serve, set, shew, X sin, spend, X surely, take, X 
thoroughly, trim, X very, + vex, be [warr-] ior, work (-man), yield, use. 
 
So Elohim "created" man: 
 
H1254, א ָ ּר  'bârâ', baw-raw ,בָ
A primitive root; (absolutely) to create; (qualified) to cut down (a wood), select, feed (as 
formative processes): - choose, create (creator), cut down, dispatch, do, make (fat). 
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Please note that asah and bara can BOTH be translated as "make", but they are FAR from 
synonymous.  I am admittedly no Hebrew scholar, but I can read the Hebrew definitions as 
they have been translated into English.  The use of asah and bara in the creation of man is 
not evidence that they are synonymous because while YHWH did indeed "create" (bara) 
man in His own image, He also fashioned and brought forth (asah) Adam from the dust of 
the earth that was already there, created (bara) in Genesis 1:1-2.  Meaning that YHWH 
advanced upon the dust of the earth in order to "make" man.   
 
In English create and make may seem synonymous, in Hebrew, they are not.  If it is Mrs. 
Thompson's assumption that the Scriptures were originally written in English, then I may as 
well stop now.  But since everyone knows that they were written in Hebrew, Aramaic and 
Greek, then I am simply going to remind Mrs. Thompson now that this sort of ignorance 
will be dealt with swiftly and soundly.  She may assume that her readers are mindless 
lemmings; I am not. 
  
So, God did not make the moon, the sun and the stars on the first, the second or the third day, 
but on the fourth day of Creation!  [This is what she was taught.  It is what we were ALL 
taught.  That does not make it true.  This is just one of Satan's many small deceptions that 
has been established and sustained via the translations (because the Hebrew is not 
understood this way) that keep mankind from fully obeying YHWH and worshipping Him at 
His appointed times.]  Just this one fact shows that this theory about the 'lunar Sabbath' is 
erroneous. If God indeed wanted us to keep His Sabbath by the moon phases, He would have 
done just that - make (or light up and appoint) the sun, the moon, and the stars all at once, right 
on the first day.  [And in Hebrew, that is EXACTLY what He did.  But rather than admit that 
the Sabbath is lunar based, Mrs. Thompson is going to play the "ignorance" card.  
Stunning.  Lunar Sabbath keepers can prove that the Father lit all the lights at the same 
time, on the first day, but because her tradition taught her that they were lit on the 4th 
day, we are wrong and her tradition is right.  Amazing!]  But for some reason, He chose a 
different scenario. Have you ever considered why He did that? Perhaps, for us to have the 
evidence proving His plan, that we should not fall for such demonic theories. 
 
Guffaw.  Sorry, that slipped out.  Mrs. Thompson, when did time begin on earth?  Genesis 
1:1 or Genesis 1:14?  This is not a trick question and I am not being facetious.  There is 
a universal axiom that says, Without time there is no motion, and without motion, there is 
no time. 
 
This is a universal law.  It is physically NOT possible for something to move around or 
change outside the boundaries of time.  Even the Creator is bound by this law.  Because He 
has always been (living, moving about, creating stuff, etc) time is without beginning or end.  
But time on earth is unique to earth.  When did things on earth start moving around, 
changing?  Genesis 1:1 or Genesis 1:14? 
 
Mrs. Thompson will refuse to answer this because it proves that time on earth begins in 
Genesis 1:1, meaning that the time-keepers have been in existence since that very 
moment.  And I will say it again, for the record, JUST because the Creator gave the sun, 
moon and stars their role as time-keepers on the 4th day of Creation does NOT mean that 
they were not keeping track of time from the beginning of earth's history. 
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As I recall, YHWH does not answer to us.  The tail does not wag the dog.  He is the Potter, 
we are the clay.  Scripture says... 
 
For My thoughts are not your thoughts, neither are your ways My ways, saith YHWH.  
For as the heavens are higher than the earth, so are My ways higher than your ways, and 
My thoughts than your thoughts. Isaiah 55:8-9  
 
And if I remember correctly, Mrs. Thompson was begging her readers to accept her 
baseless conclusions earlier based on this very fact, that nothing is impossible with YHWH.  
Which is true, but YHWH does not say one thing (record it in His Word) then do something 
else.  And this is what Mila Thompson wants you to accept.  I am trying to offer you the 
plain ink on the page where the answer to the problem is found in the fact that YHWH did 
EXACTLY as HE had recorded in His Word.  It is not my fault that we have all been 
brainwashed by the traditions of men and the churches, but the churches have been 
infiltrated and corrupted for thousands of years, and as long as men lean on their tradition 
(surely, the scholars and teachers are smarter than I.  They cannot be in error or lie to me 
on purpose, right?) they will be in error. 
 
The man from Galilee had this to say in response to the above:   
 
At that time Yehushua answered and said, "I thank thee, O Father, Master of heaven 
and earth, because Thou hast hid these things from the wise and prudent, and hast 
revealed them unto babes." Matthew 11:25  
 
The truth is so simple that even a child can understand it.  They have no spiritual baggage 
(read: traditions) with which to cloud their discovery.  A child old enough to "read" the 
evidence will not read Genesis 1:1 and understand or accept that the light that was lit 
came from YHWH or that the sun, moon and stars were created from scratch on the 4th 
day, because that is NOT what it says. 
 
When God wants us to know His will, He makes it absolutely clear.  [True.  Thus, my concern 
about rebutting Mrs. Thompson is that since YHWH has not chosen to enlighten her 
regarding the Calendar of Scripture that I am interfering by running ahead of Him.  It is 
also true that even if I make my case so completely clear that every lady and gentlemen on 
the jury is unanimously convicted of the Lunar Sabbath truth, that if it is not within the will 
of our Father for Mrs. Thompson to see it, she will remain in total darkness all the while 
maintaining how correct she is, and how false the Lunar Sabbath is.  Thus, this rebuttal is 
not for the edification of Mrs. Thompson, rather for her readers and all the fine men and 
women on the jury.]  Because He wanted us to keep the seventh day holy, He didn't just say 
that He had sanctified it from creation. He Himself gave us an example of what to do (Gen.2:2-
3). I hope you do not think that God had to rest after His works. And don't you think He could 
have made everything in one moment? He who says the word, and it is done, - did not need six 
days to create all that exists. Nevertheless, He deliberately and purposefully did it, each day 
giving us the signs of His will, so that we would not be ensnared by the devil. 
 
True.  And YHWH also created New Moon days (Numbers 10, et al), which Mrs. 
Thompson is trying to ignore.  I will remind the ladies and gentlemen of the jury and Mrs. 
Thompson that ignoring evidence does not make it untrue, and will not make it go away.  
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Ignoring evidence only makes one look like a fool.  Disregarding evidence only serves to 
keep one in perpetual ignorance.  Those who do NOT ignore New Moon see this when they 
read Genesis 1... 
 
New 
Moon 
(Genesis 
1:1-2) 

Day 1 of 
week 
(Genesis 
1:3-5) 

Day 2 of 
week 
(Genesis 
1:6-8) 

Day 3 of 
week 
(Genesis 
1:9-13) 

Day 4 of 
week 
(Genesis 
1:14-19) 

Day 5 of 
week 
(Genesis 
1:20-23) 

Day 6 of 
week 
(Genesis 
1:24-31) 

7th day 
Sabbath 
(Genesis 
2:1-3) 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 
 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 
 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 
(30)        

 
And EVERY calendar equation, question or problem in Scripture will find it's answer in the 
calendar model above.  Not a one of them will find an answer in the 1-2-3-4-5-6-Sabbath 
calendar model.  I have not been able to prove this yet (for this article), but I will. 
 
There is always harmony in the truth. 
 
Moreover, if God wanted the seventh day to coincide with the moon phases, He would have 
made the moon cycle to last exactly 28 days. But He did not! It lasts about 29.5 days.  [Ladies 
and gentlemen of the jury, Mrs. Thompson has already tried to prove that nothing is 
impossible with Yah (see top of p. 4 above) now she tries to put Yah in a box and demand 
that He must do something a certain way before she can accept it.  As I said earlier, it is 
not YHWH's will that is considered here, it is Mrs. Thompson's will.  If something does not 
meet her standard, it must not be true, and she just provided the first bit of concrete 
evidence that what I predicted is true.  The Father wanted the 7th day of the week to line 
up with the moon's phases, and He created a calendar that made it so, with a 30 day lunar 
month that STILL works even though the lunar cycle is now 29.5 days (as Mrs. Thompson 
correctly pointed out).  There are 28 week days (4x7) in a month to go with the 28 visible 
phases of the lunar cycle.  YHWH needed a longer lunar cycle to accommodate New Moon, 
which is a 3rd category of day.]  Therefore, those who keep a 'lunar Sabbath' break the fourth 
commandment every month, because they ignore the 29th and the 30th days of each month. Thus 
the first 'lunar Sabbath' of any month is not the seventh, but the 8th or 9th consecutive day! This 
fact also confirms that a so-called 'lunar Sabbath' has never been God's will and plan. 
 
Ok, Mrs. Thompson is now showing her ignorance of the Lunar Sabbath calendar, so I must 
ask, why she feels qualified to stand in judgment of it?  There have been a few satyrday 
Sabbatarians who have come against the Lunar Sabbath that actually do present the Lunar 
Sabbath correctly.  They are still against it, but at least they do not falsely present it to 
their readers.  If I were reading Mrs. Thompson's anti-Lunar Sabbath article (which is 
misrepresenting the facts regarding the Lunar Sabbath calendar) I would not accept the 
Lunar Sabbath either.  Which, I think, is her intended result. 
 
New Moon days are not ignored by Lunar Sabbatarians, they are days of the month, but 
according to Scripture they are just not week days.  New Moon days are a third category of 
day.  And day 29 is not a New Moon day, it is the 4th Sabbath of each month. 
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Lunar Sabbath keepers do not break the 4th commandment because they worship YHWH 
on the seventh day of HIS weekly cycle established at Creation. 
 
Lunar Sabbath keepers don't have 8 or 9 day weeks, only 7 day weeks.  The last week of 
the lunar month may seem to those ignorant of the Father's calendar to consist of 8-9 days, 
but days 30 and 1 are New Moon days, not counted against the week. 
 
Looks like this (New Moon days in blue, work days in green, Sabbaths in red): 
  
         Day 1   Day 2   Day 3  Day 4  Day 5  Day 6  Day 7    
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
 9 10 11 12 13 14 15  First Month, 30 days 
 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 
 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 
30       
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
 9 10 11 12 13 14 15  Second Month, 29 days 
 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 
 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
 9 10 11 12 13 14 15  Third Month, 30 days 
 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 
 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 
30 
 
As you can plainly see (in purple), there are only seven day weeks in the Lunar Sabbath 
calendar.  And this arrangement will fit EVERY calendar problem in Scripture.  Just watch. 
 
There is always harmony in the truth. 
 
Troy Miller declares in his tract that there is no proof in the Scripture that the seventh day 
Sabbath has to be consecutive.  He says that days 29 and 30 of each moon cycle are the New 
Moons, which are not to be counted into any week. They are special occasions, not week days. 
 
Well, he is dead wrong on the first statement! [I have asked for the "proof" in Scripture of a 
repeating seven day week in an unbroken cycle, and not one satyrday Sabbatarian has ever 
provided a single text and neither will Mrs. Thompson.  Because there isn't one.  For some 
reason, that has never stopped nay-sayers from waxing eloquent about the "proof" they 
cannot provide.] First of all, there is God's clear commandment to God's people to keep each 
consecutive seventh day holy. It is the Fourth Commandment, which clearly says: 
 
Exo 20:8  Remember the Sabbath day, to keep it holy; Exo 20:9  six days you shall labor and 
do all your work; Exo 20:10  and the seventh day is a Sabbath to Jehovah your God; you shall 
not do any work, you, and your son, and your daughter, your male slave and your slave-girl, 
and your livestock, and your stranger who is in your gates. Exo 20:11  For in six days 
Jehovah made the heavens and the earth, the sea, and all which is in them, and He rested on 
the seventh day; on account of this Jehovah blessed the Sabbath day and sanctified it. (LITV) 
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Mrs. Thompson, ladies and gentlemen of the jury, please re-read the verse above.  DOES 
IT SAY ANYTHING about the weekly Sabbath being on a consecutive 7 day cycle?  No, it 
does not.  It says that the weekly Sabbath is the seventh day of the week.  And that is ALL 
it says.  That is all every Scripture that mentions the occurrence or placement of the 
Sabbath ever says.  Please note that the above passage offers a ONE WEEK sample size.  
There is no mention of where the next Sabbath falls or where the Sabbath falls in the 
month or how many Sabbaths there are in a month.  IF you have a ONE WEEK sample size, 
then that is ALL you can conclude BASED ON THE EVIDENCE PROVIDED.   
 
The Sabbath is the seventh day of each week.  That is all the evidence given 
regarding the week, regarding the Sabbath.  BUT there is another category of day in the 
Scriptural lunar month that is not recognized on the pagan/papal Gregorian calendar. 
 
Israel did not recognize New Moon day as a day of the week.  If last month began with a 
new moon and the second month after creation began with a new moon, what do you think 
the FIRST month of the first year of earth’s history began with?  New Moon.  Genesis 1:1-
2 and Ezekiel 46:1 proves that new moon day (the first day of every month, even the 
FIRST month of earth’s history) is a third category of day, not counted as a week 
day.  Genesis 1:1-2 is a time consuming creation event that was not included in the first 
work week, yet it WAS part of the first month of earth’s history.  Recognize this calendar...?   
 
New 
Moon 

Day 1 of 
work week 

Day 2 of 
work week 

Day 3 of 
work week 

Day 4 of 
work week 

Day 5 of 
work week 

Day 6 of 
work week 

7th day 
Sabbath 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 
 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 
 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 
(30)        

 
Ezekiel 46:1 says that the gate to the temple is shut on ALL SIX working days, but open 
on the Sabbath and new moon.  Please count the number of work days above (in green).  
Those are the SIX working days spoken of by the prophet Ezekiel.  Last month, New Moon 
was on a w-day.  If the tabernacle were still here and I asked Mrs. Thompson, “Would the 
gate have been open or shut?”, how would she answer?  If she said open because it is New 
Moon day, I would respond that w-day is a work day, the gate must be shut.  If she 
agreed, “Of course w-day is a work day, it must be shut.”  I’d reply, “But friend, it is New 
Moon, it must be open.”  She has no correct answer because she is applying a pagan/papal 
calendar to this Scriptural calendar event.  And I have 3 more witnesses.  Amos 8:5, 
Isaiah 66:23 and II Kings 4:23 also prove that the days of set-apart convocation 
(Sabbaths and new moon days) belong in a separate category, apart from the six common 
work days.   
 
Amos: The unscrupulous venders are seeking to cheat the Israelites, but it is Sabbath 
and/or New Moon.  Israel won't come out to buy their wares until a work day.   
 
Isaiah: We worship YHWH on the Sabbaths and New Moon days, not on work days.   
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II Kings: The boy collapses in the field, his mother races out, scoops him up and runs 
inside.  There the boy dies in her lap.  So she runs upstairs, places the boy on Elisha's bed, 
then runs to her husband asking permission to take a donkey and a servant with her to go 
see the prophet.  To which he inquires, It is neither New Moon, nor Sabbath, why do you 
want to go see him today?  Where was the man in the context of this passage?  In his field.  
What was he doing?  Working.   
  
Put the New Moon day back in its rightful place in the lunar month, and suddenly (IF one is 
going outside and LOOKING at the Creator’s clock--the lights in the heavens) the Sabbaths 
will be announced by quarter phase moons before the 8th, 15th, 22nd and 29th days of each 
lunar cycle.  There is simply NO evidence in Scripture that the weekly Sabbath is EVERY 7th 
day in succession.  There is simply NO evidence in Scripture that satyrday is the Sabbath.  
Scripture says that the Sabbath is the seventh day of the week.  Period.  But whose 
week?  Yah’s week or the pagan 7-day planetary week?   
 
The ONLY reason Mrs. Thompson and other satyrday Sabbatarians of her ilk believe that 
the weekly Sabbath is EVERY seven days in an unbroken cycle is because they are looking 
at the pagan/papal Gregorian calendar and assume that because "the Jews" keep satyrday 
as Sabbath that this is proof that satyrday is the Scriptural seventh day Sabbath. 
 
Remember Mrs. Thompson's standard of how one proves a lie or falsehood at the top of 
page 3 above?  How interesting is it that the annual feasts are regulated by the lunar-solar 
calendar, but the weekly Sabbaths are regulated by the pagan planetary week that was 
adopted by Rome in the 4th century?  How do you think this little bit of tar was introduced 
to the honey?  Let me show you... 
 
To assume that Israel observed the pagan seven day planetary week in the first century 
when Rome themselves did not is sheer lunacy.  Rome did not officially adopt the seven 
day planetary week until A.D. 321 when Emperor Constantine became a “christian”.  At that 
time, saturn’s day was the first day of the seven day planetary week, not the seventh.  
Below is a sketch of the planetary week, circa 100 B.C. 
 

 
saturn’s day, sun’s day, moon’s day, mars’ day, mercury’s day, jupiter’s day, venus’ day 
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Rome ruled the world in the 
first century B.C., thus the 
Roman numerals, but this is 
not a Roman calendar.  This 
is the pagan seven day 
planetary week as it existed 
from about 600 B.C., until 
A.D. 321 when Constantine 
venerated the day of the sun.  
Constantine worshiped 
Mithra, the Persian version of 
the sun god.  He did not want 
the day of the sun taking a 
back seat to saturn, so when 
he venerated the day of the 
sun all he did was bump 
satyrday from the coveted #1 

position in the week all the way to the seventh day, which was vacated by all the other 
days moving up one position in the weekly cycle, permitting the sun’s day to hold the 
preeminent position.  The sketch on the previous page came from this clay calendar tablet 
(above). 
 
Whoever is in charge is in charge of the calendar.  The calendar you observe tells you when 
to work and when to worship.  WHEN you worship tells heaven and the on-looking universe 
WHO you worship, so getting the day right is THAT serious.  Constantine was in charge of 
the Roman calendar in A.D. 321, which is the precursor of the current Gregorian calendar. 
 
You see, the dirty little secret is out.  Satyrday was not the seventh day of the week 
anywhere on the planet until A.D. 321, and then by virtue of Constantine, not the Creator 
Almighty, so it certainly was NOT the Sabbath of Israel at any time in earth’s history.  
Indeed, sunday has never rightly been called the seventh day of the week, but satyrday, 
the day Mrs. Thompson WISHES to call the seventh day of the week has only been the 
seventh day of the week for 1700 years.  Satyrday is a day created, named and found 
exclusively on a pagan calendar.  How then is it the Scriptural Sabbath? 
 
So, Mrs. Thompson, was Israel using the 7 day pagan planetary week in the first century?  
If so (If not) are you ever going to produce any evidence to support your position?  Rome 
certainly wasn't using the seven day week in the first century.  In the first century, the 
Julian calendar consisted of a repeating 8 day market week, A-B-C-D-E-F-G-H; it BECAME a 
seven day week in A.D. 321 when Constantine adopted the pagan planetary week.  These 
are historical facts.  It's OK, don't be frightened.  Facts have never hurt anyone, well, 
unless you reject or ignore them.   
 
Here then is a reproduction of a first century Roman Republican calendar... 
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Note the repeating days A-B-C-D-E-F-G-H in the vertical columns.  And at that time, the 
months of january, april, the equivalent of the 6th month (june), sextember (august), 
september, november and december each had 29 days instead of 30 or 31 days that they 
consist of now.  Also, there was a 27 day 13th (intercalary) month added every 2-3 years.  
 
Daniel (in Daniel 7:25) was writing about Rome and the papacy.  The pagans who 
invented the 7 day planetary week were not trying to change the Sabbath.  They were 
heathens, worshipping false gods, they were not trying to change the Calendar of YHWH or 
Israel.  However, in the 4th century, Rome was making the pretense of being "christian", 
and the papacy thought to usurp the authority of Scripture by making a show of changing 
the Scriptural day of worship from the seventh day to the first.  Granted, they were doing 
this on a man-made pagan calendar, but they did EXACTLY as Daniel prophesied.  They 
tried to changes times (feasts days) and laws (commandments), and they tortured and 
killed anyone who disregarded their decrees. 
 
“The Catholic Church abolished not only the Sabbath, but all the other Jewish festivals.” 
Bishop T. Enright, CSSR, St. Louis, Missouri, 1905. 
 
“If you want to know the days to keep, go to the Catholic Church, not to the Mosaic law, 
we have power to put down feast days, and we have power to institute feast days.”  
Cardinal James Gibbons. 
 
“He shall speak against the Most High and oppress the Most Holy ones of the Most High, 
THINKING TO CHANGE THE FEAST DAYS AND THE LAW.” New Catholic American Bible, 
Daniel 7:25  [All emphasis my own] 
 
“Question:  Have you any other way of proving that the Church has the power to institute 
festivals of precept (feast days)? 
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Answer:  Has she not such power she could not have done that in which all modern 
religionists agree with her; she could not have substituted the observance of Sunday, the 
first day of the week, for the observance of Satyrday, the seventh day, a change for which 
there is no Scriptural authority.”  A Doctrinal Catechism, p. 174 
 
“Of course the Catholic Church claims that the change was her act…  And the act is a mark 
of ecclesiastical power and authority in religious matters.”  Letter, Cardinal Gibbons, 11-11-
1895 
 
“The earliest Christians didn’t immediately disassociate themselves from the observance of 
the Jewish feasts.  Many references in the New Testament indicate that Jesus and his 
disciples, as well as the early Palestinian Christian communities, observed the Sabbath and 
the major annual festivals.”  The New Catholic Encyclopedia, Vol. 5, p. 867. 
 
“They (early believers) took for granted that the gospel was continuous with Judaism; for 
them the new covenant … did not mean that the old covenant made between God and 
Israel was no longer in force.  They still observed the feasts of Passover, Pentecost and 
Tabernacles.”  Paul and Jewish Christianity, p. 72. 
 
Dear Friend,          June, 1905 
 
I have offered and still offer $1000 to any one who can prove to me from the 
Bible alone that I am bound under grievous sin to keep Sunday holy. 
 
It was the Catholic Church which made the law obliging us to keep Sunday holy.  
The Church made this law long after the Bible was written.  Hence said law is 
not in the Bible. 
 
Christ, our Lord, empowered his Church to make laws binding in conscience.  He 
said to his apostles and their lawful successors in the priesthood “whatsoever 
you shall bind on earth shall be binding in heaven.”  Mth 16:19, Mth 18:17, Luk 
16:19 
 
The Cath. Church abolished not only the Sabbath, but all the other Jewish 
festivals. 
 
Pray and study.  I shall be always glad to help you as long as you honestly seek 
the truth. 
 
Respectfully, 
 
                (signed) T. Enright, CSSR 
 
 
Seventh-day Adventists have always quoted Roman Catholics in showing that the Catholic 
Church admits that she, by her authority, changed the Biblical Sabbath observance to 
Sunday.  One of the best known is in Great Controversy, page 448: 
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 Romanists declare that "the observance of Sunday by the Protestants is an 
 homage they pay, in spite of themselves, to the authority of the 
 [Catholic] Church." – Mgr.  Segur, Plain Talk About the Protestantism of 
 Today, p. 213. 
  
On January 5, 2006, Roman Catholic scholar and apologist, Patrick Madrid, made a startling 
statement of which every person who loves the true Sabbath should be aware.  EWTN, 
Global Catholic Radio Network, hosts a call-in radio show entitled Open Line.  A listener 
called in with a question regarding the allegation that the Catholic Church has changed the 
Sabbath from Saturday to Sunday.   
  
Madrid stated that the current Saturday is not the original Biblical Sabbath but that the 
change made by the Catholic Church was actually one of calendation.  Following is a 
transcript of his statements. 
  
“Well, what we have to remember is, first of all what Jesus said: He said don't forget that 
man was not made for the Sabbath; the Sabbath was made for man.  And, the Lord 
Himself, we're told, was the Lord of the Sabbath, so He had the authority, in areas as far as 
how we would observe that commandment. 
  
“What your brother-in-law may not understand is that the Catholic Church did not change 
that commandment.  The Catholic Church observes the commandment to keep holy the Lo- 
. . .  the Sabbath, but it does so on the Lord's Day, and the earliest Christians transferred 
their observance of that commandment from Saturday to Sunday.   
  
“First of all, because there was a distinct break between the Old Testament requirements: 
the rituals and Mosaic covenant demands dealing with the Sabbath worship and animal 
sacrifices, and that sort of thing.  And they wanted to show that Christianity was distinct 
from Judaism.  It came from Judaism, but it was distinct from it.  Uh, celebrating the Lord's 
coming, I'm sorry, celebrating the Lord's resurrection and death on the day that He rose 
from the dead seemed to be the most appropriate. 
  
“Uh, the other thing that we should remember, too, is that our calendar that we follow, 
including Seventh-day Adventists, is not only a calendar that was devised by the Catholic 
Church, but also it is a calendar that's based upon the solar year, not the lunar year.  And 
the Jewish calendar that was observed in the time of Christ is, follows a lunar calendar, 
which is several days short of the solar calendar. 
  
“So the great irony is that even the Seventh-day Adventists themselves are not worshiping 
on exactly the same Sabbath day as the Jews of the time of Christ, because it's several 
days off now, uh, having, uh, switched to [from?] following the lunar calendar.” 
  
The Roman Catholic Church (RCC) has always known that Constantine's law was much 
more than a switch from saturday to sunday.  Now that the truth about the Biblical calendar 
is being more widely agitated, they are acknowledging the validity of the luni-solar calendar 
that was still in use in the NT era.  And this is not just more deception, it is in an effort to 
PROVE that the RCC has the authority to change the law, and by ADOPTING their calendar 
alterations, you are ACKNOWLEDGING that authority.  Shame on you. 
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THIS is called evidence Mrs. Thompson.  Facts are not what you believe; facts are what you 
can prove.  You have accepted a well packaged lie and are so blinded by your tradition and 
pride of opinion that you do not perceive that it is YOU who is deceived.  YOU have eaten 
honey laced with a teaspoon of tar, and have declared it good because that is the ONLY 
honey you have ever tasted.  And you consider yourself qualified to correct truth seekers 
regarding the Lunar Sabbath.  Forgive me if I am unimpressed.  
 
If Troy Miller thinks this does not mean every consecutive seventh day, then I have a surprise for 
him.  [Oh good, I love surprises.]  The Lord prompted me the second undeniable proof, which 
He has given in His Word. It has been there all the time. We all have seen it many times. It is 
Pentecost! Remember how the day of Pentecost is counted? 
 
Lev 23:15  And you shall number to you from the next day after the Sabbath, from the day you 
bring in the sheaf of the wave offering; they shall be seven complete Sabbaths; Lev 23:16  the 
next day after the seventh Sabbath, you shall number fifty days(LITV). 
 
There have to be 49 days in the complete 7 Sabbaths to meet this requirement!  [That is not 
what it says.]  But there cannot be 50 days between the first Sabbath on the week of Unleavened 
Bread and the day after the seventh Sabbath, unless they are consecutive!  [And again, Mrs. 
Thompson baits a trap then steps in it herself.  The count to Pentecost she just presented 
is the Catholic calendar count, not the Scriptural count.]  If the 29th and 30th days of the month 
(the days Troy calls the New Moon days, which are the days of the invisible moon) [Um, that 
would be the 30th and the 1st, not days 29 and 30, again showing her ignorance of the 
Lunar Sabbath calendar.  Her ignorance hasn't stopped her thus far, so brace yourself.  Her 
ignorance of the Lunar Calendar is probably going to be on full display here, and I am 
going to hold her feet to the fire.  Her ignorance just ceased to be bliss.] are not counted into 
the next week, then there will be 51 or 52 days in the 7 Sabbaths to the day of Pentecost.  
 
That is correct. We are only told to number 50 days from the morrow AFTER the seventh 
Sabbath.  This "morrow after" the seventh Sabbath is a divider between the first (7 
Sabbaths complete) and second (50 day) segment of the count. 
 
Some have pointed out that “ad” or “od” (Strong’s H-5704, H-5703) does NOT mean 
“FROM” the morrow after the 7th Sabbath, but H-4480 DOES.  Guess where THAT word is? 
  
Leviticus 23:16  Even unto5704 the morrow4480, 4283 after the seventh7637 sabbath7676 
shall ye number5608 fifty2572 days;3117 and ye shall offer7126 a new2319 meat offering4503 
unto YHWH.3068  
 
Look at what Strong’s says about H-5704 “whether of space (even unto) or time (during, 
while, until)”.  Leviticus 23:16 is about time, not space, so we’ve been applying the word 
in the wrong manner all along.  The Hebrew actually could be translated: WHILE FROM the 
morrow (after the) seventh Sabbath (shall ye) number fifty days (and ye shall) offer a new 
meat offering (unto) YHWH. 
 
The Fenton Translation is the ONLY translation that seems to be honest with this evidence:   
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You shall also count for yourselves from the day after the Sabbath that you bring the Wave-
Sheaf, seven Sabbaths.  They must be complete. 
Then after the seventh Sabbath, you shall count fifty days, when you shall present a new 
offering to the Ever-Living.  Leviticus 23:15-16 
 
If you will read the context of Leviticus 23:15-16, the 50 days are numbered from the 
morrow after the seventh Sabbath, not from Wave Sheaf.   Consider the following calendar 
with the New Moon days represented as a third , yet still outside the ranks of the common 
work day. 
 
There are actually 4 steps, and I will follow all 4 of the commands for the count to 
Pentecost given in Leviticus 23:15-16: 
 

1. The "7 Sabbath" count is required to start “from the morrow after the Sabbath”.  
The Sabbath in question is Abib 15, so we begin to number 7 Sabbaths from Abib 
16. There is no command to number days from the morrow after the Sabbath.   

2. There is required to be seven complete Sabbaths as a part of the complete count.  
3. New Moon days are not part of the week, so they are not included while numbering 

Sabbaths.  If New Moon days WERE included, there are actually 51-53 days from 
wavesheaf to the morrow after the seventh Sabbath, not 50. 

4. Fifty days are then numbered from the morrow after the seventh Sabbath 
 
Here is how you count seven Sabbaths Mila, you ignore New Moon days (in blue), please 
note a slightly different calendar arrangement (done for clarity) where New Moon is still a 
3rd category of day, not included in the 7 day week... 
 

1………….. 1st Month 
2 3 4 5 6 7 8   
9 10 11 12 13 14 15   

 wave sheaf > 16 17 18 19 20 21 22   <1st “Sabbath complete” 
  23 24 25 26 27 28 29   <2nd complete week 
        30 
        1…………… 2nd Month 

2 3 4 5 6 7 8      <3rd complete week 
9 10 11 12 13 14 15    <4th complete week  
16 17 18 19 20 21 22    <5th complete week 
23 24 25 26 27 28 29    <6th complete week 

                         1………….. 3rd Month 
2 3 4 5 6 7 8      <7th complete week 

morrow after >9 10 11 12 13 14 15   
7th Sabbath 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 

23 24 25 26 27 28 29 
        30 

1………….. 4th Month 
2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
9 10 11 12 13 14 15 Feast of Weeks/Pentecost,  
16 17 18 19 20 21 22 50 days from the morrow 
23 24 25 26 27 28 29  <=  after the Seventh Sabbath 
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This is how you count 50 days.  Please count the underlined days listed above.  The 9th day 
of the third month is the morrow after the seventh Sabbath.  This is not the first day of the 
50 because the command is to count 50 days FROM the morrow after the seventh Sabbath, 
not 50 days from the first Sabbath, not 50 days from the seventh Sabbath.  Also, when 
counting 50 days, New Moon days must be included because they are individual days on 
the monthly calendar, they are just not included when counting Sabbaths complete 
(complete weeks) because New Moon days are not week days nor Sabbaths.  The count to 
Pentecost ends on the 29th day of the 4th month.   
 
Ladies and gentlemen of the jury, please tell me which count fits Scripture. 
 
And guess what?  The wheat planted in Scriptural time was harvested in the summer, the 
same season as the grapes and olives and figs.  For a short study on this issue, click here:  
http://www.creationcalendar.com/CalendarIssue/16-QT-WhatSeasonWheatHarvested.pdf.   
 
Can a “summer” Pentecost be proven by either the Scripture or in the natural world?  Have 
I not shown you that I know how to research and present the evidence?  Again, Mrs. 
Thompson, this is called evidence, this is how you present the "facts"... 
 
Historical record—see Nehemiah 12:44.  There are only three times in the year when 
Israel was to bring a tithe of first fruits.  Unleavened Bread, Feast of Weeks and the Feast 
of Harvest or Tabernacles.  Which feast time is Nehemiah in reference to here?  Nehemiah 
13:5 and 13:12 tells us that new wine and oil was also offered at this time.  This is, by 
default, the tithe of Feast of Weeks because the new wine and oil are summer harvests.  
Nehemiah 13:15 even records that the sheaves were being brought in from the fields 
along with wine and grapes.  
 
In Joel 2:15-19 and 2:24, he speaks of a time when wheat is still on the threshing floor 
while new wine and new oil are in the vats.  See also Haggai 1:10-11, Numbers 18:11-
12.  Early June (the 6th of Sivan) is still the spring of the year.  The grapes and olives are 
summer crops, not spring.  This is an issue that feast keepers must resolve. 
 
The Natural world—it takes wheat more than 50 days to reach maturity.  Now there are 
some who say that the wheat spoken of for the Feast of Weeks is sown in the fall along 
with the barely and matures a few weeks after the barley is harvested.  And yes, this would 
permit a wheat harvest on or about the 6th day of the third month.  The problem with this 
theology is that there are too many witnesses placing the wheat harvest in summer, late in 
the fourth month.   
 
Nature: The compelling fact is that there are 2 types of wheat.  Winter wheat is planted in 
late fall and takes 7 months to mature (about early June), then there is spring wheat 
(planted in the spring) which takes 4 months to mature.  (< Remember this).   
  
Which one was planted in Exodus 9 and is referred to for Feast of Weeks?  We agree that 
maybe both types of wheat are now planted in the Middle East.  But this doesn’t answer 
the second part of the question above. 
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Scripture:  Let’s examine Exodus 9:18-35 and the plague of hail that destroyed Egypt.  
In verses 31-32 we will find our answer.  The flax was ready to harvest and the barley was 
near ready.  Both crops were a total loss.  When sown, winter wheat very quickly sends up 
a 4-6 inch blade of grass which winters over, then as the days get longer and warmer, it 
begins to mature.   
 
The wheat was not destroyed in the plague of hail because it was “not grown up”.  The 
Hebrew for this phrase means hidden or in the dark.  By calculating the time between 
plagues, the hail fell on or about the 10th day of Abib.  The significance of this is that the 
wheat in question had just been sown a short time before the plague and had not yet 
germinated.  It was hidden in the dark, buried in the earth.   
 
This phrase “hidden in the dark” does not mean that the wheat grass was dark green (not 
ready to harvest) and somehow survived the hail.  Scripture does not permit this 
understanding.  At the time of the barley harvest, winter wheat would already be sending 
up stalks.  Said another way, it would be very much above ground.  If in doubt, notice that 
“every herb of the field” was also smitten, Exodus 9:22-25.  Strong’s concordance (H# 
6212) says that this word herb means “to glisten (or be green); grass (or any tender 
shoot): grass, herb.”  If the winter wheat had not yet sent up a stalk, it was certainly in 
grass form, and therefore would have been destroyed by the hail.  The Torah says that the 
wheat was not destroyed.  So what wheat was used for Feast of Weeks?  Regardless of 
what type is traditionally held, this wheat is indisputably spring wheat. 
 
Now that we have established that the ancient wheat crop was planted in Spring followed 
by a Summer harvest, would you like to see if I can provide any other witnesses? 
 
Speaking of the ancient Near East, The Historical Atlas of the Bible, page 11, says this… 
 
“Cereals were the main agricultural crops, as wheat and barley are indigenous to the 
region.  Barley was a currency in Mesopotamia as early as 2000 BC.  Modern bread wheat 
is a hybrid crop, but the ancient native emmer wheat is still grown widely as it is much 
hardier.” 
 
Do you suppose that emmer wheat was also planted in ancient Egypt? 
 
en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Emmer says:  “Emmer [Triticum dicoccum] had a special place in 
ancient Egypt, where it was the main wheat cultivated in Pharaonic times….”   
 
Care to guess when emmer wheat is planted and harvested?  Early Spring, and amazingly it 
is harvested 16-20 weeks [4-5 months] after being sown.  Which can be learned here:  
www.bountifulgardens.org/Wheat-Red-Emmer-Organic/productinfo/GWH-7525/. 
 
http://archaeology.about.com/od/eterms/qt/Emmer-Wheat.htm  says this:  “The earliest 
evidence of the use of emmer wheat is from the site of Ohalo II, where hunter-gatherers 
collected wild emmer [thousands of] years ago, on the shore of the sea of Galilee in what is 
today Israel.”   
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Friends, I’m not smart enough to make this up.  Does this sound like rocket science, or 
something a 5-6 year old child COULD have read and understood?  As I have been saying, 
the truth is so simple a child can understand. 
 
Nature is far from finished weighing in on this subject.  The rye was also not smitten along 
with the wheat in Exodus 9:32.  As any farmer knows, and one farmer in particular that I 
know who caught this and brought it to my attention, rye is planted in the fall and WOULD 
have been destroyed by a hail storm in the spring. 
 
The underlying Hebrew translated as rye is spelt or fitches.  Spelt is also planted in the fall, 
so this can also be ruled out as it would have been destroyed by the hail.  However, fitches 
(vetch or black cumin) IS planted in the spring after the last frost and it is native to 
northern Africa meaning it would have been planted in Egypt in Exodus 9:32.  Scholars 
admit that “rye” is a bad translation for this verse.  Naturally, spelt would have is an equally 
bad translation, so it should have been translated as fitches, which are sown in early spring 
and harvested 4 months later, JUST like spring wheat.  Regarding vetch or black cumin: 
 
“Throughout its history, and still to this day, this spice is harvested by hand which takes 
place about 4 months after sowing.”  http://www.bespokespices.com/cumin-plant.html  
 
But don’t take my word for it.  Judges 15:1-5 says that Samson not only destroyed the 
wheat, but the vineyards and olives as well.  Feast keepers say that this took place at Feast 
of Weeks.  There are no grapes or olives in early June (the first week of the third month on 
YHWH’s calendar is when Mila wants you to observe this feast, 50 days after wavesheaf). 
 
Acts 2:1, 13 says that the disciples were accused of being drunk with new wine after 
Pentecost had “fully come.”  The grape harvest and Pentecost are both in the summer.  
These men knew that there was new wine available, otherwise there would be no base for 
this claim.  Peter doesn’t laugh them to shame, but simply says that they were not drunk as 
supposed.  Why?  Because there is no new wine in early June, but there is at Pentecost.   
 
Now Exodus 23:16 (part of the perpetual covenant) says that the first fruits of the wheat 
harvest would be that which Israel had sown in the field.  They did not arrive in the land 
promised to Abraham until Abib, the first month.  If they were to offer a “new meat” 
offering at the Feast of Weeks and this had to be from their labors that Israel had sown in 
the field, then they would have had to plant spring wheat after they arrived in the land in 
the first month.  It is a physical impossibility for this wheat to mature in 50 days (early in 
the third month).  Do you suppose they brought emmer wheat out of Egypt with them? 
 
In order to have a “new meat” offering (in compliance with the covenant) after they 
numbered 7 Sabbaths complete they had to count 50 more days from the morrow after the 
7th Sabbath.  They could not have counted a mere 50 days from Wave Sheaf itself.  Pay 
careful attention below for this alone proves that the final count to “Pentecost” begins after 
the 7th Sabbath. 
 
Do you remember when I asked you to remember that it takes 4 months for spring wheat 
to mature?  This event recorded below took place in the month of Abib, shortly after 
Passover when the man from Galilee cleared the temple the first time, John 2:13-16.  
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After an evening meeting with Nicodemus (3:1-21), he headed to Judea for a short visit 
with John who was in that region (3:22-36), then headed toward Galilee, (4:1-3).  On the 
way, the carpenter from Nazareth, exhausted by the quick trip, stopped in Samaria to rest 
(4:4) where he encountered a woman at the well, (4:7-26).  Later when his disciples had 
returned with food, they said, …Master, eat.  
But he said unto them, I have meat to eat that ye know not of.  
Therefore said the disciples one to another, Hath any man brought him ought to eat?  
Yehushua saith unto them, My meat is to do the will of Him that sent me, and to finish His 
work. Say not ye, There are yet four months, and then cometh harvest? behold, I say unto 
you, Lift up your eyes, and look on the fields; for they are white already to harvest.  John 
4:31-35 
 
It was the first month when Yehushua made this statement!  Wheat is white 
when it is ready to harvest!  From the beginning of Abib to the end of the 4th month, is 
four months.  When the disciples turned around, all they saw were little spikes of green 
because the wheat had just been planted, however Yehushua spoke of a harvest of souls, 
not the wheat.  Without question, this precludes “Pentecost” from occurring in early June. 
 
According to the U.S. Dept. of Agriculture it takes 110-120 days for spring wheat to mature.  
Since this wheat was typically planted on or about the first work day of spring (Abib 2), if 
you count the underlined days below, from the 2 day of the first month to the preparation 
day of Chag HaChavu'ot, you have 117 days.  Does 117 fall between 110-120?   
 

1………….. 1st Month 
2 3 4 5 6 7 8   
9 10 11 12 13 14 15   

 wave sheaf > 16 17 18 19 20 21 22   <1st “Sabbath complete” 
  23 24 25 26 27 28 29   <2nd complete week 
        30 
        1…………… 2nd Month 

2 3 4 5 6 7 8      <3rd complete week 
9 10 11 12 13 14 15    <4th complete week  
16 17 18 19 20 21 22    <5th complete week 
23 24 25 26 27 28 29    <6th complete week 

                         1………….. 3rd Month 
2 3 4 5 6 7 8      <7th complete week 

morrow after >9 10 11 12 13 14 15   
7th Sabbath 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 

23 24 25 26 27 28 29 
        30 

1………….. 4th Month 
2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
9 10 11 12 13 14 15 Wheat is harvested 117  
16 17 18 19 20 21 22 days later, wave offering 
23 24 25 26 27 28 29  <=  offered on the 29th. 
 

Admittedly, in the first year after crossing the Jordan, wheat would have been planted a bit 
later, but it would still have been about ready for the first Pentecost in the land. 
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Chag HaShavu'ot is the Hebrew name, but 50 days after wavesheaf is the papacy's attempt 
to time the count to Pentecost.  This is the ONLY feast listed in Leviticus 23 that is not 
given a specific date.  There is a reason for this.  Rather than a date, the Father, for 
reasons known only to Him, offered an equation for Shavuot (aka: Feast of Weeks or 
Pentecost).  My theory (and I am speculating) is that YHWH foreknew that there would be 
a counterfeit count (the one the Catholic church created) so He established an equation 
that truthseekers would find and use to determine that Feast of Weeks is on the 29th day 
of the 4th month which is in agreement with the Lunar Calendar established at Creation, 
while nay-sayers, reading the EXACT SAME text, would come to a different conclusion. 
 
Again, the Pentecost that Mrs. Thompson wants you to observe is the Catholic version.  And 
as long as you are using a pagan/papal/Roman/man-made/solar-only calendar you will 
NEVER find and accurately observe this feast.  This feast's equation is a speed bump that 
identifies and eliminates all man-made (false) calendars. The ONLY way to meet YHWH 
when He commanded us to observe this feast is to use the Creation Calendar He 
established. 
 
Lunar Sabbatarians do that.  Mila Thompson does not.  Ladies and gentlemen of the jury, 
what say you? 
 
For a complete study on the REAL count to Pentecost, click here: 
http://www.creationcalendar.com/CalendarIssue/17-FeastOfWeeks.pdf  
 
Apparently, Troy Miller does not see any big sin in breaking the obvious command of God.  [I 
must have missed the commandment that said "Thou shalt keep the Sabbath every seventh 
day in an unbroken cycle."  I suppose that Mrs. Thompson is prepared to offer me this text, 
chapter and verse?  No?  That's what I figured.]  He knows that the annual holy convocations 
are sacred to the LORD. But he ignores it in order to prove that the 'lunar Sabbath' (not the 
seventh day) has been God's will from the beginning.  [See #1 below.]  He doesn't make this 
conclusion based on any serious biblical evidence.  [See #2 below.]  Instead, he proposes to 
consider as such some little mysteries of the Bible (for instance, a riddle: which of the seven days 
was the Sabbath during the siege of Jericho).  Well, no matter which day was the Sabbath on that 
week (we cannot know it) [See #3 below.] it cannot change one of God's Ten Commandments 
that He considered so important that He burned them out on the stone tablets with His own fiery 
finger! Neither can it change God's command about how to count time to the Feast of Weeks 
(known also as Pentecost). 
 
#1.  Every single weekly Sabbath that can be date identified in Scripture, both the OT and 
the NT, falls on the 8th, 15th, 22nd or 29th days of the month.  Of the annual Sabbaths, 
only Feast of Trumpets (the first day of the seventh month) and Day of Atonement (the 
10th day of the seventh month) do not fall on any of these dates.  The Sabbath of the 
Feast of Unleavened Bread falls on Abib 15.  Pentecost falls on the 29th day of the 4th 
month, the two Sabbaths of Feast of Tabernacles are the 15th and 22nd days of the 
seventh month.  So, just what am I ignoring Mrs. Thompson?  They weekly and annual 
Sabbaths (other than Feast of Trumpets and Day of Atonement) all fall on the dates listed 
on the following calendar: 
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New 
Moon 

Day 1 of 
work week 

Day 2 of 
work week 

Day 3 of 
work week 

Day 4 of 
work week 

Day 5 of 
work week 

Day 6 of 
work week 

7th day 
Sabbath 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 
 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 
 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 
(30)        

 
And get this.  If you read Deuteronomy 16, where the feasts are listed, guess which ones 
are missing?  Feast of Trumpets and Day of Atonement.  Wanna know why?  Feast of 
Trumpets was a warning to get ready for Day of Atonement.  Day of Atonement represents 
judgment day.  Which feasts in heaven or the earth made new will we NOT keep?  Feast of 
Trumpets and Day of Atonement.  If there will be no more tears in heaven, then there will 
be no need to continue to observe the feasts that announced or represented judgment 
(which is the reason why certain loved ones, judged unrighteous, are NOT in the kingdom).  
So it should not come as a surprise that these are the ONLY Sabbaths on the Hebrew 
calendar that fall on days other then the 8th, 15th, 22nd or 29th days of the month. 
 
#2.  I arrived at the Lunar Sabbath not based on any serious Scriptural evidence?  Showing 
your ignorance again are we Mrs. Thompson?  I say NOTHING unless I have evidence to 
support it, if not, I admit I am speculating.  Can you say the same? 
 
Creation Calendar 101: 
 
Genesis 1:14 says that the two great lights would be for signs, seasons, days and 
years.  Thus the calendar of Yah is in the heavens. 
   
Exodus 31:13, Ezekiel 20:12, and 20:20 all say that the Sabbath is a sign, using the 
SAME Hebrew word found in Genesis 1:14 (owth), meaning signal or beacon. 
  
Psalm 104:19 says that the moon will regulate the seasons (mo’edim--appointed times, 
set feasts).  Leviticus 23:1-3 shows the weekly Sabbath to be the first feast (mo’edim--
appointed times, set feasts).   
  
This is Scripture, and according to Isaiah 28:9-10, this is called evidence.  This alone is 
enough to prove that the Sabbath is by the moon, but it does not answer every possible 
question as to HOW or WHY that might take place.  Yours is not to ask WHY.  Either do 
(obey) or do not.  The HOW will only be answered by going outside and looking AT the 
clock and watching for patterns.  
 
The following is how believers are told in Scripture to determine what is truth. 
 
1.  In Scripture: If I find 2-3 witnesses, texts saying the same thing, (Genesis 41:32, 
Deuteronomy 19:15, II Corinthians 13:1) then it is truth that I must admit and comply 
with.   
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2.  In Scripture: If I find a single text saying "thus saith YHWH", (Deuteronomy 8:3b, 
Luke 4:8, Matthew 4:10) it is truth; it is my duty to obey His command whether there are 
2-3 witnesses or not.   
 
3.  In Scripture: If I find a chain of texts where there is an unfolding of truth, one 
expounding upon the other, (Isaiah 28:9-10), this reveals truth that I am responsible for.  
For example, Genesis 1:14 says that the luminaries in the heavens regulate the seasons 
(Hebrew: mo'edim).  Psalm 104:19 reveals that the moon alone regulates the seasons 
(mo'edim).  Leviticus 23:1-3 calls the weekly Sabbath a feast (mo'edim).  This is a chain 
of evidence that cannot be questioned. 
 
4.  If it is in the law [Torah] or the prophets, it is true, Isaiah 8:20.  If something outside 
of Torah and the prophets agrees with the Torah and the prophets, neither adding nor 
diminishing aught (Deuteronomy 4:2), it is the straight truth.  The standard listed in 
Isaiah and Deuteronomy (above) was given to trump Test 1 IF the 2-3 witnesses are false 
witnesses (speaking not according to the Torah and the prophets). 
 
5.  A doctrine or accepted belief that fails any of the above 4 tests means that it is NOT 
true.  YHWH says that He will do NOTHING unless He reveals His secret to His servants the 
prophets, Amos 3:7.  If the prophets are silent, then it did not come from YHWH.  If there 
is no "thus saith YHWH, no 2-3 witnesses, no chain of inter-textual evidence and thus no 
support found in the Torah and the prophets, then it is my privilege to admit it and tell 
others that it has no foundation in truth.   
 
6.  Any historical evidence that agrees with Scripture (e.g. the Torah and the prophets) is 
acceptable as supportive evidence of the truth.  Any historical record that disagrees with or 
contradicts Scripture, failing the first 4 tests above, is a lie in the highest order of 
magnitude. 
 
7.  If someone makes a statement, it does not matter if 1000 witnesses come later saying 
that he did NOT say such and such or did not MEAN such and such; the spoken word of the 
person in question (Almighty Yah, the prophets, you or I) takes precedence over that of all 
his defenders OR detractors. 
 
8.  If someone claims to be Messiah, or a prophet, or to have a special message for the 
body of believers, but fails to pass Tests 1, 2 and 3 above, then Isaiah 8:20 and 
Deuteronomy 18:18-22 (in essence, Tests 4 and 5) must be applied.  If what they say 
doesn’t come to pass or they speak not according to the Torah or the testimony of the 
prophets, fear them not, there is no light in them. 
 
Included here are the tests that the New Testament (NT) authors recognized and taught 
their converts.  John and Paul instructed their converts/followers to try the spirits (I John 
4:1), to prove all things and hold fast that which is good (I Thessalonians 5:21), and also to 
search the Scriptures daily to see whether these things (that Paul taught them) were so, 
Acts 17:10-11.  As silly as this might sound, the Carpenter from Nazareth never quoted a 
verse from the NT because the ONLY Scripture in existence during the first century was the 
Old Testament.  In other words, the NT must meet the standard of the OT, not the other 
way around.   
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As you can see, I have no need to speculate over the fact that SCRIPTURE says that the 
Sabbath is regulated by the moon.  Everything I have and will submit into evidence will 
pass the scrutiny of the 8 tests above.  Mrs. Thompson, so far, very little of what you have 
presented can stand up to these 8 tests of truth, and everyone reading this knows this to 
be true. 
 
Mrs. Thompson, can you offer me a single text that says satyrday is the Sabbath?  Can you 
offer me a single text that proves that the weekly Sabbath is every seventh day in an 
unbroken cycle of 7 days?  Can you offer a plausible explanation why all the annual feasts 
commanded by YHWH listed in Leviticus 23 are found in Israel's lunar-month based 
calendar established at Creation and why your weekly Sabbath is found embedded in the 
pagan/papal seven day planetary week established about 600 B.C. which originally listed 
satyrday as the FIRST day of the week, not the seventh?  Can you explain why you follow 
the 4th beast of Rome identified in Daniel 7:25, who is responsible for making satyrday 
the 7th day of the pagan planetary week in A.D. 321, rather than seek the weekly Sabbath 
established at Creation? 
 
Have I failed to meet any of the proof tests when presenting my individual points that 
prove the Lunar Sabbath?  I have positively met the standard required for Tests 1, 2 or 3 
for everything I have presented so far, and I will continue to do so for the remainder of this 
rebuttal. 
 
#3.  So, all I do is propose little mysteries of the Bible (for instance, a riddle: which of the 
seven days was the Sabbath during the siege of Jericho)?  Mrs. Thompson's response to 
the riddle that exists is:  Well, no matter which day was the Sabbath on that week (we 
cannot know it).  How is that for "evidence" that proves her point that satyrday is the 
Sabbath?  The POINT is that Jericho was a seven day siege/battle, meaning that ONE of 
these days would have fallen on a day that Mrs. Thompson (not YHWH) calls the Sabbath. 
 
YHWH never sent Israel into battle on the Sabbath, yet the battle of Jericho was a 7 day 
affair.  The first day of the battle of Jericho was on New Moon day (Joshua 6:1-4, and see 
Jasher 88:14 below).  There is another seven day battle in I Kings 20 (see 20:29 
specifically).  This is TWO witnesses (meeting Test 1).  The only way for Israel to be 
engaged in a 7 day siege or battle without violating the weekly Sabbath is if the first day of 
the seven is New Moon day (see illustration below).  There is a convocation that takes place 
on New Moon day, but the convocation is called "holy", not the day.  For the Sabbath, the 
DAY is called "holy".   Day one (1) below is New Moon, the first day of the month. 
 
   posture    posture    posture    posture    posture    posture    engage 
 x1 x1 x1 x1 x1 x1 x7 Sabbath 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
  9 10 11 12 13 14 15 
  16 17 18 19 20 21 22 
  23 24 25 26 27 28 29 
(30)               
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The orange text above represents the battle in I Kings 20, the slime green font 
represents the battle of Jericho in Joshua 6.  Please note that both represent seven 
consecutive days that do NOT include a weekly Sabbath, nor is it possible to accommodate 
a weekly Sabbath anywhere in the confines of the seven days in question. 
 
Proves Jasher: 
 
And it was in the second month, on the first day of the month, that YHWH said to Joshua, 
Rise up, behold I have given Jericho into thy hand with all the people thereof; and all your 
fighting men shall go round the city, once each day, thus shall ye do for six days. 
And on the seventh day they went round the city seven times, and the priests blew upon 
trumpets.  Jasher 88:14, 17 
 
War is work.  YHWH never sent Israel into battle on the Sabbath.  These two 7 day battles 
not only prove the Lunar Sabbath as presented on the calendar above, they also prove that 
New Moon days interrupt the 7 day weekly cycle, both of which disprove that satyrday is 
the Sabbath. 
 
There is always harmony in the truth.  And there is a teaspoon of tar in every barrel of 
honey that Mrs. Thompson will present as evidence in her attempt to prove that satyrday is 
the Sabbath, as has been the case thus far. 
 
Troy Miller is not the first, nor the only one who has fallen for this satanic lie.  [Oh my.  Now 
the nay-sayer has become an accuser of the brethren.  I must ask her by whose authority 
she says such a thing?]  He quotes some historians, who wrote that Jesus supposedly belonged 
to a sect of Judaism who kept the lunar Sabbath, a sect of Nazarenes. 
 
Some historians?  Supposedly kept the Lunar Sabbath?  Ladies and gentlemen of the jury, 
please note that Mrs. Thompson did NOT offer these quotes to her readers.  Wonder why?  
Read them and wonder no more... 
 
“The New Moon is still, and the Sabbath originally was, dependent upon the lunar 
cycle.” Universal Jewish Encyclopedia, p. 410.  No quote can be clearer than this. 
 
“… each lunar month was divided into four parts, corresponding to the four phases of the 
moon.  The first week of each month began with the new moon, so that, as the lunar 
month was one or two days more than four periods of seven days, these additional days 
were not reckoned at all.”  Universal Jewish Encyclopedia, Vol. 10, p. 482. Article 
"Week." 
 
“The Sabbath depending, in Israel’s nomadic period, upon the observation of the phases of 
the moon, …could not, according to this view, be a fixed day.”  
www.jewishencyclopedia.com 
 
 “In the time of the earliest prophets, the New Moon stood in the same line with another 
lunar observance, the Sabbath.  Ezekiel, who curiously enough frequently dates his 
prophecies on the New Moon … describes the gate of the inner court of the (new) temple 
looking eastward as kept shut for the six working days, but opened on the Sabbath and the 
New Moon.”  Scribner's Dictionary of the Bible (1898 edit.), p. 521 
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“…the Hebrew Sabbathon … was celebrated at intervals of seven days, corresponding 
with changes in the moon’s phases...”  Encyclopedia Biblica, 1899. p. 4180  
 
“The Hebrew month is a lunar month and the quarter of this period—one phase of the 
moon—appears to have determined the week of seven days.” Encyclopedia Biblica, p. 
4780.  And why have we never been taught any of this??? 
 
“…The [early] Hebrews employed lunar seven-day weeks…which ended with special 
observances on the seventh day but none the less were tied to the moon’s course.”  Hutton 
Webster, in his book, Rest Days, page 254. 
 
In the article Shawui Calendar: Ancient Shawui Observance, we find confirmation of 
a radical change in YHWH’s calendar.  “The [lunar]...calendar was used by all the original 
disciples of Yeshua...  This original Nazarene lunar-solar calendar was supplanted by a 
Roman ‘planetary week’ and calendar in 135 C.E. -- when the ‘Bishops of the Circumcision’ 
(i.e. legitimate Nazarene successors to Yeshua) were displaced from Jerusalem.  This began 
a three hundred year controversy concerning the true calendar and correct Sabbath.” 
 
“This intimate connection between the week and the month was soon dissolved.  It is 
certain that the week soon followed a development of its own, and it became the custom -- 
without paying any regard to the days of the month (i.e. the lunar month) -- ...so that the 
New Moon no longer coincided with the first day [of the month ].”  Encyclopedia Biblica, 
(1899 edit.), p. 5290.  
 
“… the custom of celebrating the Sabbath every 7th day, irrespective of the relationship of 
the day to the moon’s phases, led to a complete separation from the ancient view of the 
Sabbath...”  Encyclopedia Biblica, (1899 edit.), p. 4179.    
 
“The calendar was originally fixed by observation, and ultimately by calculation.  Up to the 
fall of the Temple (A.D. 70), witnesses who saw the new moon came forward and were 
strictly examined and if their evidence was accepted the month was fixed by the priests.  
Eventually the authority passed to the Sanhedrin and ultimately to the Patriarchate.  …  
Gradually observation gave place to calculation.  The right to determine the calendar was 
reserved to the Patriarchate; the Jews of Mesopotamia [Ed.—Babylonian Jews] tried in vain 
to establish their own calendar but the prerogative of Palestine was zealously defended.  So 
long as Palestine remained a religious centre, it was naturally to the homeland that the 
Diaspora looked for its calendar.  Uniformity was essential, for if different parts had 
celebrated feasts on different days confusion would have ensued.  It was not until the 4th 
century A.D. that Babylon fixed the calendar…”  Encyclopedia Britannica: Vol. 4, article 
“Calendar”.  
  
“These imported [from Babylon] superstitions eventually led Jewish rabbis to call Saturn 
Shabbti, ‘the star of the Sabbath,’ [and]...it was not until the first century of our era, when 
the planetary week had become an established institution, that the Jewish Sabbath seems 
always to have corresponded to Saturn’s Day [Satyrday].”  Hutton Webster in his book, 
Rest Days, p. 244.  Thus the condemnation in Amos 5:26 was set in stone. 
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In Amos 5:26, the prophet is recorded as reminding Israel of their apostasy.  Israel 
started worshipping Chiun, a star-god of their own making.  In Acts 7:43, Stephen quotes 
Amos and is translated into Greek as saying “Remphan, the star-god…”  Chiun and 
Remphan are the respective Hebrew and Greek words for Saturn.  The Sabbath of Scripture 
is based upon the lunar cycle.  So Israel did indeed come to worship Saturn on his day, but 
at a much later date and not by Divine command.   
 
“With the development of the importance of the Sabbath as a day of consecration and the 
emphasis laid upon the significant number seven, the week became more and more 
divorced from its lunar connection...”  Universal Jewish Encyclopedia: Vol. 10, 1943 
edit. Article, "Week," p. 482.  
 
“The four quarters of the moon supply an obvious division of the month...it is most 
significant that in the older parts of the Hebrew scriptures the new moon and the Sabbath 
are almost invariably mentioned together.  The [lunar] month is beyond question an old 
sacred division of time common to all the semites; even the Arabs, who received the week 
at quite a late period from the Syrians, greeted the New Moon with religious acclamations. 
…  We cannot tell [exactly] when the Sabbath became disassociated from the 
month.”  Encyclopedia Biblica, 1899 edit., pp. 4178-4179..  
 
How is it that Scholars cannot tell when the Sabbath was disassociated from the lunar cycle 
while modern Satyrday sabbath keepers in general deny that the Sabbath was ever 
connected with the moon in the first place?  
 
If there is any possible remaining doubt that Israel observed a lunar Sabbath in Scripture, 
let this quote settle your conscience: 
 
    “Luni-solar calendar foundations of the Jewish calendar extend from the earliest verses 
of scripture.  Natural, uniform motions of the heavenly spheres are the pivotal markers of 
time reckoning.  The list of ancient characters mentioned in the Old Testament used this 
lunar-solar calendar system of time recording.  Observation of lunar phases coupled with 
solar positioning graduated the lifetime ages of Adam and his descendants. . . .  
    “Changes in the appearance of the moon provided the seven-day week.  Originating with 
ancient interpretations of lunar time, divisions of seven days separate the four basic lunar 
phases...  Starting with a dark new moon, the moon gradually comes into view on following 
nights.  In about seven days the first half of the moon is visible.  The second half waxes 
until full moon at the end of two weeks.  Lunar light reverses progression in the third week, 
waning to half visibility again.  A fourth week completes the month, and visibility again 
diminishes toward a new moon.  Completion of four lunar phases comprises the month.”  
Ages of Adam, published in 1995, by Clark K. Nelson. 
 
The ox knoweth his owner, and the ass his master's crib: but Israel doth not know, My 
people doth not consider.  Isaiah 1:3  
 
The calendar observed by Yehushua in the first century has never been abrogated, just 
buried in the rubble of the pagan/papal/man-made/solar-only/Roman calendar.  And I have 
only just begun offering historical witnesses... 
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Philo was a first century Hebrew historian who lived in Alexandria (Egypt) from 20 B.C. to 
A.D. 50, during the time of the NT era.  He was SO influential that he was included in the 
delegation that went before Roman Emperor Gaius (Caligula) in A.D. 40, to complain of the 
Roman oppression of various Hebrew communities.  If Philo taught or believed a doctrine 
contrary to Hebrew teachings, would he have been included in this delegation?  That would 
be an emphatic, NO! 
   
In order to have a lunar Sabbath, you must have a lunar “week”.  Did Philo link the Sabbath 
or the “week” with the phases of the moon?  Yes, in fact the lunar week and lunar Sabbath 
are the only week or Sabbath mentioned in Philo’s writings.  Notice that the number seven, 
the weeks, the Sabbath and the moon are all linked together in Philo’s writings. 
 
In Allegorical Interpretation, 1 IV (8), it says… 
"Again, the periodical changes of the moon, take place according to the number seven, that 
star having the greatest sympathy with the things on earth.  And the changes which the 
moon works in the air, it perfects chiefly in accordance with its own configurations on each 
seventh day.  At all events, all mortal things, as I have said before, drawing their more 
divine nature from the heaven, are moved in a manner which tends to their preservation in 
accordance with this number seven.  … Accordingly, on the seventh day, Elohim caused to 
rest from all his works which he had made."...  
 
Notice that Philo says the moon is perfect in its shape or appearance at seven day intervals.  
Had a Hebrew speaking Israelite written this he would have said “it perfects chiefly in 
accordance with its own configurations on each Sabbath day instead of each “seventh” day 
because elsewhere in his writings, Philo identifies that when he mentions the seventh day 
[of the week] he is speaking of the Sabbath.  Above, he tells us that the moon perfects its 
own configurations on each seventh day.  It was understood, that at the end each period of 
six work days there would be a weekly Sabbath.  The Greek speaking Jews referred to the 
Sabbath as the seventh day or the sacred seventh day, while in the language of the 
Hebrews it was termed Shabbat, or the Sabbath.  Continuing on with Philo: 
 
The Decalogue XXX (159), 
"But to the seventh day of the week he has assigned the greatest festivals, those of the 
longest duration, at the periods of the equinox both vernal and autumnal in each year; 
appointing two festivals for these two epochs, each lasting seven days; the one which takes 
place in the spring being for the perfection of what is being sown, and the one which falls 
in autumn being a feast of thanksgiving for the bringing home of all the fruits which the 
trees have produced"...  
 
Let’s look carefully at what Philo is saying.  To the seventh day of the week He [the Father 
above] has assigned the greatest festivals, in other words the greatest (longest) festivals 
have been assigned to the seventh day of the week.  Philo, keeping the same luni-solar 
calendar established in Scripture, calls the first day of each of these seven day feasts the 
“seventh day of the week”.  Scripture says that both of the seven day feasts (Unleavened 
Bread and Tabernacles) begin on the 15th day of their respective months.  See Leviticus 
23:5-6 and 23:34.  Friend, the seventh day of the week is the Sabbath, is it not?  It is the 
seventh day of the week EVERY year.  If the 15th is the weekly Sabbath, so are the 8th, 22nd 
and 29th days of the month. 
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Notice Philo did not say they would receive two holydays of festivals, but one, the 15th.  
Satyrday Sabbath keepers insist that there will be a satyrday Sabbath that interrupts these 
seven day feasts, and indeed, if the Gregorian calendar were the calendar of Scripture that 
would be true.  But Scripture says nothing of a [satyrday] Sabbath in the middle of these 7 
day feasts.  To prove the seventh day of the week is the same as the 15th, elsewhere Philo 
states, “And this feast is begun on the fifteenth day of the month, in the middle of the 
month, on the day on which the moon is full of light, in consequence on the providence of 
Elohim taking care that there shall be no darkness on that day.” Philo’s Special Laws II, 
The Fifth Festival, Section XXVIII (155) 
 
In other words, Philo is saying the weekly Sabbath begins these feasts, and is on the 15th.  
This proves the Sabbaths by the lunar calendar is true and the Gregorian false because 
there is no way a satyrday Sabbath can begin these two festivals on the 15th in the 1st and 
7th month each year, on a continuous seven day cycle presented by the Gregorian calendar 
we have today.  
 
Speaking of “lunar” intervals, in Special Laws I. (178), Philo writes… 
“…there is one principle of reason by which the moon waxes and wanes in equal intervals, 
both as it increases and diminishes in illumination; the seven lambs because it receives the 
perfect shapes in periods of seven days—the half-moon in the first seven day period after 
its conjunction with the sun, full moon in the second; and when it makes its return again, 
the first is to half-moon, then it ceases at its conjunction with the sun.” [All emphasis 
supplied by author/complier of this study.] 
 
The half-moon (first quarter moon) announces the first Sabbath of the month.  It is the 
seventh day of the week, naturally, but this is the 8th day of the month.  New moon day is 
not counted against the week.  The full moon rising at the end of the 14th day of the month 
announces the 15th as the second Sabbath of the month.  If the new moon was counted, 
the quarter phases (or as Philo describes them, the moon as it perfects in its own 
configurations on each seventh day) would not come at the end of the week, disconnecting 
the perfection of the lunar cycle from the Sabbath.  What YHWH has joined together, let 
not man put asunder.  
 
Philo gives a second witness in On Mating with the Preliminary Studies, XIX (102)… 
 
“For it is said in the Scripture: On the tenth day of this month let each of them take a sheep 
according to his house; in order that from the tenth, there may be consecrated to the 
tenth, that is to Elohim, the sacrifices which have been preserved in the soul, which is 
illuminated in two portions out of the three, until it is entirely changed in every part, and 
becomes a heavenly brilliancy like a full moon, at the height of its increase at the end of the 
second week”. 
  
Please let what Philo just said sink in.  His readers in those days understood that the weeks 
were by the moon, same as in Scripture, and that at the end of the second week there 
would be a full moon.  This statement needs no interpretation and is impossible to 
misunderstand.   
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I am prepared to offer more historical witnesses, but at this point any more bombardment 
would only be bouncing the rubble of Mrs. Thompson's satyrday Sabbath "evidence". 
 
Well, Jesus testified about Himself. When asked by the Jews (the religious leaders) how He got 
such learning without having studied, He said that His teaching was not from any man, but came 
from the Father who had sent Him (Jn.7:14-16).  [And YHWH, the Father that taught him, 
established the Lunar Sabbath in Genesis 1, and had Moses teach it to Israel later in the 
Torah.  In fact, the only weekly Sabbath ever mentioned in the law or the prophets is the 
Lunar Sabbath.]  Jesus could not belong to or follow any of the Jewish religious sects, because 
in that case He would be promoting a human teaching, not the Father's.  [I would laugh here if it 
were not so utterly sad.  Ladies and gentlemen of the jury, would you care to re-read all 
the green ink above and explain to Mrs. Thompson that it is HER teachings that are from 
man?]  All sects everywhere have always followed their own human leadership. But Jesus 
criticized religious leaders of Judea rather harshly. He came to teach them the true way - God's 
way, instead of their dead religion! This is a satanic insinuation, and Troy Miller falls for it only 
because he so much wants to prove his theory that he has become blinded! 
 
Oh wow!  Me thinks the pot calleth the kettle black.  The deluded accuses me of being 
deluded.  The blind accuses me, a man who can see, of being blind.  I am stunned (that 
she would stoop to this), but not surprised. 
 
I am a 4th generation satyrday Sabbath keeper.  I understand the "evidence" that 
"supports" satyrday as the weekly Sabbath and have used this alleged "evidence" to teach 
others about satyrday as the Sabbath for 2 decades.  I have WALKED where Mrs. 
Thompson is walking.  My move to the Lunar Sabbath was done neither in haste, nor with 
blinders on.  What sets me apart from Mrs. Thompson is that I am a truth-seeker; I do not 
still have pride of opinion weighing me down, making my decisions for me.  I don't want to 
find evidence that proves what I already believe is the truth, I want find evidence that 
proves what IS true.  I have done that with the Lunar Sabbath.  Mila Thompson has done 
nothing more than offer her traditions and opinions as evidence, because that is all she HAS 
to offer.  Meaning that "Jesus" or whatever spirit that is revealing to her all her satyrday 
Sabbath "proofs" is a lying spirit.  In reality, she has not consulted Jesus (who was a Lunar 
Sabbath keeper) or the Spirit of the Most High; her tradition and opinion have been her 
guide (and her god) throughout this article, either willfully or ignorantly misidentifying the 
source of her conviction. 
 
“There is a principle which is a bar against all information, which is proof against all 
arguments, and which cannot fail to keep a man in everlasting ignorance; that principle is 
contempt prior to investigation.”  Herbert Spencer 
 
“Most of our so-called reasoning consists in finding arguments for going on believing as we 
already do.”  James Harvey Robinson.       
 
“Men occasionally stumble over the truth, but most of them pick themselves up and hurry 
off as if nothing ever happened.”  Winston Churchill 
 
“A long habit of not thinking a thing wrong gives it the superficial appearance of being 
right.” Thomas Paine. 
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“The most useful piece of learning for the uses of life is to unlearn what is untrue.”  
Antisthenes, written somewhere between 444 and 371 B.C. 
 
“All truth passes through three stages.  First it is ridiculed, second it is violently opposed, 
and third, it is accepted as self-evident.” Arthur Schopenhauer, Philosopher, 1788-1860 
 
“All error does not become truth by reason of multiplied propagation, nor does truth 
become error because no one will see it.”  Gandhi 
 
“Truth is not what I believe.  Truth is not even what I know.  Truth is Fact.  I may not 
believe it.  I may not know it.  That does not change it.  It is there nevertheless, waiting to 
be discovered and believed.  Truth does not depend on the unsettled and changing 
opinions of men.  It was truth before it was believed.  It remains truth, whether it is 
believed or not.  Reason does not originate or create it.  It merely discovers it.”  Carlyle B. 
Haynes 
 
“It is not the truth that hurts us; it is that we have been taught (and believed) so many 
things that are NOT true.”  Phil Wilson 
 
“Never does nature say one thing and wisdom another.”  Juvenal 
 
One more important point regarding the issue of God's Sabbath. You admitted it yourself that the 
Jews were keeping the true Sabbath in times of Jesus.  [Israel was keeping the true Sabbath in 
the first century, yes.]  The Acts of the Apostles confirms that this knowledge was not lost in 
the 1st century AD. The apostles taught new believers from gentile nations to keep the true 
Sabbath. This can be easily verified by a diligent and unbiased study of the New Testament 
texts.[1] In chapter 7 of the book Our Sabbath Rest  (by MM) you will also find recorded the results of 
an in-depth study of historical documents, which prove that this knowledge has never been lost in 
Christianity. Even during times of terrible persecution this knowledge was passed on to others and 
preserved by groups of true believers in different countries who kept the true Sabbath. Thus the 
knowledge got preserved till the time of Reformation, when God began a gradual restoration of Christ's 
true teaching (which has reached its final phase in our times). 
 
As for the changes of the Jewish calendar, made by a Jewish patriarch Hillel II in the 4th century, 
they did not concern the Sabbath.  [It most certainly DID affect the weekly Sabbath.]  You can 
read about it in the book by MM God's Calendar Revealed to Man.  [Undoubtedly written by a 
satyrday apologist.]  If you would like to read this book, I can send you a copy in English, for it 
is not translated into Russian.  [Remember, this is a letter to the person in the Ukraine.]  The 
only problem is that you will not want to read it, just as you have not read any of the MM 
translations I gave you per your request. And all because of your religious sectarian pride! (Why 
read, since neither Malcolm, nor we are Adventists!!!) 
 
History records the calendar wars in the second to fourth centuries regarding the Hebrew 
calendar.  These "wars" were so contentious that Rome finally put and end to it and 
demanded Hillel II fix (meaning affix) the Hebrew calendar once and for all, binding it to 
the current Roman calendar but allowing for him to create postponement laws when the 
Hebrew festivals ran afoul of the Roman calendar in which it was embedded. 
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Remember these quotes from above? 
 
In the article Shawui Calendar: Ancient Shawui Observance, we find confirmation of 
a radical change in YHWH’s calendar.  “The [lunar]...calendar was used by all the original 
disciples of Yeshua...  This original Nazarene lunar-solar calendar was supplanted by a 
Roman ‘planetary week’ and calendar in 135 C.E. -- when the ‘Bishops of the Circumcision’ 
(i.e. legitimate Nazarene successors to Yeshua) were displaced from Jerusalem.  This began 
a three hundred year controversy concerning the true calendar and correct Sabbath.” 
 
“The calendar was originally fixed by observation, and ultimately by calculation.  Up to the 
fall of the Temple (A.D. 70), witnesses who saw the new moon came forward and were 
strictly examined and if their evidence was accepted the month was fixed by the priests.  
Eventually the authority passed to the Sanhedrin and ultimately to the Patriarchate.  …  
Gradually observation gave place to calculation.  The right to determine the calendar was 
reserved to the Patriarchate; the Jews of Mesopotamia [Ed.—Babylonian Jews] tried in vain 
to establish their own calendar but the prerogative of Palestine was zealously defended.  So 
long as Palestine remained a religious centre, it was naturally to the homeland that the 
Diaspora looked for its calendar.  Uniformity was essential, for if different parts had 
celebrated feasts on different days confusion would have ensued.  It was not until the 4th 
century A.D. that Babylon fixed the calendar…”  Encyclopedia Britannica: Vol. 4, article 
“Calendar”.  
  
“These imported [from Babylon] superstitions eventually led Jewish rabbis to call Saturn 
Shabbti, ‘the star of the Sabbath,’ [and]...it was not until the first century of our era, when 
the planetary week had become an established institution, that the Jewish Sabbath seems 
always to have corresponded to Saturn’s Day [Satyrday].”  Hutton Webster in his book, 
Rest Days, p. 244. 
 
“… the custom of celebrating the Sabbath every 7th day, irrespective of the relationship of 
the day to the moon’s phases, led to a complete separation from the ancient view of the 
Sabbath...”  Encyclopedia Biblica, (1899 edit.), p. 4179.    
 
One of the better resources I have found is at the following link from World's Last Chance:  
https://www.worldslastchance.com/yahuwahs-calendar/constantine-hillel-two-men-who-
deceived-the-whole-world.html 
 
Sorry to burst your bubble Mrs. Thompson, but you deserve to know the truth and 
SOMEONE had to tell you.  You seem to greedily accept the lie (and think the taste of tar 
infested honey is grand) and are intent on forcing it down your readers throats.  You are 
free to practice pagan doctrine without penalty as long as you do so in ignorance.  Now you 
are responsible for your actions because you know the truth.  Now you know what they 
mean by the term "burden of truth."  Sure, the truth sets you free (from false doctrine), but 
it also brings responsibility.   
 
If you knew the gravity of your false teachings, you would run screaming for the hills and 
hide your head in shame. 
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Moses spoke by God's inspiration (and wrote it down for our sake) that the mysteries of God 
belong to Him, but what He has revealed to us belongs to us and to our children. [Forever, yes, I 
know, Deuteronomy 29:29.]  Is it right to pervert the obvious command, given to us in His 
Word for the sake of some false 'revelations' that contradict it? 
 
How is keeping the seventh day Sabbath as announced by the lunar cycle which was 
created and ordained by YHWH a perversion of Scripture?  Oh, I get it.  It is a perversion of 
the pagan planetary calendar and the Gregorian calendar.  Of course, I understand now, 
and it is true.  Light and darkness cannot co-exist, thus the light of truth regarding the 
calendar seems as perversion to someone who has bound their soul to the pagan/papal 
counterfeit calendar. 
 
Let us also remember that in the book of Revelation Jesus advises us against seeking the 'deep 
secrets' (Rev.2:24, NIV), warning us about their satanic origin. Alas, the spirit of Jezebel - the 
spirit of false prophecy, confuses those who study the Bible with the major goal to penetrate the 
secrets of purely intellectual knowledge. 
 
Um, the Lunar Sabbath is not a deep secret.  It is knowledge that Satan and the papacy do 
not want you to have, thus they have made a concentrated effort to bury the truth, but the 
historical evidence is there for anyone who will seek it.  And the Scriptural evidence is plain 
ink on the page. 
 
See pages 25-26 above.  I have presented 2-3 witnesses, sometimes many more (Test 1).  
I have found and provided a "Thus saith YHWH" (Test 2).  I have revealed the chain of 
evidence (Test 3).  I have offered the historical evidence that sustains the Scriptural 
evidence (Test 6).  I can assure you, the Lunar Sabbath teaching is NOT of Satanic origin, 
and I am more than certain that the ladies and gentlemen of the jury and all the hosts of 
the on-looking universe will come to the same conclusion based on the evidence. 
 
Now a few words on when the day begins according to God's plan. I will not go into discussion 
of how to translate the Hebrew word 'ereb' and other words in different places in the Bible. We 
all know it. I will simply draw your attention to what God has shown in His Word.  
 
And I will do the same.  Since we are presenting our evidence side-by-side from the SAME 
source, we should come to the same conclusions because the Scriptures do not contradict 
themselves, correct? 
 
How many times do we read this repeated phrase "the evening and the morning, day..." in 
chapter 1 of the book of Genesis? Six times, isn't it?  Do you really think that God inspired 
Moses to write down these words six times in one chapter without an important purpose? If the 
evidence of Genesis 1 does not seem clear enough to you, do consider the proof of Leviticus 
23:32, where God's command when to keep the Day of Atonement is recorded. 
 
Um, did you BOTHER to read Leviticus 23:32?  Day of Atonement begins at even of the 
9th (when Night begins), and ends at even of the 10th.  That is parts of TWO days.  And 
when referring to the actual DAY of Atonement (Leviticus 16:29, Leviticus 23:27, 
Numbers 29:7) only the 10th DAY is mentioned.  Why?  Because that is the only day-
lighted portion of this feast.  From even of the 9th to morning of the 10th is NIGHT! 
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I am going to make several statements of fact, then I am going to back them up with 
Scripture.  I'm not making any of this up, I am not offering anyone my opinion here; I am 
providing evidence that stands up to the Truth Tests given in Scripture (and shared on 
pages 25-26 above). 
 
1. Evening and morning does NOT make a day. 
 
2.  Evening is the transition period between day and night. 
 
3.  Morning is the transition period between night and day. 
 
4.  The light is called DAY, the darkness is called NIGHT. 
 
5.  The day in Scripture is NOT 24 hours in duration. 
 
6.  When Scripture is attempting to define a 24 hour segment, one of two Hebrew idioms 
are used.  Either days and nights or evening(s) and morning(s). 
 
7.  Israel adopted the evening to evening "day" from the Babylonians. 
 
Shall we begin? 
 
1. Evening and morning does NOT make a day.  Genesis 1:5 reads: And Elohim called the 
light Day, and the darkness he called Night.  Is this not plain enough to understand?  The 
lit segment of the cycle is called DAY (Yom), the dark segment is called NIGHT (Layil).  
Evening and morning are not 24 hours long or even 12 hours each.  Please check your 
math.  Evening and morning are transition periods typically lasting anywhere from 30 to 
nearly 60 minutes depending on the season. 
 
2.  Evening is the transition period between day and night.  Evening is not the entire period 
of darkness.  Genesis 1:4 reads: And Elohim saw the light, that it was good: and Elohim 
divided the light from the darkness.  Evening (Erev, H6153, taken from the root word, 
H6150) means a twisting away of light, as being slowly being immersed in darkness by a 
textured cover.  This is the segment of time when day transitions into night and acts as the 
DIVIDER spoken of in Genesis 1:4.  Anecdotally, evening is the time from sunset until 3 
stars could be seen. 
 
3.  Morning is the transition period between night and day.  Morning is not the entire period 
of daylight.  Genesis 1:4 reads: And Elohim saw the light, that it was good: and Elohim 
divided the light from the darkness.  Morning (Boqer, H1242, properly meaning dawn) 
means exactly that.  Dawn.  There is not a knucklehead on the planet that would confuse 
dawn with the entire lit portion of the "day" (yom).  This is the segment of time when night 
transitions into day and acts as the DIVIDER spoken of in Genesis 1:4.  Anecdotally, this 
was the time from when light begins to be seen on the eastern horizon until the sun breaks 
over the eastern horizon. 
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4.  The light is called DAY, the darkness is called NIGHT.  Genesis 1:5 reads, And Elohim 
called the light Day, and the darkness he called Night.  Day is half of the day/night cycle, 
not the entire 24 hour period.  Scripture has some rather harsh words for folks who can't 
figure out the difference between day and night or are actively trying to confuse the two.... 
 
Woe unto them that call evil good, and good evil; that put darkness for light, and light for 
darkness; that put bitter for sweet, and sweet for bitter!  
Woe unto them that are wise in their own eyes, and prudent in their own sight!  Isaiah 
5:20-21 
 
But as for you all, do ye return, and come now: for I cannot find one wise man among 
you.  
My days are past, My purposes are broken off, even the thoughts of My heart.  
They change the night into day: the light is short because of darkness.  Job 17:10-12 
 
5.  The day in Scripture is NOT 24 hours in duration.  Have you read John 11:9 lately?  
Yehushua answered, "Are there not twelve hours in the day? "  Naturally, these are hours 
as counted on a sundial, meaning that regardless of whether it was winter (when the days 
are shorter) or summer (when the days are longer), the day was divided into 12 equal 
parts.  Pay attention to the two days written in red.  If the days are 24 hours long, then the 
"days" are not shorter in the winter or longer in the summer, they are always 24 hours 
long.  Hello? 
 
Quote:  "The day was either the period of sunlight, contrasted with the night (see John 
11:9) or the whole period of twenty four hours, although not defined as such in the Bible." 
Oxford Companion to the Bible, p. 744.  
 
A DAY IS NOT DEFINED AS A 24 HOUR PERIOD IN SCRIPTURE?  That's right Virginia, you 
heard it here first.  The Scriptural day (which is the lit portion) is only 12 hours long, the 
dark part is called NIGHT (which is the absence of light, therefore not qualified to be called 
day).  It was the pagan culture that introduced a 24 hour day. 
 
6.  When Scripture is attempting to define a 24 hour segment, one of two Hebrew idioms 
are used.  Either days and nights or evening(s) and morning(s).  Since right from Creation 
only the lit portion was called Day, there was a need to portray time that involved the dark 
portion as well.  There are several examples of each.  It rained for 40 days and 40 nights.  
In Hebrew, if it had rained for 40 days, that meant it stopped raining each night, only to 
begin again the next morning.  Moses was on Mt. Sinai for 40 days and 40 nights.  In 
Hebrew, if Moses was on the mountain for 40 days, that meant he descended each night, 
only to climb back up again the next morning.   Jonah was in the belly of the great fish for 
3 days and 3 nights.  Can you imagine what the fish would have done if Jonah had only 
been in the belly of the whale for 3 days?  He would have vomited him out each night, only 
to swallow him again the next morning.   
 
Have you noticed a pattern here?  [By the way, there are several more examples of the 
above in both the OT and the NT.]  They all list day before night, because once the light 
was lit in Genesis 1:3-5, the 12 hour segment that began was called Day, which was later 
followed by evening, [which introduced Night] and later still there was morning.   
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Every one of the days of creation are counted down by saying, evening and morning.  
YHWH lit the sun, and later there was evening, and later still there was morning, day one.  
That morning, YHWH created the firmament, and later there was evening, and later still 
there was morning, day two.  That morning, YHWH created the land and vegetation, and 
later there was evening, and later still there was morning, day three.  See the pattern?  Do 
you find any of these "days" that begin at evening?  Every one of them say that the 
creation event followed a morning (dawn), thus they took place during the day.  Also, the 
words "and" are listed there in the Hebrew.  AND there was evening, AND there was 
morning.  And is a connective word.  What happened BEFORE evening that would be 
connected to it?  There has never been an "evening" on this earth that was not preceded 
by a DAY.  Day first, then evening (which is the precursor to Night), followed by morning, 
which is the beginning of the following DAY.  
 
It ain't rocket science. 
 
Final example, in Daniel 8:14 reveals a timed prophecy that will last for 2,300 days.  
Please take a look at that word "days" there.... 
 
Daniel 8:14  And he said H559 unto H413 me, Unto H5704 two thousand H505 and three H7969 

hundred H3967 days; H6153 H1242 then shall the sanctuary H6944 be cleansed.H6663  
 
H6163, erev, evening. 
 
H1242 boqer, morning. 
 
It literally reads unto 2,300 evenings and mornings, which represents 2,300 consecutive 
literal 24 hour day/night segments of time. 
 
Remember what I have repeatedly said about this not being rocket science?  The truth is so 
simple that a child can understand it. 
 
7.  Israel adopted the evening to evening "day" from the Babylonians. 
 
"The flesh of the thanksgiving sacrifice shall be eaten on the day it is offered; none of it 
may be kept till the next day" (Lv. 7:15), the nighttime is considered as belonging to the 
preceding period of Daylight. From this there developed the meaning of "day" in the sense 
of the cycle made up of one period of daylight and one period of darkness, or according to 
our modern reckoning, twenty-four hours...from the natural viewpoint the twenty-four hour 
day begins at sunrise...  However, beside this conception there arose another idea of the 
twenty-four hour day, according to which this daily period began at sunset. It was no doubt 
the lunar calendar of the Jews which gave rise to this viewpoint...  Although the earlier 
computation did not die out completely, the custom of considering the day as beginning at 
sunset became general in later Jewish times... Encyclopedic Dictionary of the Bible, p. 
497.  
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Like me, you were probably taught that the sunset to sunset tradition had been observed 
from the beginning of time.  That it had been established at Creation.  Wrong!  If not from 
the beginning, when did Israel pick up this nasty little habit? 
 
 "...During the period of the first commonwealth (prior to 586 B.C.E.) the day was 
not reckoned in terms of hours. In fact the word "hour" in not found anywhere in the Bible, 
even as a figure of speech. The night was divided into three watches, the early watch, the 
middle watch and the morning watch.   The Day was divided into forenoon and afternoon. 
 "When the Jews returned to Palestine after their Babylonian exile (516 B.C.E.) they 
brought back with them the Babylonian astronomy and way of reckoning time..." What is 
a Jew, p. 108.  
 
"So far as we know, the Babylonian calendar was at all periods truly lunar...the month 
began with the evening when the new crescent was for the first time again visible shortly 
after sunset. Consequently, the Babylonian day also begins in the evening..." The Exact 
Sciences in Antiquity, p. 106. 
 
As I said, the New Moon based on the first visible crescent as well as the day beginning at 
sunset (when Scripture says is when Night begins) are both Babylonian practices that Israel 
picked up while in captivity.  As long as they were following YHWH, they abandoned these 
observations of time, but when in apostasy, they backslid into these pagan calendar 
practices. 
 
"Moon-worship was dominant in the Mesopotamian world from which the patriarchs 
emerged, around 1800 B.C.E., with Abraham the key Bible figure.  At that time and in 
succeeding centuries, moon-worship in Mesopotamia centered on a large pantheon of 
assorted gods whose images proliferated in the temples...  Myths die hard, and the Bible is 
full of graphic detail showing how the ancient Hebrews slipped readily from time to time 
into celebrations that bore the mark of the original pagan practices...  Many hitherto 
puzzling aspects of the Jewish tradition were illuminated in this process.  A notable example 
is the way in which all festivals, including the Sabbath, start with moon-rise on the night 
before.  The reason is an echo of the way the Babylonians and the Assyrians assigned the 
respective roles of the two great luminaries, the sun and the moon."  Festival Days: A 
History of Jewish Celebrations. p. 55, 57, 58.  
 
There are several quotes from different pages of The Jewish Festivals: History & 
Observation listed below.  I will only list the page numbers. 
 
"This, approximately, is the picture we have of the Sabbath in those very old days, when 
both kingdoms, Judah and Israel, still existed. It was a festival on which there was a 
cessation of daily work, and the people assembled in the sanctuary to celebrate the day...." 
(p. 6) 
 
"At any rate, beginning with the Babylonian exile we find the Sabbath .... attained a higher 
state of development among the exiled Jews in Babylonia, and it was these exiled Jews 
who enforced on Palestine their Sabbath..." (p. 7) 
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"At The Beginning of The Common Era...In order to assure against profanation of the 
Sabbath the Jews added the late Friday afternoon hours to the Sabbath...." (p. 13) 
 
"The Sabbath in general, thus attained its peak in the first two centuries of the Common 
Era, the age of the Tannaim [A.D. 70-200], as the Jewish teachers and sages of that period 
were called. However, there were no Friday night services as yet. This most beautiful part 
of the Sabbath observance developed somewhat later in the age of the Amoraim [A.D. 350-
500], as the sages of the Talmud from the third century on were called, and it did not 
attain its highest peak until much later, at the very threshold of modern times. In the time 
of the Tannaim there was no Friday night services in the synagogue...." (p. 14) 
 
"Later it became customary to hold communal services in the Synagogue on Friday night..."  
The Jewish Festivals: History & Observance, p.15. 
 
"If we look at the essentials of a day of rest and reflection which has a religious orientation, 
it is possible to justify the shifting of Sabbath worship to Friday evening or Sunday worship 
to Saturday evening (the celebration of the vigil = night watch was moved back to the eve 
of the feast as early as the middle ages..."  Judaism: Between Yesterday and 
Tomorrow. p. 518.  
 
"When the English colonies were planted on North American soil, Sunday was kept there 
from evening to evening for 200 years...throughout Christendom the Sunday was generally 
observed from evening to evening until the sixteenth century, and that in many parts it was 
so observed until the eighteenth."  The Lord's Day on a Round World, p. 69, 83. 
 
The power of this pagan tradition is still evident today in such observances as Christmas 
Eve and New Years Eve. 
 
Mrs. Thompson, if you are a truth seeker, you would have found this Hebrew history.  But 
you were not looking for the truth, you were looking for evidence to prove what you 
already believe.  Once again you have neglected to share the truth with your readers, and 
assuming your readers are an honest folks, you are guilty of misleading them. 
 
Also, two parallel texts in Mark 1:21-34 (especially verse 32) and Luke 4:31-41 show that in the 
times of Jesus Jews knew perfectly well when one day ended (in this case, the weekly Sabbath) 
and a new one began. It was the time of sunset!  [Of course DAY ended at sunset.  What do 
you think I am, an idiot?  And while day ended at sunset, what followed was not the next 
day.  What followed was called NIGHT.  And I challenge you to find proof in Scripture to 
the contrary!]  It does not change from day to day, and has not changed since then! And no 
speculations about how he understands the meaning of the word 'tomorrow' can persuade me that 
the Holy Scripture is wrong, but Troy Miller is right! 
 
Which is funny because both the "Holy Scripture" AND Troy Miller are right.  I'm not right 
because of anything I said or did; I am right because I'm just a knucklehead who 
providentially happens to agree with Scripture.  And this was pure Divine intervention, not 
mere happenstance.  I'm not smart enough to even know to LOOK for this information, 
much less to accept it over my own traditional beliefs.  What I am is humble and trusting 
enough to accept what the evidence proves. 
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Matthew 11:25  At that time Yehushua answered and said, "I thank thee, O Father, 
Master of heaven and earth, because Thou hast hid these things from the wise and 
prudent, and hast revealed them unto babes."  
 
If you want to examine the evidence for yourself, the entire study that Mrs. Thompson is 
railing against can be found here: http://www.creationcalendar.com/CalendarIssue/18-
DawnDayStudy.pdf. 
 
I could go on analyzing many other texts, which Troy Miller tears out of their context, claiming 
that they prove his position on the beginning of God's day. But, as I have said earlier, it would 
take too much time and space. The facts I have already discussed expose enough the errors of his 
'evidence' and 'logic'. 
 
Um, what errors of evidence and logic would that be? 
 
If your readers souls are worth saving, Mrs. Thompson, then you present your case.  I find 
it incredible that you are resting on your laurels here, coasting on the "facts" you THINK 
you have already discussed rather than dismantling what you feel is a false doctrine.  I 
have not let one false jot or tittle get past me, and the end result of this rebuttal is already 
self-evident. 
 
The context of the word Day, in every passage in Scripture is the lit part of the Day/Night 
cycle.  The context of the word Night, in every passage in Scripture, is the dark part of the 
Day/Night cycle.  The only place where questions arise are the transition periods.  Evening 
is an increasing mixture of light with darkness, Morning is an increasing mixture of darkness 
with light.  This is nature, not my opinion, not based on any logic. 
 
Nature is the first gospel.  All nature screams the majesty of YHWH.  Nature does not lie; 
men (and women) do. 
 
There is, however, a very important issue, which I need to bring up: Why is it happening? And I 
have a 'word' (a message) from the Lord for you personally (and for other Adventists) in this 
regard.  [Oh my.  We have seen where these messages from "the Lord" have led before.  If 
these messages were indeed from any heavenly entity, I would not be finding Scripture, 
nature or the historical record to undo them.]  When I prayed about what to write in my 
answer for your benefit, the Lord gave me a text: John 5:39! Please, read and ponder on it before 
you continue to read my letter [written to the person in Ukraine]: 
 
You diligently study the Scriptures because you think that by them you possess eternal life. 
These are the Scriptures that testify about Me. 
  
This text expresses the core of your problem. You have been searching the Scriptures so 
diligently, trying to discover some hidden important knowledge, that you have lost sight of 
Jesus, though it is by His sacrifice that we all can receive salvation!  And yet, the major goal of 
the Scriptures is to testify about Him! 
 
How DARE you chastise this Ukrainian for trying to save his/her own soul!  
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My people are destroyed for lack of knowledge: because thou hast rejected knowledge, I 
will also reject thee, that thou shalt be no priest to Me: seeing thou hast forgotten the law 
of thy Elohim, I will also forget thy children.  Hosea 4:6 
 
For my people is foolish, they have not known me; they are sottish children, and they have 
none understanding: they are wise to do evil, but to do good they have no knowledge.  
Jeremiah 4:22  See also Jeremiah 5:3-4, 5:21 and Matthew 15:14. 
 
What is wrong with a person who recognizes that he/she lacks knowledge making the effort 
to actually gain that knowledge?  I have rarely encountered a more self-righteous person 
than you dear sister.  Mrs. Thompson, this is the Word of YHWH that was given to me... 
 
Woe unto them that are wise in their own eyes, and prudent in their own sight!  Isaiah 
5:21 
 
Wherefore let him that thinketh he standeth take heed lest he fall.  1 Corinthians 10:12   
 
He that answereth a matter before he heareth it, it is folly and shame unto him.  Proverbs 
18:13 
 
YHWH knoweth the thoughts of man, that they are vanity.  Psalm 94:11  
 
A wise man feareth, and departeth from evil: but the fool rageth, and is confident.  
Proverbs 14:16   
 
Therefore have I also made you contemptible and base before all the people, according as 
ye have not kept My ways, but have been partial in the law.  Malachi 2:9  
 
You wrote: you have lost sight of Jesus, though it is by His sacrifice that we all can receive 
salvation!  "Jesus" does not save us, much less ALL of us, he is an example.  Salvation is a 
gift.  What proves that we are "saved" is our obedience to the law.  And I can prove this 
from one end of Scripture to the other... 
 
If we are not under the law, then why does both the OT and NT teach that every man will 
reap his reward based upon his works [of the law]?  Psalm 28:4, 35:13-19, Proverbs 
24:12, 24:29, Lamentations 3:64, Ezekiel 24:13-14, Daniel 12:1-3, Matthew 16:27, 
II Corinthians 11:15, II Timothy 4:14, Titus 1:16, James 2:17-18, 2:21-26, Revelation 2:23, 
14:13, 20:12-13.  [Folks, I HOPE you are actually reading these additional texts I am 
offering.  Sometimes I give only a single text to shorten the length of my response, but 
these passages are vital to presenting or supporting the Scriptural truths I'm trying to 
share.] 
 
And, behold, I come quickly; and my reward is with me, to give every man according as his 
work shall be.  Revelation 22:12 
 
Please note, this is not my opinion, this is what Scripture SAYS.  Our obedience is the 
evidence that proves to heaven and earth whether YHWH has chosen us to be saved.  And 
HOW are we saved? 
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I explain it exactly like our Sovereign YHWH explains it... 
  
Ezekiel 20:44 And ye shall know that I am YHWH, when I have wrought with you for My 
Name's sake, not according to your wicked ways, nor according to your corrupt doings, O 
ye house of Israel, saith the Sovereign YHWH.  
  
Ezekiel 36:22 Therefore say unto the house of Israel, Thus saith the Sovereign YHWH; I 
do not this for your sakes, O house of Israel, but for Mine holy Name's sake, which ye have 
profaned among the heathen, whither ye went. 
  
Please note who is speaking above. 
  
Psalm 106:8 Nevertheless He saved them for His Name's sake, that He might make His 
mighty power to be known. 
  
Psalm 25:11 For Thy Name's sake, O YHWH, pardon mine iniquity; for it is great.  
  
We are saved for HIS Name's Sake:  See also Jeremiah 14:7, 14:21, Isaiah 48:9, 
Psalm 109:21, 79:9, 23:3, I Samuel 12:22.  YHWH said that Israel was His chosen 
people, but we have not acted very special, just the opposite in fact.  Yet, in spite of all 
this, Yah will save us, not because we are worthy, but because He SAID He would.  He 
made a covenant with Abraham, and He will honor it.  He will MAKE us savable. 
 
How does He do that?  Perhaps you have heard about the New Covenant?  Well, you are 
going to learn the truth about the New Covenant right now.  It is not what you were 
taught.  (Which has become a recurring theme, hasn’t it?) 
 
The FIRST place the New Covenant in mentioned is in Jeremiah (not the New Testament).  
Surprised? 
 
“Behold, the days come,” saith YHWH, “that I will make a new covenant with the house of 
Israel, and with the house of Judah:  
Not according to the covenant that I made with their fathers in the day that I took them by 
the hand to bring them out of the land of Egypt; which My covenant they brake, although I 
was an husband unto them,” saith YHWH:  
“ But this shall be the covenant that I will make with the house of Israel; After those days,” 
saith YHWH, “I will put My law in their inward parts, and write it in their hearts; and will be 
their Elohim, and they shall be My people.”  Jeremiah 31:31-33 
 
If you will notice, the New Covenant is not really new.  It is RE-newed.  It is the SAME as 
the old Covenant which was written on stone and parchment, only the New Covenant will 
be written on our heart.  This causes something very interesting to happen… 
 
And I will give them one heart, and I will put a new spirit within you; and I will take the 
stony heart out of their flesh, and will give them an heart of flesh:  
That they may walk in my statutes, and keep mine ordinances, and do them: and 
they shall be My people, and I will be their Elohim.”  Ezekiel 11:19-20 
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And here’s a second witness: 
 
20.  And when they entered unto the heathen, whither they went, they profaned My Set-

Apart Name, when they said to them, ‘These are the people of YHWH, and are gone 
forth out of His land.’  

21.  But I had pity for My Set-Apart Name, which the house of Israel had profaned among 
the heathen, whither they went.  

22.  Therefore say unto the house of Israel, “Thus saith the Sovereign YHWH; I do not this 
for your sakes, O house of Israel, but for My Set-Apart Name’s sake, which ye have 
profaned among the heathen, whither ye went.  

23.  And I will sanctify My great Name, which was profaned among the heathen, which ye 
have profaned in the midst of them; and the heathen shall know that I am YHWH,” 
saith the Sovereign YHWH, “when I shall be sanctified in you before their eyes.  

24.  For I will take you from among the heathen, and gather you out of all countries, and 
will bring you into your own land.  

25.  Then will I sprinkle clean water upon you, and ye shall be clean: from all your 
filthiness, and from all your idols, will I cleanse you.  

26.  A new heart also will I give you, and a new spirit will I put within you: and I will take 
away the stony heart out of your flesh, and I will give you an heart of flesh.  

27.  And I will put My Spirit within you, and cause you to walk in My statutes, and ye 
shall keep My judgments, and do them.  

28.  And ye shall dwell in the land that I gave to your fathers; and ye shall be My people, 
and I will be your Elohim.  

29.  I will also save you from all your uncleannesses: and I will call for the corn, and will 
increase it, and lay no famine upon you.  

30.  And I will multiply the fruit of the tree, and the increase of the field, that ye shall 
receive no more reproach of famine among the heathen.  

31.  Then shall ye remember your own evil ways, and your doings that were not good, and 
shall loathe yourselves in your own sight for your iniquities and for your abominations.  

32.  Not for your sakes do I this,” saith the Sovereign YHWH, “be it known unto you: be 
ashamed and confounded for your own ways, O house of Israel.”  

33.  Thus saith the Sovereign YHWH; “In the day that I shall have cleansed you from all 
your iniquities I will also cause you to dwell in the cities, and the wastes shall be 
builded.”  Ezekiel 36:20-33 

 
This heart transplant will CAUSE us to walk in Yah’s statutes and judgments.  HOW?  
Because this new heart is not of stone, it is of flesh.  Basically, this is like getting 
reprogrammed.  Out goes the bad, corrupted software; in goes the good software.  That 
new heart that we get is not due to anything we have done, it is because YHWH has 
cleansed us from all our iniquity (known sin), preparing us for the new software, or new 
heart, which enables us to obey.  Simple as that.  He is the Potter, we are the clay; He is 
the computer programmer, we are the computer.  It is not something you earn; nor is it 
something you can resist.  It simply happens when He is ready. 
 
Third witness: 
 
And they shall be My people, and I will be their Elohim:  
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And I will give them one heart, and one way, that they may fear Me for ever, for the good 
of them, and of their children after them:  
And I will make an everlasting covenant with them, that I will not turn away from them, to 
do them good; but I will put My fear in their hearts, that they shall not depart from 
Me.  Jeremiah 32:38-40 
 
There you have it.  Strive with all your heart to obey, but do not doubt for a moment who 
put that desire there, and your heavenly Father will finish the good work He has begun in 
you!  And please also note that "Jesus" plays no role in our salvation.  And there is a reason 
for that.  Gabriel told Mary and Joseph to name the child something specific.  He was to be 
named Yehushua (for He shall save His people from their sins), Matthew 1:21.  Yehushua 
means YHWH Will Save or YHWH's Salvation, so his very NAME was doctrinal as well as 
prophetic, promoting the fact that it is YHWH who will save His people from their sins. 
 
Matthew 1:21  AndG1161 she shall bring forthG5088 a son,G5207 andG2532 thou shalt 
callG2564 hisG846 nameG3686 JESUS:G2424 forG1063 heG846 shall saveG4982 hisG848 
peopleG2992 fromG575 theirG846 sins.G266  
 
For the record, there is no J in the Hebrew language, never has been.  Jesus and Jehovah 
are "efforts" (not very good efforts) to pronounce the Yehoshua and YHWH.   
 
G2424, Ἰησοῦς, Iēsous, ee-ay-sooce' 
Of Hebrew origin [H3091]; Jesus (that is, Jehoshua), the name of our Lord and two (three) 
other Israelites: - Jesus. 
 

H3091, ׁע ֻ ַ יְהֹוׁשּוע ַיְהֹוש , yehôshûa‛ yehôshûa‛, 
yeh-ho-shoo'-ah, yeh-ho-shoo'-ah 
From H3068 and H3467; Jehovah-saved; Jehoshua (that is, Joshua), the Jewish leader: - 
Jehoshua, Jehoshuah, Joshua. Compare H1954, H3442. 
 
H3442, ַיׁשּוע ֵ , yêshûa‛, yah-shoo'-ah 
For H3091; he will save; Jeshua, the name of two Israelites, also of a place in Palestine: - 
Jeshua. 
 
Who will save?  Yah Will Save.  That is what Yehushua's name means.   
 
And so all Israel shall be saved: as it is written, There shall come out of Zion the 
Deliverer, and shall turn away ungodliness from Jacob:  
For this is My covenant unto them, when I shall take away their sins.  Romans 
11:26-27 
 
We are created in YHWH’s image, and He will save His people from their sins.  See 
Hebrews 8:7-10, which is summed up in Jeremiah 33:8.   
 
Please note, it is not my opinion how YHWH causes us to overcome sin, redeeming us, 
saving us from ourselves, this is what Scripture SAYS.   
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The act of redeeming means if you are in trouble and in jail, I would go and post bond.  I 
give something of value to "redeem" you.  And here is how we are redeemed... 
  
Proverbs 21:18 The wicked shall be a ransom for the righteous, and the transgressor for 
the upright.  
  
Isaiah 43:3 For I am YHWH thy Elohim, the Set-Apart One of Israel, thy Saviour: I gave 
Egypt for thy ransom, Ethiopia and Sheba for thee.  
 
Please note, it is not my opinion that YHWH trades the wicked for the righteous, that it is 
not through "Jesus' sacrifice that we can all receive salvation," this is what Scripture SAYS.  
If YHWH selected the righteous based on Jesus' obedience of the law, that is what it would 
say in the law (Torah) and the testimony (of the prophets).  It does not.  See Test 4 on 
page 26 above.  
 
Scripture does not even teach that ALL can receive salvation.  First please note that YHWH 
submits the wicked, Egypt, Ethiopia and Sheba for the righteous, the transgressor (of the 
law) for the upright (keeper of the law).  So there is a segment of humanity that has no 
chance to see the inside walls of the Father's Kingdom. 
 
The preparations of the heart in man, and the answer of the tongue, is from YHWH.  
YHWH hath made all things for Himself: yea, even the wicked for the day of evil.  
Proverbs 16:1, 4 
 
I’ll bet you have never recognized that text for what it actually says have you? 
 
I form the light, and create darkness: I make peace, and create evil: I YHWH do all 
these things.  Isaiah 45:7   
 
For it was of YHWH to harden their hearts, that they should come against Israel in 
battle, that He might destroy them utterly, and that they might have no favour, but that He 
might destroy them, as YHWH commanded Moses.  Joshua 11:20   
 
And YHWH said, “Who shall persuade Ahab, that he may go up and fall [die] at 
Ramothgilead?” And one said on this manner, and another said on that manner.  
And there came forth a spirit, and stood before YHWH, and said, “I will persuade him.”  
And YHWH said unto him, “Wherewith?” And he said, “I will go forth, and I will be a lying 
spirit in the mouth of all his prophets.”  And He [YHWH] said, “Thou shalt persuade him, 
and prevail also: go forth, and do so.”  
Now therefore, behold, YHWH hath put a lying spirit in the mouth of all these thy prophets, 
and YHWH hath spoken evil concerning thee.   1 Kings 22:20-23   
 
YHWH does not, will not lie, but He is in control of lying spirits who serve Him. 
 
Now Eli was very old, and heard all that his sons did unto all Israel; and how they lay with 
the women that assembled at the door of the tabernacle of the congregation.  
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And he said unto them, “Why do ye such things? for I hear of your evil dealings by all this 
people.  
Nay, my sons; for it is no good report that I hear: ye make YHWH’s people to transgress.  
If one man sin against another, the judge shall judge him: but if a man sin against YHWH, 
who shall intreat for him?” Notwithstanding they hearkened not unto the voice of their 
father, because YHWH would [wanted to] slay them.  1 Samuel 2:22-25   
 
With Him [YHWH] is strength and wisdom: the deceived and the deceiver are His.  Job 
12:16 
 
And YHWH said unto him, “Who hath made man's mouth? or who maketh the dumb, or 
deaf, or the seeing, or the blind?  Have not I YHWH?”   Exodus 4:11 
 
And if the prophet be deceived when he hath spoken a thing, I YHWH have deceived that 
prophet, and I will stretch out My hand upon him, and will destroy him from the midst of 
My people Israel.  Ezekiel 14:9   
 
Shall a trumpet be blown in the city, and the people not be afraid? shall there be evil in a 
city, and YHWH hath not done it?  Amos 3:6   
 
And YHWH said unto Moses, “When thou goest to return into Egypt, see that thou do all 
those wonders before Pharaoh, which I have put in thine hand: but I will harden his 
heart, that he shall not let the people go.”   Exodus 4:21   
 
And His breath, as an overflowing stream, shall reach to the midst of the neck, to sift the 
nations with the sieve of vanity: and there shall be a bridle in the jaws of the people, 
causing them to err.  Isaiah 30:28   
  
Who is the Potter?  Who is the clay?  Please note, it is not my opinion that there is a 
segment of humanity that YHWH Himself is actively working against, this is what Scripture 
SAYS.   
 
According to these texts, the reins can be used to direct people to err.  There are times 
when YHWH leads us to safety, other times He leads us to error (because He wants to 
teach us something, either about His law or about ourselves).  But the most salient point is 
that YHWH holds the reins. 
 
And a stone of stumbling, and a rock of offence, even to them which stumble at the word, 
being disobedient: whereunto also they were appointed.  [Did you read that?  They were 
appointed to disobey!  Appointed by whom?  Who is the Potter?  Who is the clay?]  
But ye are a chosen generation, a royal priesthood, an Set-Apart nation, a peculiar people; 
that ye should shew forth the praises of Him who hath called you out of darkness into His  
marvellous light: I Peter 2:8-9 
 
The clay pots (people) in verse 8 were appointed by the Potter (Creator) to be disobedient.  
It cannot be much clearer than that. 
 
Therefore they could not believe, because that Esaias said again,  
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“He [YHWH] hath blinded their eyes, and hardened their heart; that they should not see 
with their eyes, nor understand with their heart, and be converted, and I should heal 
them.”  John 12:39-40  (See also Isaiah 6:8-10) 
 
Please examine the following passages as well (this is not an exhaustive list):  Genesis 
6:3, Genesis 7:4, Deuteronomy 2:30, I Samuel 16:5-12, Psalm 37:9-17, Ezekiel 
28:14, Daniel 5:26, Habakkuk 1:12, et al. 
 
YHWH is all powerful, and all knowing.  He is either in control of everything or He controls 
nothing at all.  He is the Creator of all, He is the Potter, we are merely the clay—the object 
of His creativity, care and devotion, but clearly some vessels were made for destruction.  Is 
this unfair?  Well, as Isaiah points out, you are a clay pot.  What can you say to the Potter?  
Are  we greater, wiser than He? 
 
Woe unto them that seek deep to hide their counsel from YHWH, and their works are in the 
dark, and they say, Who seeth us? and who knoweth us?  
Surely your turning of things upside down shall be esteemed as the potter's clay: for shall 
the work say of Him that made it, "He made me not"? or shall the thing framed say of Him 
that framed it, "He had no understanding"?  Isaiah 29:15-16  See also Isaiah 64:8, 
Jeremiah 18:1-6. 
 
Therefore hath he mercy on whom he will have mercy, and whom he will he hardeneth.  
Thou wilt say then unto me, "Why doth he yet find fault? For who hath resisted his will?"  
Nay but, O man, who art thou that repliest against Elohim? Shall the thing formed say to 
Him that formed it, "Why hast thou made me thus?"  
Hath not the Potter power over the clay, of the same lump to make one vessel unto 
honour, and another unto dishonour?  Romans 9:18-21 
 
Do you have the authority to turn to the Potter (Creator) and say, "Hey, what do you think 
you are doing?" 
 
If YHWH wants you to live, no one can snatch you out of His hand.  If He wishes you dead, 
nothing on heaven or earth can save you, other than His own mercy, which He has 
displayed on occasion (i.e. Moses stood in the gap for Israel and the Father relented). 
 
Intellectual knowledge of all the secrets of the Bible cannot bring you salvation.  [Au Contraire.  
Amos 3:7 refutes you here.  Knowledge of truth is what LEADS us to salvation.  How can 
you possibly be so ignorant of Scripture?  If you do not know right from wrong, how can 
you be saved?  Even YHWH said that His people were destroyed for lack of knowledge.  
Rejecting knowledge leads one to forget the law!  Mrs. Thompson, it is with no pleasure 
that I inform you that you do err, not knowing the Scriptures, nor the power of Elohim.]  
You need to seek a close walk with the living Savior for that! He and He alone must be our main 
goal and the focus of our spiritual endeavors. May I remind you again the words of Paul, which I 
was moved to quote to you during your visit last winter: "Knowledge puffs up, but love builds 
up" (1Cor.8:1). Think about it! 
 
After reading Hosea 5:3-4, one must assume that knowledge in the hands (mind) of a 
righteous man is different than knowledge in the hands (mind) of a self-righteous one.  
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Because the knowledge that Yah's people are destroyed for the lack of was not the sort 
that puffed them up, because the rejection of said knowledge led them to forget the law.   
 
And the same goes for the law itself.  The law in the hands (mind) of a righteous man leads 
to obedience.  The law in the hands (mind) of a wicked man leads to mischief. 
 
Don't be so caught up in the warm fuzzy, lovey, mushy New Testament version of letting 
"Jesus" do everything for you in order for you to be saved and forget that the merciful 
Righteous Judge also wields justice via the long arm of His Law.  Your reward is based on 
what YOU do, YOUR works of the law, not how well Yehushua obeyed.  He is our example 
(remember?).  There ain't no verse in Scripture that says he's gonna carry you.  It says you 
are supposed to WALK as he walked.  (I John 2:6).  Yehushua's anointed ministry was to 
restore Torah and the right use of the Father's Name in Israel (which nearly got him stoned 
twice).  Yehushua obeyed the Law, he kept the Lunar Sabbath, the feasts etc. and taught 
all men to do likewise. 
 
The reason why Troy Miller and others swallow the bait of such satanic false theories is their 
intellectual pride, which makes them seek after 'deep secrets'.  [Deep Secrets?  It is ink on the 
page!  Now I know for certain that the pot calleth the kettle black.  Mrs. Thompson, you 
are indeed a blind leader of the blind, and you and anyone foolish enough to listen to you 
will both fall in the ditch.  How is it that I have proven what you call "Satanic false theories" 
using Scripture, nature and the historical record?]  They want to be among the 'initiated' ones, 
among those who have grasped something that remains a mystery to all outside their 'circle'. 
 
Ink on the page, Mrs. Thompson.  Ink on the page.  You were "initiated" the moment you 
learned how to read.  Your problem is you that you have eyes but cannot see.  And from 
what Scripture says, YHWH takes credit for that, so guess what?  Either you are righteous 
and being kept in the dark for a time to humble you and/or tame your pride of opinion 
while others around you swarm to the light, OR you will never see.  
 
In your delusion, you will either be humbled by the bright light of scrutiny upon your false 
doctrine and appreciate the effort made to enlighten you (act the part of the righteous) or 
you will  become enraged (act the part of the wicked). 
 
He that reproveth a scorner getteth to himself shame: and he that rebuketh a wicked man 
getteth himself a blot.  
Reprove not a scorner, lest he hate thee: rebuke a wise man, and he will love thee. 
Proverbs 9:7-8 
 
He is in the way of life that keepeth instruction: but he that refuseth reproof erreth.  
Proverbs 10:17  
 
Whoso loveth instruction loveth knowledge: but he that hateth reproof is brutish.   
Proverbs 12:1  
 
A wise son heareth his father's instruction: but a scorner heareth not rebuke.  Proverbs 
13:1 
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A scorner seeketh wisdom, and findeth it not: but knowledge is easy unto him that 
understandeth.  Proverbs 14:6 
 
Correction is grievous unto him that forsaketh the way: and he that hateth reproof shall 
die.  Proverbs 15:10 
 
I want to be taught.  I want to learn.  This is the foundation for knowledge, and according 
to the wisest man who ever lived, instruction and knowledge are good things.  Mrs. 
Thompson wishes to keep her readers in perpetual darkness, or so it seems with her harsh 
words against seeking knowledge. 
 
Another problem of most Adventists (though I must say, they are not alone in this) is their 
religious pride and sectarian elitism.  [Even though Mrs. Thompson is correct, her words will 
have about as much affect upon Adventists as my words will have upon her.]  Because, 
truly, you do not search for good things you could learn from believers in other denominations.  
[Now wait a minute.  The Ukrainian was chastised for seeking knowledge, but here Mrs. 
Thompson says that Adventists (and others like them) should search for good things 
(spiritual knowledge) from outside sources.  Hmm, snake hiss with forked tongue and Mrs. 
Thompson is double minded, talking out of both sides of her mouth.  From her own 
testimony, it seems that Mrs. Thompson believes that we should not seek Scriptural 
knowledge unless we climb the mountain and get it directly at her feet.]  If you make 
contacts (sic) with others, it is with the sole purpose to recruit new followers for your church 
organization.  [Um, this is what ALL churches do.]  You do not think you could learn anything 
spiritually good from non-Adventists! Admitting that, theoretically, you could be mistaken, you 
do not seek revelation-knowledge outside of your own circle of authors and leaders.  [There is a 
reason for this.  Thou shalt not commit adultery means not mixing together things that 
have no business being blended.  For the record, sexual misconduct is already listed in the 
10th commandment (Thou shalt not covet thy neighbor's wife), that is not the message of 
the 7th commandment (Thou shalt not commit adultery).  The Father is not redundant in 
His commandments.  You don't mix gasoline with sugar, gold with lead or believers with 
heathens, etc.  These are adulterous mixtures.  THAT is the message of the 7th 
commandment.  You don't get "good doctrine" from another corrupt denomination, nor 
should you look there.  Seeking good doctrine from a corrupt denomination is adulterous.  
You get revelation-knowledge from Scripture.  But I digress.  Mrs. Thompson, it seems to 
be your opinion that it is a waste of time to try to obtain knowledge unless all of us beggars 
come to YOUR door for bread.]  Thus you prove that you do not consider other believers equal 
to yourselves in a spiritual sense. By this you demonstrate your sectarian arrogance. 
 
Look in the mirror Mrs. Thompson.  If I close my eyes, and someone else was reading 
these words, they are describing your own spiritual condition.  I am not trying to lead 
people.  I am not trying to stop people from searching for knowledge.  I am not saying that 
people must find me if they want to know the truth about anything or that they should seek 
me out.  I am just a beggar trying to show other beggars where they can find bread.  That 
bread is Scriptural truth.  The Father uses man to reach others at times, and if I am that 
man, I am useful only in an ancillary capacity.  I am probably of no great importance in 
heaven or on earth in the grand scheme of things, but I HAVE been shown the truth about 
the Sabbath and that information CAN be vital for other folk's relationship with YHWH. 
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This is much more serious than you can think.  [You have no idea.]  First of all, with such an 
attitude you all remain outside the major stream of work of the Holy Spirit.  For, wherever 
arrogance and exlusivism (sic) gain ground, from there the Holy Spirit is driven away.  [It is the 
Set-Apart Spirit that is leading people TO the Lunar Sabbath.  From all walks of life, every 
denomination you can imagine, having from little to much previous spiritual training...the 
children of the King are finding and keeping His Sabbaths.]  Secondly, by this you show lack of 
God's love toward your brothers and sisters in Christ.  [I have no way of knowing to what Mrs. 
Thompson is referring here, but finding, keeping and sharing truth is not displaying a lack 
of love to your brothers and sisters.  Sharing the truth with someone who then turns on 
you like Mrs. Thompson has turned on my Ukrainian friend and me seems like a calculated 
risk as well as a great sacrifice.]  I am speaking about those of you who truly seek Christ. 
Unfortunately, the majority are the followers of Adventism, not of Christ! 
 
Adventism teaches Christ.  Mrs. Thompson, you are speaking from a position of ignorance 
regarding this denomination.  Adventists are just as brainwashed about their religion as 
other denominations in that they seek the advice of others of their own faith.  You cannot 
fault them for doing what every other denomination is also guilty of. 
 
So how then, are you different from the Orthodox or Catholic believers, who worship images, 
dead people's bones and their prelates? You too, worship your own dead (Helen (sic) White has 
become an idol you worship) [this used to be true in a sense, but is no longer true.  She was 
considered a prophet and her word was ACCEPTED as if from YHWH.  She was never 
deified.] and living Adventist leaders!  [This is not true, and other than Ellen White, has 
never been the case.]  And you follow them instead of Christ.  [All these SDA leaders 
TAUGHT "Christ", so, what is your point?]  The fact that you have believed such obvious 
instances of juggling and perversion of the Word to be true proves that you are blinded yourself. 
When a blind man leads the blind they are all doomed to fall into the pit! (Mt.15:14.) 
 
It is rare to come across such opinionated arrogance in judgment against others who 
allegedly suffer from sectarian pride, sectarian elitism and sectarian arrogance. 
 
Israel followed YHWH.  Lutherans have Martin Luther.  Presbyterians have John Calvin.  
Methodists have John Wesley.  Buddhists have the Dalai Lama.  Muslims have Muhammad.  
Mormon's (of all different reformations) have Joseph Smith.  Jehovah's Witnesses read only 
their own tracts (printed their own Bible even).  World Wide Church of God have the 
Armstrong's (father and son).  Catholics have the Pope.  Shoot, the atheist leans on his 
own wisdom and the Church of Satan looks to Lucifer for guidance.  This is NOT new.  This 
is NOT unique to Adventists, which Mrs. Thompson seems to acknowledge at the bottom of 
p. 50 above.  The vast majority of religions on the earth have a spiritual leader, prophet, 
author, scholar, theologian, demon, whatever, yet Mrs. Thompson takes Seventh-day 
Adventists to task for it.  Unbelievable.  Her judgment did not seem so bad until you read 
the list I compiled above, did it? 
 
It is the denominations that HAVE these authoritative figures that keep and attract new 
converts.  Adventism routinely pilfers the pews of the local Pentecostal, Church of Christ, 
Baptist and non-denominational assemblies.  It is rare that you find a "former" Adventist 
attending a Church of the Nazarene.  Not being judgmental, just stating an observation. 
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Mrs. Thompson is addressing the Ukrainian in her paragraph above.  A believer who FOUND 
the true Sabbath but is berated by a scoffer and nay-sayer for expressing his/her faith and 
conviction.  To my Ukrainian friend, we were warned about casting our pearls before swine.  
I am restraining myself from writing what Troy Miller, the man, would say to this woman 
who considers herself to be on a spiritual plain above her readers, and yet cannot prove or 
defend in Scripture what she believes and STILL does not know and address the Creator by 
His Name (YHWH) or keep His Sabbaths and teaches her readers to acknowledge a God 
(Elohim) first before YHWH, breaking the first commandment.  We should all demand that 
she reveal her qualifications to judge thus and ask her where she gets her authority to pass 
such judgment.  It certainly was not from any source from on-High.   
 
How do I know this?  Because hers is not righteous judgment.  If I break the law, anyone, 
from the greatest to the least has the authority to hold my feet to the fire.  You go to your 
brother and show them their error from Scripture.  That is righteous judgment.  What I 
have seen here has been a scorner and nay-sayer accusing the brethren of satanic doctrine 
and the foundation of her accusation is her tradition and the opinion that we are in error.  
THAT is the authority behind her accusations.  Nothing more.  Nothing less.  And it's pitiful. 
 
Forgive me for mentioning this, but it is for your own good: When you visited me last winter, 
you several times repeated that it was obvious to you that my (our) ministry is led by God's 
Spirit.  [I think our Ukrainian friend was either being kind, facetious or came to this 
conclusion in haste.  The Spirit of YHWH does not lead one to accept doctrine contrary to 
that taught in Scripture or to accuse your brethren falsely.]  But have you ever given a 
thought to the fact that the Lord showed me to translate the publications of MM, not any of the 
Adventist or other Christian writers?  [This is not evidence of anything.]  I have read many 
other Christian writers, and I have learned a lot from their books in a practical way. However, the 
Lord called me to translate MM publications, and He has been continuously guiding me in this 
work, showing me which books and in what order to translate.  [And this proves what?]  And 
the book Our Sabbath Rest was among the first ones I was prompted to translate.  [All of which 
is irrelevant to identifying what day is the Sabbath and what calendar contains the true 
Sabbath of YHWH.]  And this (as the Holy Spirit's guidance) is for me a most important 
confirmation of the fact that the books of MM contain the true knowledge about God's Sabbath. 
 
Because you were "inspired" to translate this book first?  What is your evidence that this 
was from the Set-Apart Spirit and how does this prove the true Sabbath of YHWH?  I think 
the Father led me to translate this book, it said that satyrday is the Sabbath, so this 
confirms to me that satyrday must be the Sabbath.  This is a perfect example of circular 
reasoning. 
 
By the way, I had a dream in 2005. In that dream I was shown as a young teacher standing in 
front of a small group of young girls. I did not know what I should teach them. Then I heard a 
voice saying: "Teach them about My Sabbath and to keep My Sabbath". At that, the dream 
ended. The implication of the dream is that I already have the knowledge of God's true Sabbath 
and can help others who don't have it. I doubt very much that Troy Miller has any divine 
confirmation of his theory of the Lunar Sabbath, or he would have provided such a weighty 
confirmation, given by the Spirit of Truth. 
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So this has become a spitting contest.  I should have seen this coming.  A man who neither 
seeks nor accepts a following (and every day wonders and doubts Yah's wisdom in 
revealing to him the Sabbath of Scripture) is confronted by a woman who believes she has 
the correct Sabbath because in her opinion the Holy Spirit led her to accept the day she 
already had accepted as the Sabbath WAS the Sabbath of Scripture, and a dream is her 
confirmation.  But she cannot provide a SINGLE text that proves satyrday is the Sabbath or 
that the Sabbath is the seventh day in an unbroken 7 day cycle. 
 
Mrs. Thompson, I have a Thus saith YHWH.  I have 2-3 witnesses in Scripture that all say 
the same thing.  I have a chain of texts using the same word in different contexts that 
define the meaning, usage and application of that word.  I have EYE-WITNESS accounts 
from the first century when the man from Galilee walked this earth that admit the Hebrew 
Sabbath was based on the lunar cycle as well as numerous scholars and theologians who all 
agree that the original Hebrew Sabbath was lunar.  You can provide NONE of this regarding 
satyrday, and you have the absolute GALL to "doubt very much" that I have any divine 
confirmation regarding the true Sabbath?  I don't need to "feel" like I'm right or that the 
Spirit has led me to something or to have a dream.  I have ink on the page that meets the 
standard of truth established in Yah's Word.  All you have is YOUR word.   
 
I will be the first to admit that dreams can sometimes come to pass, but dreams can 
NEVER counted as confirmation because they are the figment of our subconscious mind 
which is fleeting, whimsical, solid as quicksand and mercurial as a schizophrenic.  Dreaming 
that satyrday is the Sabbath is no more evidence that satyrday is the Sabbath than if I 
dreamed that the man behind the curtain in the Wizard of Oz was Marlon Brando.  
Dreaming something (especially what you ALREADY believe) is NOT evidence that what you 
believe is true.  As I said earlier, this is not about Yah's will, this is about meeting Mrs. 
Thompson's standard of truth.  And that standard of truth is what she believes, whether 
she has any evidence or not. 
 
Mrs. Thompson, you wrote a 9.5 page anti-Lunar (anti-Troy Miller) rant.  I'm on p. 54 and 
counting.  Ladies and gentlemen of the jury, who has provided any "weighty confirmation" 
regarding the weekly Sabbath? 
 
As for the Adventist church, all the dreams God has given me about it indicate worthless 'works 
of flesh', lack of spirituality, spiritual nakedness and the betrayal of Jesus for the sake of 
following their human idols. 
 
I have been around Adventists all my life (and I disagree with them theologically), but Mrs. 
Thompson, you are not only clueless about Adventists and Adventism, you have judged 
them harshly and falsely.  And, trust me, they deserve a lot of correction and admonition.  
But THIS?  (sigh)  I won't stand behind them (in agreement with their false doctrine), but I 
will stand up for them (in the face of baseless accusation). 
 
The churches of the Sabbatarian sector do not need a new revelation about God's true Sabbath 
or the beginning of God's day. They have this knowledge, which other churches (including so-
called Spirit-led ones) do not have.  [And the mindless drivel continues unabated.  The 
Sabbatarian sector that has accepted the seventh day of the pagan/papal calendar has 
embraced the gods of paganism and/or the Pope.  Remember what was said earlier?  
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Whoever is in charge, is in charge of the calendar.  The calendar you use tells you when to 
work and when to worship.  WHEN you worship tells heaven and the on-looking universe 
WHO you worship.  So getting the day right is THAT serious.  What the Sabbatarian sector 
has is knowledge of the tradition of the churches, and a multi-generational immersion in 
the Roman calendar and a distinct lack of knowledge regarding the Sabbath and calendar of 
Scripture.]  The churches of the Sabbatarian sector today need to reject their sectarian arrogance 
and elitism, to embrace their brothers and sisters in Christ from the other sector with love and 
without prejudice, to accept from them what their brethren have learned best (to follow the 
guidance of God through the gifts of the Spirit) and to teach them about keeping God's true 
Sabbath. (In this regard, you can find very useful another book of MM: Understanding the Mind 
of God - A Message to Sabbatarians.) 
 
Reject sectarian arrogance?  This is ecumenicalism.  This is the spirit of adultery.  Israel 
was not to mingle with the native Canaanites.  They were not to convert them.  They were 
not to marry them.  They were to KILL them.  Israelites  were monotheistic separatists.  
Light and darkness cannot co-exist.  I can love believers from a "different sector" and at 
the same time hate their false doctrine.  In fact, true love cannot TOLERATE false doctrine! 
 
Here is an old adage I have drilled into my children since 1990.  There is a dirty dog and a 
clean child.  If you put them in the same room, what happens?  Does the dirty dog get 
clean by the association or does the clean child get dirty?  
 
It is true that we can glean truth from any source, evil angels know (and sometimes admit) 
the truth.  Balaam's donkey knew the truth, Balaam did not, and the donkey saved his life.  
If YHWH can share the truth through an ass, then I am in great company.  But you don't 
go looking for gems of truth from known corrupt denominations any more than you look for 
pure water in a cesspool. 
 
Get over yourself Mrs. Thompson.  I'm not sure at this point if you would could spot the 
truth if it had you surrounded on all 4 sides. 
 
But most of all, all churches and all Christians need to seek a personal close relationship with 
Jesus. We all have much we need to change, showing Him love not only in words, but in 
everyday living, trying to be faithful to Him, seeking to do His will, not that of the human 
leaders of church organizations. 
 
The Lord knows the way to bring to salvation everyone who is deceived, as long as they are 
ready to humble their pride, to love sincerely and to learn from God.  [Look in the mirror Mrs. 
Thompson.]  But those who are not willing to be humbled and learn from God will reject Him 
and His salvation. This is a disaster I pray we will all escape, including you and other Adventist 
believers. 
 
Therefore, submit to God, resist the devil and he will flee! (James 4:7.) 
 
Best regards, 
 
Mila T. 
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After reading her first letter to the Ukrainian, I wrote her to which she is responding below.  
Because of my personal letter, she then made some corrections to the above "letter" and 
reposted the updated version, which I cannot find posted on her website. 
 
Like I said, this is in reverse order, but it is what it is. 
 
Answer to a letter received from Troy Miller  
  
January 20, 2013 
 
This is for Troy Miller. 
 
Greetings to you too, 
 
My name is Mila Thompson. I recently received your e-mail with criticism of my article on the 
subject of your theory of Lunar Sabbath, and the attached tracts. Thank you. 
 
You are welcome. 
 
I have carefully weighed your critical comments. Some of them are just. I admit I made a 
mistake in assuming you to be an Adventist. I apologize for that. No offence was meant.  [None 
taken.  Many of my family members are SDA, so I speak fluent Adventist.  I understand 
why you misunderstood.]  I also realize that a deeper examination of your arguments was 
useful. So, I have revised my article, changing and adding a great deal to the original variant. I 
am attaching it to this e-mail, in case you are interested in the results of my examination and 
testing of your theory. 
 
Ladies and gentlemen of the jury, is it obvious or evident that Mrs. Thompson examined or 
tested ANYTHING about the Lunar Sabbath that I sent her? 
 
Also, having read all of the materials you sent me, especially the principles of verifying the truth 
(we subscribe to every point therein), I have taken back my original statement in the article that 
you are either deceived, or deliberately deceiving. I now believe that you are not deliberately 
deceiving. 
 
She is referring to the truth test given in Scripture that I listed on pages 25-26 above.  She 
says she agrees with every truth test listed, but cannot employ any of them to prove that 
satyrday is the Sabbath and denies the evidence when I use these truth tests (repeatedly) 
to prove the Lunar Sabbath.  Wow. 
 
And, forgive me Mrs. Thompson, but your revised letter above accused me of a great deal 
of things not listed above.  Retracting "deliberately deceiving" from the list still leaves 
"deceived".  One deceived does not find, nor is able to offer the amount of evidence that I 
have presented here.  You know it.  I know it.  And I KNOW you know it. 
 
However, some of your comments were wrong assumptions about us. Well, it seems that we 
have exchanged this sort of mistake, and I hope you will accept that you can be mistaken equally 
willingly.  [Naturally.  I've probably misunderstood something in your revised letter above.  
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But what I have not mistaken is your disdain for anything that you do not believe as well as 
for anyone who is unwilling to go to you, or some other equally corrupt/human source, for 
spiritual food.]  Whatever gave you an idea that we completely trust any given English 
translation for understanding of Scripture? We do not. We are not scholars, nor do we claim to 
be.  [Because you look at the English translation (ink on the page) and because it says the 
Sabbath is the seventh day, you immediately look at your pagan/papal calendar and call 
that the Sabbath of Scripture WITHOUT BOTHERING to examine the underlying Hebrew.  
Indeed, none of us are scholars, but some of us are truth seekers.  Lunar Sabbath keepers 
do not accept the answer that our teachers give us without checking their math.  You do.]  
But we quite often compare different versions of Bible translations, (at times - in two or three 
languages). And, whenever there is any shadow of a doubt, different opinions, controversy, or 
any sign of possibly a deeper meaning, we use the dictionaries to check the original words in the 
original languages of the scriptures. 
 
And STILL you worship on the first day of the pagan seven day planetary week that was 
later bumped into the seventh day position by Roman Emperor Constantine.  And what 
translation or language led you to do that?  Like I said, you cannot go into a study of truth 
with any preconceived ideas or conclusions, ESPECIALLY the traditions handed down from 
our fathers or the churches.  If you do, any conclusion you come to will be tainted (wrong). 
 
In fact, we use KJV (with Strong's numbers) only when we need to verify the meaning of the 
words used in the original texts. Otherwise, it is not our 'favorite' translation. 
 
Mine to.  We read and favor the SAME translation, and use Strong's.  You just summed up 
my most frequently used resource material for discovering Scriptural truth, and all I used to 
prove the Lunar Sabbath in both the OT as well as the NT.  There are over 2000 "christian" 
religions in the United States, and all of them claim Scripture as their primary source 
material, and yet they all differ in doctrine. 
 
Ladies and gentlemen of the jury?  Now you know why.  If you are seeking truth, you will 
find it.  If you are seeking to prove what you already believe, you will not find truth. 
 
Although I prefer BDB (Brown-Driver-Briggs' Hebrew Definitions) dictionary for Hebrew and 
Thayer's for Greek, I do compare the meanings with the Strong's dictionary. And if we had more 
dictionaries available, we would use them all. 
 
Also in my library, and used occasionally. 
 
Another point you made in your letter can be explained only by a state of utter irritation or anger 
at the time of reading my article.  [I was neither angry nor irritated.  I was pointing out your 
error.  You were not my target; I was aiming at your false doctrine.  You must forgive me 
for any shrapnel wounds you received, but they will have to heal naturally.  I was not 
shooting at you.  If you don't like the boom, flash and flying rubble, try putting some 
distance between yourself and my intended target.  You wrapping your arms around your 
warm, fuzzy false doctrine is not going to dissuade me from directing fire upon it.  If you 
have no more sense of self-preservation than that, you deserve any wounds you get.  Truth 
be told, my presentation of evidence angered and irritated you (which is more than evident 
in your letter to Ukraine above).  When you have the truth, you don't need to get angry.  
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There is always harmony in the truth.  With harmony comes peace and tranquility.  That 
does make me incapable of human emotion, anger, irritation, I just don't have to get all 
twitterpated if someone does not agree with me.  What I believe is irrelevant.  What I DO 
get is righteously indignant when the truth is maligned by self-righteous individuals who 
assume the authority to tell others to disregard the truth, slanders the truth and/or pass 
judgment on truth seekers who have eyes to see and ears to hear.]  For there was no valid 
reason to accuse me of calling 'light darkness and darkness light', etc.  [Yes, there is.  See 
below.]  You know yourself that the meaning of the word 'day' in English is wide, ambiguous, 
and includes the notion of the 24 hour period between two sunsets.  [The definition of Day in 
English is irrelevant  What is the context of day/yom in Hebrew?  I will show you again at 
the top of the next page.]  It is both in the BDB and the Strong's dictionaries. But I will quote 
here the Strong's, since you seem to be in favor of this dictionary: 
 
Mrs. Thompson, Genesis 1:5 says that the light was called Day and the Darkness was 
called Night.  You say that the day begins at sunset.  But according to Torah, sunset is the 
beginning Night, not Day.  So, please explain to me why my "accusation" that you call light 
darkness and darkness light is invalid. 
 
There are two passages that speak to folks who cannot figure out the difference between 
day and night or are actively trying to confuse the two.... 
 
Woe unto them that call evil good, and good evil; that put darkness for light, and light for 
darkness; that put bitter for sweet, and sweet for bitter!  
Woe unto them that are wise in their own eyes, and prudent in their own sight!  Isaiah 
5:20-21 
 
But as for you all, do ye return, and come now: for I cannot find one wise man among 
you.  
My days are past, My purposes are broken off, even the thoughts of My heart.  
They change the night into day: the light is short because of darkness.  Job 17:10-12 
 
I was not accusing you of anything.  An accusation may or may not be true, and it is up to 
the accuser to prove their case.  I was comparing what you believe to what Scripture says, 
so I don't have to prove my point.  An accusation must come from an opinion which may or 
may not be based on fact.  I'm not offering you my opinion.  Yah's WORD says you are not 
wise for your conclusion regarding day and night, light and darkness.  I am just the bearer 
of this news. 
 
"H3117 
 יום
yo ̂m 
yome 
From an unused root meaning to be hot; a day (as the warm hours), whether literally (from 
sunrise to sunset, or from one sunset to the next), or figuratively." 
 
We both offered the definition of the Hebrew Yom.  Why is it that back on p. 5 above, I 
highlighted literally (from sunrise to sunset while above you highlighted from one sunset to 
the next)? 
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And do you know what separates your favored definition of yom from mine?  Something 
called Scriptural evidence... 
 
And Elohim saw the light, that it was good: and God divided the light from the darkness.  
And God called the light Day, and the darkness he called Night, And the evening and the 
morning were the first day.  Genesis 1:4-5 
 
What is this verse saying?  Go outside and look up.  Daylight is from sunup till sundown.  
Dark is from sunset till dawn.  It has been that way since creation.  Do I have a second 
witness?  Sure... 
 
Yehushua answered, "Are there not twelve hours in the day?"  John 11:9  
  
Day is only HALF of a 24 hour cycle.  The other half is called Night.  Night begins at sunset, 
Day does not. 
 
So, what is the Scriptural definition of day?  Is it literally (from sunrise to sunset, or this 
from one sunset to the next)?  Please note that the Strong's definition says LITERALLY. 
 
And there, ladies and gentlemen of the jury is a perfect example of every divergent 
doctrine Mrs. Thompson and I have debated in this rebuttal.  In every case, she chooses 
her tradition over Scripture while I choose Scripture over my tradition. 
 
So, why such a venomous attack for no valid reason? 
 
Why is it considered a venomous attack when someone presents evidence that your 
doctrine is false and offers evidence to prove it?  You have no problem using your false 
doctrine as a foundation for slinging the mud at those who believe differently than you.  
Who declared your false doctrine untouchable and your opinion unassailable? 
 
If you have such thin skin when it comes to your own doctrine and opinion, then I suggest 
that you do not go challenging what someone else believes, especially a truth-seeker. 
 
Moving along: [Not nearly fast enough...] 
I have most attentively read, pondered on, examined and tested with the Scripture your 
reasoning, laid out in your tracts as well as the writings of other authors which you sent to me. 
 
Let's be honest now.  It is rather obvious that while you may have read the information 
that I sent, you did not test it with Scripture.  The only test or filter you ran it through was 
your own previously held opinion and the tradition of men.  And I call upon the ladies and 
gentlemen of the jury to bear witness to this fact. 
 
The results of examination of the most important of your arguments are included in the revised 
version of the article. Feel free to read it, if you care to know what Jesus has shown me this time.  
[Yehushua was probably a better student of Scripture than I.  It appears that Jesus is not a 
very good student at all.] Some of my findings may surprise you. They surprised me! Other 
counter-arguments, not important for the purposes of my article, I will present in this letter. 
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You were surprised at your findings when you ignored Scripture all while maintaining the 
verity of your tradition and previously held conclusions?  Hmm.  I wasn't surprised at all. 
 
First of all, I would like to address the issue of the pagan identifying name of Saturday in the 
Gregorian calendar. You have spent much time and effort to study the subject. However, I am 
not sure it was needed. Behind any idol or false god stands Satan, whatever the name. And he 
receives the worship and homage, because all false gods are but imaginations of men or the 
works of their hands. But the spirit, who inspires such imaginations and worship, is the enemy of 
God. 
 
True.  And apparently you have no idea just how true this is.  
 
In fact, believers in English speaking (and some other) countries have no choice in this matter. 
All the names identifying the days of the week in English (and some other languages) are in 
honor of Roman pagan gods. So, whatever day they celebrate as the Sabbath, its name still 
honors Satan! 
 
That's odd.  There are no pagan names to the days in the Creation Calendar.  Yesterday (as 
of this writing) was the second Sabbath of the third month but called wednesday on the 
pagan/papal calendar.  I called that day Sabbath, not w-day.  Today is the first day of the 
week on the Creation Calendar, you would call it th-day.  So regardless of what 
pagan/papal day falls on the Creation Calendar Sabbath, its name does not honor Satan 
because there are no named days in the Father's calendar week other than the Sabbath.  
The rest are numbered. 
 
So deep is the delusion that Mrs. Thompson cannot understand that the Creation Calendar 
does not borrow from the pagan/papal terminology that she is so wedded to.  She has to 
make apologies for worshipping on day named for a pagan deity and assumes that 
everyone else must worship on a day named after a pagan deity too.  And the only 
REASON she has to apologize is because she is USING the pagan/papal calendar.  Lunar 
Sabbatarians do not.  Be in the world, but not of the world.  We recognize what name the 
world gives to certain days, but we do not observe the same calendar that the world 
observes. 
 
However, you yourself stated that it does not bother you when one of the Lunar Sabbaths you 
keep falls on the day indentified (sic) by the name of Satyr = Saturn (or any other pagan name, I 
am sure).  [No, I don't, for the reasons stated above.]  And I completely agree with you here. 
Why should it? You do not keep the day in honor of that idol! You do it because you believe it to 
be God's true Sabbath.  [True, but no, you don't understand.  You are USING the 
pagan/papal calendar (that was designed for the express purpose of worshipping false 
gods) to find your Sabbath, we are not.]  Likewise, why should it bother those who truly 
believe they keep the true 7th day Sabbath commanded by God on Saturdays?  [Let me give you 
a reason since you can't figure it out.  Perhaps because satyrday is the first day of the 
pagan calendar and the seventh day of papal calendar.  If that is not a good enough 
reason, I don't know what is.  It is only the seventh day of the week if you are a Catholic or 
papal sympathizer.]  In fact, I do not even call it Saturday when I speak of the Sabbath. With 
my brothers and sisters I simply refer to it as the Sabbath. 
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Which is my point entirely.  You are calling the first day of the pagan calendar and the 
seventh day of the papal calendar the Father's weekly Sabbath.  I have no idea why you 
can't seem to figure this out.  You are not using the calendar in Scripture, nor are you 
worshipping YHWH on His Sabbath.   
 
But does it really mean that this day, identified as Saturday in English, is not the true Sabbath? 
Well, it does not. I will give you my reasons for such confidence. 
 
You are confident that the first day of the pagan calendar and the seventh day of the papal 
calendar is the true Sabbath?  Hah!  I can see what's coming up below.  The foundation of 
your argument is built on quicksand. 
 
It is well said that a fool rages and is confident (Proverbs 14:16)... 
 
The first reason I bring to your attention is evidenced in the linguistics.  [Mrs. Thompson, this is 
not news.  I am a 4th generation satyrday Sabbath keeper.  I have already made these 
same arguments, examined the evidence and had to eat my own words.  You have no idea 
how flimsy this argument is, but you soon will.]  The fact is, while in English the days of the 
week are identified by pagan gods' names, many European languages do not have the same 
tradition, including the countries of predominant Catholicism. In those languages the name of the 
day we call Saturday has clearly originated from the Hebrew word 'shabba ̂th'.  [Linguistics only 
work when used in the original context.  How some other language group uses a Hebrew 
word is irrelevant.  I will give an example below.]  This name, even today, silently testifies to 
the peoples of these nations that they originally had the knowledge of God's true Sabbath, which 
they later divorced in favor of Sunday.  [Mrs. Thompson, you need to explain to me how it is 
possible that a day that was not recognized as the seventh day of anything anywhere on 
earth until A.D. 321 is the true Sabbath of Yah.]  I am going to list below the identifying 
names of Saturday in different European languages, which I could check in the available 
dictionaries (in some of these countries the day is listed as the sixth day of the week now, but the 
name bears testimony to the truth): 
 
Russian - суббота      [pronounced as 'soobotta'] 
Ukrainian - субота     [pronounced the same way] 
Belorussian - субота  [pronounced the same way] 
Polish - sobota                          
Czech - sobota 
Spanish - sabado 
Italian - sabato 
Portuguese - sabado 
Romanian - sâmbata [pronounced 'symbatta'] 
Greek - Σάββατο. It is the same word that is used in the Greek NT texts! 
 
If you care to verify these facts, you can go to http://www.wordreference.com/ and check for 
yourself. 
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I don't need to verify your "facts".  I know this already.  There are, in fact, 106 languages 
that use a word that is clearly linked to the Hebrew word Shabbat for the seventh day of 
the papal calendar.  And none of these terms predate A.D. 321.   
 
There are presently about 10,000 languages and dialects on this earth (this number does 
not include unused or ancient languages that have been lost to history.  Have you 
considered that 106 is a little over 0.01% of all the languages of earth?  That percentage is 
so low that it is statistically irrelevant.  How does knowledge of this "fact" instill any 
confidence in you? 
 
There is a bird here in the USA called the Northern Cardinal.  It is 
primarily a brilliant red color and one must assume that this bird has 
existed since Creation.  The genus/species in Latin is cardinalis 
cardinalis.  Know where it got this name? 
 
Wikipedia: The common name, as well as the scientific name, of the 
Northern Cardinal refers to the cardinals of the Roman Catholic 
Church, who wear distinctive red robes and caps.[5][6] 
 

Historically, neither the papacy nor the Catholic Church existed prior 
to the 4th century A.D.  Meaning that the Catholic Cardinal was 
unknown until sometime later.  The Northern Cardinal is presently 
known to live only in North and Central America.  Speakers of any 
European language did not (officially) arrive in the Americas until the 
15th century, some 1,100 years after the Catholic Cardinal was 
introduced.   
 
Meaning that cardinal was NOT the name that Adam gave this 
beautiful bird and it is NOT what Noah called it when it exited the 
ark.  What was this bird's name before it was named after the 
Catholic Cardinal?  No one knows, remembers or probably cares.  
Same as no one knows, remembers or cares what these European 

language groups called the seventh day of the week before the 4th century A.D. 
 
Actually, that is not true.  Venus' day was the seventh day of the pagan planetary week 
before A.D. 321.  Later, Constantine bumped satyrday from the first to the seventh day of 
the pagan planetary week, but only nations ruled by Rome would have ever called the 
seventh day of the week saturn's day.  As time progressed, and Spanish and Italian 
explorers (all of whom were Catholic) started prowling the Americas, the papal calendar 
came with them. 
 
Israelites did not adopt satyrday as the Sabbath until the 4th century after Hillel II altered 
the calendar, marrying the Scriptural calendar to the Roman calendar, and history records 
the calendar wars that occurred from the 2nd to the 4th century.  And just because Mrs. 
Thompson is ignorant of this history does not ALTER or ERASE this history.  So the fact that 
0.01% of all languages on earth now call the seventh day of the Roman calendar week 
some from of the Hebrew "Shabbat" is NOT evidence that this name went back to Creation, 
any more than the red bird currently named cardinal can trace its name back to Creation. 
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Mrs. Thompson, it is plain that you fancy yourself among the spiritual elite, but if you are 
gonna run with the big dogs, your gonna have to get off the porch.  I don't know 0.01% of 
what there is to know, but I know a whole lot more about Scripture, nature and the 
historical record than you do.  
 
And I call upon the ladies and gentlemen of the jury to again bear witness to this fact. 
 
These national names of the original seventh day of the week are true testimonies of the very 
languages of the peoples and nations who received the Gospel in the early centuries.  [Mrs. 
Thompson, get the peanut butter out of your ears.  Satyrday is NOT the original seventh 
day of the week.  It is not even the original seventh day of the pagan planetary week, 
much less Creation week.  Do you have trained monkeys that do your research for you?  
No, you don't even bother to do any research, your tradition is the fabric through which all 
information is filtered.  Only that which agrees with or supports your preconceived notions 
is accepted as truth, and that is the extent of your research.  Quite frankly, you would 
probably have more truth in your possession if you did employ trained monkeys.]  They 
testify to us that the true Sabbath was known to the believers in many countries in the New 
Testament era, and the knowledge of it has never been completely stamped out! 
 
This was not knowledge until after the 4th century because prior to that time, it simply was 
not so.  And while you are correct, it has not been stamped out since, it was still never the 
seventh day of the Scriptural week. 
 
And why should it have been? Is Satan more powerful than Almighty God? Is the LORD's hand 
not strong enough to keep the knowledge of the day which is His sign between Him and His 
people? 
 
My second remark concerns the verse from Lamentations 2:6. You think it to mean that all 
knowledge of the Sabbaths was forgotten and lost for all Israel. But this is NOT what it says! It 
states that YHVH has caused all His solemn convocations, including Sabbaths, to be forgotten in 
Zion!  [Indeed, but your point was that the Sabbath has never been forgotten, when indeed 
it has been forgotten at times.  And the Jews have never had the correct Sabbath, not 
adopting the Babylonian Judaism until sometime after A.D. 700.  All they have ever known 
is satyrday, and you assume that they have forever been in possession of the true 
Sabbath.]  And that's exactly what happened for two generations. For about 70 years the city lay 
in ruins, uninhabited, burned down and destroyed by the Babylonians. The Temple of His Name 
did not exist! So how could they be remembered (observed) in the uninhabited ruins? Where 
there are no people, there is no memory of anything. But Israel was not annihilated! And God 
marked for Himself faithful individuals in the remnant who would keep His laws, 
commandments and precepts and teach others to do the same.  [Thank you Mrs. Thompson, I 
could not have said it better myself.  The same thing is happening now regarding the Lunar 
Sabbath.  And having folks like you stand in the way is not going to hinder this message in 
the least.]  Besides, had they completely forgotten His Sabbaths, they should have completely 
and forever forgotten all the other solemn feasts as well, according to this scripture. But we 
know from Scripture that this is not the case. In Jesus' time they went to Jerusalem to celebrate 
the feasts three times a year, as God had told them. 
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They were forgotten in times of apostasy.  When the Father's mercy once again held sway, 
a prophet was sent to restore knowledge of the Law.  But the point is that according to 
Scripture we are NOW in bondage. 
 
For the children of Israel shall abide many days without a king, and without a prince, and 
without a sacrifice, and without an imageH4676 (garrison, standing column), and without an 
ephodH646 (high priest's shoulder piece), and without teraphimH86550 (healer):  
Afterward shall the children of Israel return, and seek YHWH their Elohim, and David their 
king; and shall fear YHWH and His goodness in the latter days.  Hosea 3:4-5 
 
Israel has been without a king, prince or sacrifice for 2,000 years (and counting), the 
temple has been destroyed and not rebuilt, and according to the prophet, in the latter days 
we will seek YHWH and His goodness.  The final scattering of Israel to the 4 corners of the 
earth was complete in A.D. 70 and it had been a puppet nation for generations before that.  
We are perhaps in the latter days now.  What this means is that while Israel may not all be 
in apostasy at this time, we ARE scattered and in a form of bondage, not being free to 
worship YHWH as Scripture commands us.  But YHWH, according to His prophecy, will 
gather and restore (is restoring?) a remnant. 
 
Thou hast given us like sheep appointed for meat; and hast scattered us among the 
heathen.   Psalm 44:11 
 
Hear the word of YHWH, O ye nations, and declare it in the isles afar off, and say, He that 
scattered Israel will gather him, and keep him, as a shepherd doth his flock.  
For I am with thee, saith YHWH, to save thee: though I make a full end of all nations 
whither I have scattered thee, yet will I not make a full end of thee: but I will correct thee 
in measure, and will not leave thee altogether unpunished.  Jeremiah 30:10-11 
 
Yet will I leave a remnant, that ye may have some that shall escape the sword among the 
nations, when ye shall be scattered through the countries.   Ezekiel 6:8 
 
See also Ezekiel 5:10, 11:16-17, 20:41, 34:12 and 36:19, et al. 
 
And it shall come to pass in that day, that the Sovereign shall set His hand again the 
second time to recover the remnant of Hs people, which shall be left, from Assyria, and 
from Egypt, and from Pathros, and from Cush, and from Elam, and from Shinar, and from 
Hamath, and from the islands of the sea.  Isaiah 11:11 
 
And I will gather the remnant of My flock out of all countries whither I have driven them, 
and will bring them again to their folds; and they shall be fruitful and increase.   Jeremiah 
23:3 
 
And it shall come to pass, that whosoever shall call on the Name YHWH shall be delivered: 
for in mount Zion and in Jerusalem shall be deliverance, as YHWH hath said, and in the 
remnant whom YHWH shall call.  Joel 2:32 
 
See also Isaiah 10:20-22 and 37:31, et al. 
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While in bondage, Israel typically forgot the Law because they were either not permitted to 
observe it by their captors, or they simply forgot after generations in bondage.  This has 
been the longest bondage (nearly 2000 years) in Israel's recorded history. 
 
Finally, why don't you tell the full facts of the Bible? In your tract The Moon Regulates the 
Weekly Sabbath you write: "Every weekly Sabbath that can be date identified in Scripture is 
either on the 8th, 15th, 22nd, or 29th days of the month". 
 
I did tell the truth.  Can you find or will you offer below any weekly Sabbaths that do NOT 
fall on any of these dates?  If you could, you would have already.   
 
The only times I found in Scripture where Sabbaths are date identified, are the occasions of the 
annual Sabbaths. Such can be the First Day of FUB (which is the 15th day of the first month of 
God's year), the First Day of FOT (the 15th day of the seventh month), and the Last Great Day 
(the 22nd day of the seventh month). They can coincide with a weekly Sabbath. That's the only 
time when a weekly Sabbath would be date identified! By not saying so straightforwardly you 
are not being completely honest. 
 
You had this challenge for some time before you responded, having plenty of time to find a 
weekly Sabbath on a date different than these presented.  You offered none because there 
are none to find.  Have you bothered to examine the Lunar calendar model below...? 
 

New 
Moon 

(Genesis 
1:1-2) 

Day 1 of 
week 

(Genesis 
1:3-5) 

Day 2 of 
week 

(Genesis 
1:6-8) 

Day 3 of 
week 

(Genesis 
1:9-13) 

Day 4 of 
week 

(Genesis 
1:14-19) 

Day 5 of 
week 

(Genesis 
1:20-23) 

Day 6 of 
week 

(Genesis 
1:24-31) 

7th day 
Sabbath 
(Genesis 

2:1-3) 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 
 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 
 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 

(30)        
 
This calendar model lines up with the creation events in Genesis 1.  This calendar model 
puts the New Moon days in a category other than the 6 work days or weekly Sabbath, as 
Scripture demands.  This calendar model lines up with the lunar cycle.  This calendar model 
fits the historical record of Philo and others where the quarter phases of the moon are at 
the END of each week, where they announce the weekly Sabbaths.  This calendar model 
answers the problem the 7 day battle of Jericho produces for the Gregorian calendar and its 
repeating 7 day weeks.  This calendar model that fits the use of the Hebrew word mo'edim 
listed in Genesis 1:14, Psalm 104:19 and Leviticus 23:1-3.  This is the only calendar 
on earth that is not rebuked by the Truth Tests listed in Scripture (pages 25-26 above).  
This is the only calendar model that cannot be altered or modified by the whims, traditions 
or fleeting dogma of carnal man as it is linked to the natural cycle, written by Yah in the 
heavens, where man can't mess with it (Genesis 1:14-19).  This calendar is not based on 
pagan/papal tradition or control.  This model meets every calendar requirement established 
in Scripture--some of which are not addressed here because you did not bring certain 
accusations to the table which would have enabled me to present even more evidence. 
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In the calendar model above the weekly Sabbaths are on the 8th, 15th, 22nd and 29th 
days of the month without ever mentioning or examining the annual Feasts/Sabbaths. 
 
Satyrday, and any calendar that contains this day as any day of the week, cannot answer a 
single one of the points above. 
 
Admittedly, most of the annual Sabbaths fall on these dates.  But so does every weekly 
Sabbath listed in Scripture.  There is a rather comprehensive (but not exhaustive) list found 
here: http://www.creationcalendar.com/CalendarIssue/28-8-15-22-29_Proof.pdf. Just 
because you don't know of any weekly Sabbaths that fall on these dates does not mean 
that they do not exist.  Many are annual Sabbaths, but not all.  The annual Sabbaths don't 
just happen to coincide with the weekly Sabbaths on these dates from time to time; they 
fall on these dates every year, and the weekly Sabbaths fall on these dates every month.   
 
If you don't believe me, fine.  If you really want to win points with your readers, then find a 
weekly Sabbath that does NOT fall on the 8th, 15th, 22nd or 29th days of the month.  But 
until you can provide that evidence, all they have to examine is the evidence that proves 
the Lunar Sabbath as I have provided here.  
 
That you don't agree with my conclusion is irrelevant.  The point is that SCRIPTURE proves 
that the weekly Sabbaths all fall on the 8th, 15th, 22nd and 29th days of each month.  If 
this were just a coincidence, then why is it that you can find no evidence to the contrary?  
How is it that every time a weekly or annual Sabbath is listed that they always fall on one 
of these dates?  The point here is that it is NOT a coincidence.  It is EVIDENCE.  Evidence 
you can neither gain-say nor refute. 
 
The counter-arguments I included in the revised article together with the ones presented above 
prove that this theory is a very subtle deception of Satan. And I am truly sorry that you or any 
other believer should fall for it. 
 
You have proved WHAT?  Guffaw!  Now that IS funny! 
 
Believers accept it because it is true.  It fits the evidence because they actually EXAMINE 
the evidence.  When you live in a glass house, you really should not throw stones.  And 
until you have examined the evidence, you have absolutely NOTHING you can bring against 
the Lunar Sabbath.   
 
I ask you to read the revised article with the same careful attention which I have paid to your 
letter and the tracts you sent me. The last part of the article, though addressed mostly to the 
Adventists, is also meant for other Sabbatarian believers, as well as many others. So please, do 
not disregard it. 
 
I read and responded very carefully to every jot and tittle, but not with the "same careful 
attention" you gave my letter and tracts.  As it appears, you did not examine the evidence 
for anything I wrote, which is not the case with me.  So if what you did was pay careful 
attention to what I originally sent you, I do not have words in my vocabulary to describe 
what I just did to your article (About 'Lunar Sabbath') you wrote against the Lunar Sabbath 
and Lunar Sabbatarians, against Adventists, the poor Ukrainian and against me. 
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To finish, it is very sad that you feel restricted to a formal way of praying, 'Our Father in heaven', 
and cannot directly talk to our Savior Jesus Christ (the Messiah).  [The one you call Jesus 
(Yehushua) TOLD you to pray "Our Father in heaven."  That was the example he gave.  
There is a reason for this.  If you pray to Jesus, you are breaking the first commandment, 
having or putting a "god" before YHWH.  There is a reason we were in I John 2:6 told to 
walk even as he walked.  That you insist on walking a different path is on you.]  Jesus called 
us His friends. One cannot become a friend of another without direct and candid communication 
between the two.  [We are never instructed in either the OT or NT to pray to our friends.]  
You cannot have a close relationship with Jesus if you do not feel at ease speaking and asking 
Him directly about your needs.  [Jesus does not supply our needs, the Father does.]  It is 
appropriate to praise and thank the Father, and to pray to Him. But it is also right and biblical to 
address Jesus directly. He is God, and He deserves to be praised and worshiped.  [He is NOT 
God, and at the end of the list of verses I will let Scripture and YHWH tell you who is God 
and who is not.]  This is in the Bible! Check these verses for yourself: 
 
Oh, I will....  These verses are in Scripture, but you are taking them out of context.   
 

1.      Isaiah 9:6   
   This verse (through deceit they refuse to know Me, saith YHWH) is  
   about YHWH, not Jesus 

2.      Jeremiah 23:5-6 
   Is about the Righteous Branch that will be raised up.  This passage  
   says that in his day (speaking of the Branch) a King would reign and  
   prosper and  execute judgment in the earth.  What king was that?   
   Herod, Titus?  And in his days (speaking of the Branch again) Judah  
   shall be saved, and Israel shall dwell safely: and this is his name  
   whereby he shall be called, YHWHH3068 OUR RIGHTEOUSNESS.H6664   
   In Jesus' day, Judah was not saved, and 40 years later was destroyed.  
   Israel was not safe, they had been scattered 700 years previously. 
 
   H3068 = YHWH (translated THE LORD) 
   H6664 = Tzedek (translated OUR RIGHTEOUSNESS) 

   H3087, ק ָ  'yehôtsâdâq, yeh-ho-tsaw-dawk ,יְהֹוצָד
   From H3068 and H6663; Jehovah-righted; Jehotsadak, an Israelite: -  
   Jehozadek, Josedech. 
 
   The Branch's name was to be Yehozadek, not Jesus or Yehushua,  
   meaning that this verse is not about Jesus. 

3.      Jeremiah 33:15-16 
    As already shown in the verse above, this Branch is a gentleman  

   named Yehozadek, not Yehushua (or Jesus). 
4.      Mark 2:5-7 
    Telling a man that his sins are forgiven and actually forgiving his sins  

   are 2 separate things.  The fact that Jesus DENIES that he is God  
   rather defines what he was doing with the man with palsy.  Watch... 

 
    If Jesus is God, then... 
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   …when asked to worship Satan, why does Jesus say that we are to  
   worship YHWH only and Him only shall we serve?  (Matthew 4:10,  
   Luke 4:8)  Why didn’t Jesus simply say, “Sorry dude, you are   
   supposed to worship me, not the other way around”? 
 
   …why does Jesus say that the Elohim (God) is greater then he?  (John 
   14:28).   
 
   …why does Jesus say that he is not good, that that distinction belongs 
   only to the Elohim (God)?  (Matt 19:17, Luke 18:19)  
 
   …and when “ascending” why does Jesus say he is ascending to "my  
   Father and your Father, to my Elohim (God) and your Elohim (God)"?   
   (John 20:17) 
 
   Finally, in John 4:24, Jesus states that the Elohim is Spirit (see   
   Deuteronomy 4:11-18), and later in Luke 24:39 and John 20:27, he 
   proves that he himself is flesh and bone, NOT spirit. 
 
   Nearly 80 times in the Gospels, Yehushua calls himself the "son of  
   man," and on several occasions he either says or proves that he is  
   NOT God.  So, forgive me, Mrs. Thompson, but I either have to take  
   him at  his word or accept yours.  And you already know who's word  
   I'm gonna accept, don't you? 

5.      John 1:1-4, 14 
    John 1:1  In the beginning was the Word, and the Word was with  

   God, and the Word was God.   
   John 1:14 And the Word was made flesh, and dwelt among us, (and  
   we beheld his glory, the glory as of the only begotten of the Father)  
   full of grace and truth. 
  
   It does not say that Jesus is the Word; it says that the Word was  
   made flesh.  All this is saying is that the Word of the Father created all 
   things.  (See Genesis 1).  There is no reason, other than force of  
   habit, to understand the “word” in John 1:1 to mean a 2nd Supreme  
   Being.  There is no possible way of accommodating a 2nd Supreme  
   Being in the Godhead as John and Jesus understood it.   There is only  
   one Elohim as Israel practiced monotheism (one deity, Deuteronomy 
   6:4, 32:39, Isaiah 43:10-11, 45:21-22, 44:24, Joel:27).  YHWH  
   remains “the only true Elohim” (John 17:3), “the one who alone is  
   Elohim” (John 5:44).  Reading the term logos (word) from an Old  
   Testament [OT] perspective we will understand it to be the Father's  
   activity in creation, His powerful life-giving commands by which all  
   things came into existence (Psalm 33:6-12).  The Father’s Word is  
   the power by which His purposes are furthered.  And this is the  
   meaning throughout the rest of the New Testament [NT], as seen  
   in Matthew 13:19, Galatians 6:6, et al. 
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   An eternally existing or pre-existing Son violently disrupts the   
   Scriptural scheme, challenging monotheism and threatening the real  
   humanity of Jesus. 

6.      John 10:30 
    In this verse he says, I and my Father are one.  But in John 14:18 and 

   20:17 he says that God the Father is greater than he, and that Elohim  
   is his Father as well as his Elohim.  There are other verses that   
   proclaim that Jesus is not God, but these are from John, the same  
   man who wrote John 10:30, the verse in question.  So what exactly is  
   John saying?  Is John contradicting himself or is Mrs. Thompson  
   taking John 10:30 out of the intended context (making Jesus God,  
   when in other places he denies anything of the sort)? 

7.      John 20:28 
    Thomas can be just as wrong as Mrs. Thompson.  Jesus denied that  

   he was deity or even equal with the Father.  I'm just repeating what  
   Jesus said.  What Thomas and Mrs. Thompson say or believe is  
   irrelevant. 

8.      Acts 3:15  
    Says that God (YHWH) raised Jesus from the dead.  It does not say  

   that Jesus is God. 
9.      Acts 20:28 
    Says that Jesus purchased the "church of Elohim" with his blood.  This 

   is the church of YHWH.  This verse does not say that Jesus is God. 
10.   Romans 9:5 
    If you close your right eye, this verse seems to say that Jesus is over  

   all.  If you open both eyes, this verse says that God (YHWH) blessed  
   Jesus.  If you keep both eyes open and read Psalm 83:18, 103:19  
   and the passage below, et al, you understand that YHWH reigns over  
   all, not Jesus. 

 
   Zechariah 14:9  And YHWH shall be king over all the earth: in that  
   day shall there be one YHWH, and His name one. 

11.   Titus 2:13 
    This verse says that believers will look forward to the appearing of the  

   great God AND their Saviour Jesus Christ. 
 
    Who is the Great God (Elohim)?  Is there more than one? 
 

   Deuteronomy 10:17  For YHWH your Elohim is God of gods, and  
   Lord of lords, a great God, a mighty, and a terrible, which regardeth  
   not persons, nor taketh reward: 

   2 Samuel 7:22  Wherefore thou art great, O YHWH Elohim: for there 
   is none like thee, neither is there any God beside thee, according to  
   all that we have heard with our ears. 

   Psalm 95:3  For YHWH is a great God, and a great King above all  
   gods. 
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12.   Heb 1:8-14 
    Verses 8-9 are a quote from Psalm 45:6-7, which is about YHWH  

   and David, not YHWH and Jesus.  Please read Psalm 45 in context  
   and tell me I'm wrong.  Every time you read "God" in the OT it is a  
   reference to YHWH, the Father, not Jesus. 

    Verses 10-12 are a quote of Psalm 102:25-27.  Read Isaiah 44:24.  
   Psalm 102 is about YHWH, not Jesus. 

    Verse 13 quotes Psalm 110:1 and is YHWH talking to David's   
   ancestor (which he calls "my Lord" which means my master which is a 
   title for loved ones who hold a superior position in the family.).  No  
   mention of Jesus. 

    Verse 14 says nothing about Jesus. 
 
    Mrs. Thompson, I'm 2/3rds through your list of "Jesus is God" proof  

   texts and oddly not a one of them says anything about Jesus being  
   God.  Would you happen to know anything about that?  No, you would 
   not because you do err, not knowing the Scriptures. 

13.   1John 5:20 
    Says that Jesus is the "son of God".  The "son of God" is not "God."   

   YHWH has lots of sons.  Some He created from scratch, some He  
   claims from among the humans.  Watch... 

 
    All the angelic host are called sons of Elohim (Genesis 6:2-4, Job  

   1:6, 2:1, 38:7).  Satan (aka: Lucifer) is a son of Elohim, as are  
   Gabriel, Uriel, Raphael and other named angels.  Adam, the first born  
   of earth, is a son of Elohim being created by Him, meaning that if you  
   have a belly button, you are a son of man.  

 
   David (Psalm 2:7, 89:20-29) is called YHWH's first born and   
   begotten son. 
   Solomon (II Samuel 7:11-17, I Chronicles 17:10-20, 22:7-12,  
   28:3-7) is the most decorated of all humans, being named as   
   YHWH's sons on numerous occasions. 
   Nation of Israel (Hosea 11:1) is identified as YHWH's son. 
   Ephraim (Jeremiah 31:9) is called Yah's first born son. 
  
   How can the man from Galilee be called the only begotten son when  
   David was called Yah's begotten son first, and David and Ephraim  
   are both called Yah's firstborn son?  Are David and Ephraim to be  
   considered God?  If not, why is Jesus considered to be God? 

14.   Rev. 1: 8 -11, 12-18  
   Alpha and Omega is the Greek equivalent of the Hebrew "first and  
   last" which is the way it is written in verse 17.  This passage in   
   Revelation seems to indicate that Jesus is the first and last.  But  
   YHWH and His prophets say something else... 
    
   Isaiah 41:4  Who hath wrought and done it, calling the generations  
   from the beginning? I YHWH, the first, and with the last; I am He. 
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   Isaiah 44:6  Thus saith YHWH the King of Israel, and his redeemer   
   YHWH of hosts; I am the first, and I am the last; and beside Me  
   there is no Elohim (God). 
 
   Isaiah 48:12  Hearken unto me, O Jacob and Israel, my called; I am  
   He; I am the first, I also am the last. 
 
   I am sorry Mrs. Thompson, but it is physically NOT possible for there  
   to be TWO individuals who can BOTH lay claim to being the first and  
   last.  Revelation 1:13 calls Jesus the son of man.  I am very sorry, but 
   it is even more impossible for a son of man to be rightly called the  
   first and last (the beginning and the end) if his Father is first and last. 
 
   For the record, I have not once offered my opinion in this segment.  I  
   have quoted Scripture, and many of them are YHWH speaking. 

15.   Rev. 5:6-14 
    This passage calls Jesus the Lamb, not God.  Verse 9 says that the  

   Lamb redeemed us to God by his blood.  This Elohim would be YHWH  
   the Father. 

 
    I am 5/6ths through your list Mrs. Thompson, and still no texts   

   proving that Jesus is god.  Do you understand what is happening  
   here? 

16.   Rev. 19:11-16 
    Hmm.  Have you read  these passages lately?  Again, I'm guessing  

   not... 
 

   Psalm 10:16  YHWH is King for ever and ever: the heathen are  
   perished out of His land. 
    
   Psalm 95:3  For YHWH is a great Elohim, and a great King above all  
   gods. 
    
   Isaiah 43:15  I am YHWH, your Holy One, the Creator of Israel,  
   your King. 
    
   Zechariah 14:9  And YHWH shall be King over all the earth: in  
   that day shall there be one YHWH, and His name one. 
    
   Deuteronomy 10:17  For YHWH your Elohim is God of gods, and  
   Lord of lords, a great God, a mighty, and a terrible, which regardeth  
   not persons, nor taketh reward: 

     
    Jesus cannot be King of kings and Lord of lords when YHWH has first  

   claimed those titles.  Did you know that the book of Revelation is  
   about 70% a near direct quote from the Law or the Prophets.  This is  
   great.  But does anyone know where the other 30% came from? 
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    I'm guessing that you just assume that the NT is a pristine, inspired 

   document, right?  Well the truth of the matter is that when the papacy 
   could not stamp out the first century "christian" movement, they  
   joined it, or rather, co-opted it.  The Catholic church burned the first  
   century writings as often as they could find them, but later (when that 
   proved ineffective) added them to the Hebrew OT canon hundreds  
   of years after the NT era.  The NT did not pass through the faithful  
   hands of the Levites, it was added to Scripture by the 4th beast in  
   Daniel (Rome).  And they edited it freely.  Now you know.  It is  
   recorded in history for anyone who cares to learn something. 

 
17.   Rev. 22:1, 3-5, 12-13, 616 (sic) 
     
    Verse 1, mentions the throne of God (YHWH), and of the Lamb.  Does 

   not call Jesus God. 
    Verses 3-5, same thing.  
    Verses 12-13, already discussed.  The prophets prove that YHWH is  

   the Alpha and Omega, the first and the last.  There cannot be 2, ruling 
   out Jesus' claim here.  And I might stop here and say that if Jesus was 
   the Son of God, he would not be trying to usurp his Father's throne. 

    Verses 616, not sure what verses these are, but 22:16 says that  
   Jesus is the offspring of David.  Which is a true statement, but David's 
   offspring are not God. 

18.   Eph. 4:10 
    Speaks of Jesus' ascension and descension.  Does not call him God. 
 

So, you ready to learn who is God?  Mrs. Thompson, you certainly did not prove anyone was 
god, so let's see who Scripture claims is Elohim (God)... 

 
You offered only 3 passages from the OT, none of which said or implied that Jesus is God.  
The moment you started listing NT texts as proof, you invoked Isaiah 8:20.  To the Law 
[Torah] and the testimony [of the Prophets], if they speak not according to this word it is 
because there is no light in them. 
 
Mrs. Thompson, you said above: "But it is also right and biblical to address Jesus directly. He 
is God, and He deserves to be praised and worshiped."  Perhaps you are familiar with these 
passages.  Perhaps not... 
 
I am YHWH thy Elohim (God), which have brought thee out of the land of Egypt, out of the 
house of bondage.  
Thou shalt have no other gods before Me.  Exodus 20:2-3  (See also Deuteronomy 5:6-
7) 
 
Mathew 4:10  Then saith Jesus unto him, "Get thee hence, Satan: for it is written, Thou 
shalt worship YHWH thy Elohim (God), and Him only shalt thou serve."  (See also Luke 4:8 
and Deuteronomy 10:20) 
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If you find it odd that YHWH commands that we worship and serve Him only, and Jesus 
agrees, there is a reason for that.   
 
Jesus is NOT God!  I find it terrifying that you disagree with both of them and blissfully 
teach others to follow your deceitful path.  The only thing more terrifying is not knowing 
whether you do so deliberately or in ignorance.  Either way, you do err, not knowing the 
Scriptures.   
 
This is who Torah says is Elohim (God): 
 
Unto thee it was showed, that thou mightest know that YHWH He is Elohim; there is none 
else beside Him.  Deuteronomy 4:35 
 
Know therefore today, and take it to your heart, that YHWH is the Elohim in heaven above 
and on the earth below; there is no other!  Deuteronomy 4:39 

 
See, now, that I, I am He -- and no Elohim is with Me.  Deuteronomy 32:39 
 
This is who the Prophets say is Elohim (God): 
 
“You are My witnesses,” declares YHWH, “and My servant whom I have chosen, so that you 
may know and believe Me and understand that I am He.  Before Me no Elohim was formed, 
nor will there be one after Me.  I, even I, am YHWH, and besides Me there is no Savior.”  
Isaiah 43:10-11 
 
I am YHWH your Elohim, Who brought you out of Egypt.   You shall acknowledge no Elohim 
but Me, no Savior except Me!  Hosea 13:4 
 
. . . Who announced this from before, who declared it from the distant past?  Is it not I, 
YHWH, and there is no Elohim apart from Me, a righteous Elohim and a Savior; there is 
none but Me.  Turn to Me and be saved, all you ends of the earth; for I am Elohim, and 
there is no other!  Isaiah 45:21-22 
 
This is what YHWH says, Israel’s King and Redeemer, YHWH Elohim, “I am the first and I 
am the last; apart from Me there is no Elohim!  Who then is like Me?  Let him proclaim it.  
Let him declare and lay out before Me . . . .  Do not tremble, do not be afraid.  Did I not 
proclaim this and foretell it long ago?  You are My witnesses.  Is there any Elohim besides 
Me?  No, there is no other Rock; I know not one.”  Isaiah 44:6-8 
 
I am YHWH, and there is no other; besides Me there is no Elohim; I will strengthen you . . . 
.  In order that they know from the shining of the sun and from the west that there is no 
one besides Me; I am YHWH and there is no other!  Isaiah 45:5-6 
 
Remember the first things of old, that I am Elohim and there is no other; I am Elohim and 
there is none like Me.  Isaiah 46:9 

 
You shall know that I am in the midst of Israel, and I am YHWH your Elohim, there is no 
other; and My people shall never be ashamed.  Joel 2:27 
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So, Mrs. Thompson, once again, you have proven yourself not qualified, inept even, to 
defend your point or bring accusation against the truth.  Jesus is not God.  He is not our 
Saviour; he is not our Creator.  These verses ALL say that YHWH is God (Elohim), that HE 
alone is our Saviour and that HE (YHWH) does not know another Elohim.  YHWH knows 
everything, so if HE does not know of the existence of another Elohim, then there isn't one. 
 
And even before you STOOP so low as to insinuate that YHWH is only talking about false 
gods, it does not say that in Hebrew.  YHWH knows of no other Elohim but Himself.  We 
are to acknowledge no Saviour but Him.  Troy Miller did not say these things, YHWH did.  
I'm just fool enough to believe Him and accept Him at His Word. 
 
I was astonished to read such a disdaining remark about Jesus in your 
letter: 
 
'Fourth, when you "asked Jesus to guide you", you prayed to the 
wrong fellow'.  
 
I was not disdaining Jesus.  I was defending YHWH.  There is not a shred of evidence in 
the Law or the Prophets that commands us or indicates that we should pray to anyone 
other than YHWH, JUST as Jesus stated in Matthew 6:9-13.  Praying to someone other 
than YHWH is breaking the first commandment.  You can pray to whomever you wish, but 
if you want the blessings of heaven, you will pray to YHWH as instructed. 
 
I am very sorry for you, if you do not consider Jesus as your Savior and 
Lord.  [Please do not feel sorry for me.  I worship YHWH, pray to YHWH and serve YHWH 
because He has assured us through the Torah and His prophets that HE alone is our 
Saviour and Elohim, and that He knows no other Elohim other than Himself.]  According 
to the Scripture, he who doesn't have the Son doesn't have the Father.  
[Isaiah 8:20.  Neither the Torah nor the Prophets say anything about having the son in 
order to have YHWH.  And to say this or make it doctrinal would be to ADD to the Law, 
violating Deuteronomy 4:2, et al.]  And, there is no other name under heavens 
by which we all should be saved.  [We have discussed this as well.  Jesus' REAL 
name was Yehushua, and means YHWH will Save.  So WHAT Name saves us?  YHWH's.  
Also, the name Jesus (Yeshua or Yehushua) is not uncommon.  It was the name of several 
Israelites in Scripture, including Joshua.  In the older KJV's Numbers 13:16, calls Joshua 
Jehoshua, I Chronicles 7:27 calls him Jehoshuah - See Strong’s H# 3091.  Look at the 
Strong's for Matthew 1:21 where "Jesus" is given his name.  Says H3091.  G2424, Ἰησοῦς, 
Iēsous, ee-ay-sooce, Of Hebrew origin [H3091]; Jesus (that is, Jehoshua), the name of our 
Lord and two (three) other Israelites: - Jesus.  If there is no other name given among men 
whereby we must be saved, and that somehow specifically points to Jesus, then why are 
there 2-3 others in Scripture with the same name?  My point is that names of EVERY ONE 
OF THESE men meant that YHWH Will Save.  So WHO bears this all important Name that 
saves us?  YHWH.  And who said that He would save us for HIS NAME'S SAKE?  YHWH.  So 
Mrs. Thompson, please cease from getting all exercised over the name Jesus (which means 
nothing in Hebrew).  It is not he who saves us.  His name reveals the one who does save 
us.]  And, there is no other way to the Father, but by (or through) the Son. 
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You said that already.  It was false the first time you said it.  Still is. 
 
Job 9:32-33 says there IS NO mediator between us and the Father (YHWH). The 
priest was not a mediator.  He was a Levite.  It was his job to minister before the Father for 
the people.  This was his inheritance, it was his job.  The priests were human, and they 
were sinners.  They had to take care of their own sin before appearing before YHWH to 
minister before Him.  The priests were not the ones who decided whether a man's sins 
were forgiven or not.  The priests were not in the position to override the Father ("I'm sorry 
YHWH, but I think this guy deserves another chance, and since I'm the mediator, My vote 
breaks the tie.  I vote for the defendant--Not guilty!")   
 
This is the position many have given the priest.  Are you comfortable with this? 
 
If there is a mediator, guess who is in control?  The mediator.  A referee (boxing) or an 
umpire (baseball) is a perfect example of a mediator.  There are two persons or teams that 
are at odds and the mediator is the keeper of the debate.  A mediator stands between the 
antagonists if things get ugly and keeps them headed toward a final judgment (decision 
who wins).  In every case, if the Father, Yehushua and I are in a debate, then Yehushua 
(as the mediator) would be in control.  That will never happen.  The Father is in total 
control.  I can give you many texts that prove as much.  YHWH is either in control of all or 
He is in control of nothing at all. 
  
You can read high, you can read low, but there is no mediator in the Torah or the prophets.  
Everyone faces the Father on his/her own merit.  Psalm 19:11, 58:11, 91:8, Proverbs 
11:18, 24:12-20, Isaiah 3:11, 40:10, 62:11, Hosea 4:9, Matthew 16:27 (which is a 
rough quote of Job 34:11 or Psalm 62:12), Romans 2:5-6, II Corinthians 5:10, II Timothy 
4:14, Hebrews 2:2, Revelation 20:12, 22:12 (which is a rough quote of Isaiah 40:10).   
 
If this seems like a lot of homework, so be it. You will RARELY hear me say this, but forget 
the bold OT texts and read the NT passages above.  It is really quite clear.  You are judged 
on your OWN merit or works, not on someone else’s effort on your behalf.  If you doubt 
this, please read Deuteronomy 24:16, Ezekiel 18:2-4, 20, II Kings 14:6, and 
Jeremiah 31:29-30.  
 
So, if you despise Jesus as 'the wrong fellow', it is no wonder that you are so 
blinded and deceived!  [Unless you can prove this in the Law or the prophets, it is 
nothing more than an accusation (a false accusation).  I'm a big boy with broad shoulders.  
I would be much more concerned if someone came to me with a true accusation.  A false 
accusation is nothing more than sounding brass, a loud, brash, unpleasant sound that 
causes no harm other than having to endure it.]  He is the Way, the Truth and the 
Life.  [Psalm 86:11, Psalm 117:2, Genesis 2:7]  And you cannot see the truth 
without Him! It applies to you then, what Jesus said: "I praise You, 
Father, Lord of Heaven and of earth, because You hid these things 
from the sophisticated and cunning and revealed them to babes" 
(Mt.11:25, LITV).  
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To the shock and amazement of no one, Mrs. Thompson, you have taken Matthew 11:25 
out of context.  In this verse Matthew does not say or imply that all truth comes through 
Jesus.  It says that the Father reveals things (one must assume truthful things) to people 
simple and innocent enough to accept them.  Jesus does not in the least insinuate himself 
into the equation because he was a better student of Scripture than you, Mrs. Thompson... 
 
Psalm 86:11  Teach me thy way, O YHWH; I will walk in thy truth: unite my heart to fear 
Thy Name. 
 
Psalm 100:5  For the YHWH is good; His mercy is everlasting; and His truth endureth to 
all generations. 
 
Proverbs 16:6  By mercy and truth iniquity is purged: and by the fear of the YHWH men 
depart from evil. 
 
Please note that YHWH is perfectly at ease giving truth (which purges iniquity) to people, 
all without Jesus acting as a middle man.  YHWH's truth has always protected righteous 
believers.  There has never been a need for an intermediary.  If there now IS a middle 
man, then what changed?  YHWH never changes. 
 
I will say of YHWH, He is my refuge and my fortress: my Elohim; in Him will I trust.  
Surely He shall deliver thee from the snare of the fowler, and from the noisome pestilence.  
He shall cover thee with His feathers, and under His wings shalt thou trust: His truth shall 
be thy shield and buckler.  Psalm 91:2-4 
 
And for Mrs. Thompson: 
 
But thou shalt say unto them, This is a nation that obeyeth not the voice of YHWH their 
Elohim, nor receiveth correction: truth is perished, and is cut off from their mouth.  
Jeremiah 7:28 
  
May the Lord open your eyes that you may see, and change your heart that 
you may understand the loving heart of your Creator and Savior Jesus 
Christ. 
 
Regards, 
 
Mila Thompson 
 
Indeed, I always ask YHWH to open my eyes, and to change my heart.  Thank you for this 
blessing.  But according to YHWH, HE is my Creator (Isaiah 44:24) as well as my Savior 
(Isaiah 43:10-11, 45:21-22 Hosea 13:4), so I will not be so bold as to ask Him to open 
my eyes to any false doctrine.  And I would ask that if you cannot present my name before 
the throne of Yah in righteousness, that you not present my name at all. 
 
I am not sure how we got off the Lunar Sabbath and you decided to s paddle me for what I 
said to you in my letter, but the trend you started with the Lunar Sabbath continued 
unabated.  My position about "Jesus" is the same as the Lunar Sabbath: it is Scriptural.  
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Heaven knows that I have embraced and taught my tradition and false doctrine at times in 
my life, but the Spirit of YHWH has not left me in this darkness and ignorance. 
 
To my readers of the of Hall of Shame, I apologize.  Not for my doctrine, not for my 
rebuttal, but for exposing you  to this toxic anti-Lunar Sabbath, anti-truth article from Mrs. 
Thompson. I have no illusion that this rebuttal will have any positive effect on Mrs. 
Thompson, who has proven herself an antagonist of truth, but I am concerned that nothing 
positive will come out of this at all.  If you are a member of the jury, and found this in the 
least uplifting, I would appreciate hearing from you.  I am still human and had to bite my 
tongue and not say what Troy (the man) wanted to say to some of the uneducated 
invective above.  The hardness of some of my responses are there because it needed to be 
said in defense of YHWH, the Lunar Sabbath and truth in general.  Honestly, I am more 
disgusted at the conclusion of this rebuttal than I have been in quite some time.  Being in 
error is not a terrible thing as long as you are seeking truth, but being pompously in error is 
quite different and I have a very difficult time maintaining a cool demeanor when what I 
know to be truth comes under such an ignorant, ill-conceived attack as this. 
 
Mrs. Thompson, you should be able to sleep just fine tonight.  While we are on the 
opposite ends of the "truth" spectrum here, you are actually doing the will of the Father... 
 
With Him [YHWH] is strength and wisdom: the deceived and the deceiver are His.  Job 
12:16 
 
So rest well.  I have no idea what His reward will be for doing His will, being a deceiver of 
the people by promoting false doctrine, but you are doing a fantastic job. 
 
The Father has over the years repeatedly hit me with various truths, patiently waiting until I 
"get it".  I will be eternally grateful and by His mercy I remain... 
 
In His grip, 
 
Troy Miller 
www.CreationCalendar.com 


